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SUMMARY
This thesis sets CMt to attack beliefs that caring is wcmen'6 wark,
to exJllIline the reasons for the resistance tD changing CDDventions
about sex roles and heal th wark and, in view of COlIling changes in
British deJllographic and socia-econDDic structures, to urge people to
COllsider the question, who cares far us?
The paradax of sen caring makes its mpact precisely because of the
history and culture of WWlen caring.
The farce of the iJage is as
great as the COlltrast which makes it: Den look like sisfits in the
caring role because women have heeD typecast for it.
It is the
extraordinary cantrast of ]Ben carers and nurses talking about their
caring feelings that farces the paradax. In this study, the lfIen and
waJIlen nurses and carers who were interviewed. discuss their feelings
as the very reason far their caring wark, including e.otian wark
and dirty wark.
The thesis argues tha t the Den and WOlBen share the
SlUIe caring values but their caring roles are conflicted by beliefs
about sexual identity.
Ken's caring act is culturally constructed
whereas wDllIen's caring act is directed by biolDlfica1 and cultural
beliefs that help to perpetuate WDlIleD's structured dependency in
caring roles.
The feainisation of caring designates the 5W~p of
unthi:niing about wame:IJ, feelings and bodies that breeds wrong
beliefs about health wark and sex roles and subverts the Baral
order of caring values.
This is
fe:ainist .et.h0001 ogy, characterised by being reflexive,
political
and erperilBental.
The resulting exploratory study
CXJBbines qualitive fieldwork with theoretical inquiry.
It is a
deconstuction
of sex roles and health
wark,
exploring
the
feainisation of caring tbraugh the language of care and the history
of nursing, the difficulties with current social theory that genders
caring and ignores feelings, Bost hllpartantly, the stories of .en
and WD1lle:IJ nurses and carers who talk about their caring feelings,
their work lllJd their beliefs about cari.IJg sex rales, and finally the
COlltert o f caring in the UK today.
In conclusion, current beliefs about sex roles lllJd health wark
underJlline the DDnll order of ClJTing vlJlu96 lJt lJ tme whan the tl2sk
af caring for elderly people is increasing.
rfhat is required is the
political will to begin the public debate em who should C4Te far
vulnerable kith and kin and who shaJ1d pay far the work to be dane?
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INTRODUCTION

T his small exploratory study of men caring takes a fresh look at thinking
about sex roles and health work.
work',

Convention has it that caring is 'women's

However, given the rising tide of need among vulnerable members of

society and the fact that most women today have a paid job, who is going to
do the caring?

The idea of men caring -

sons caring for mothers -

be it men midwives, men nurses or

is still out of the ordinary.

Why is this?

The

thesis argues that the paradox of men caring is explained by the feminisation
of caring.

In the research, men nurses and carers described their caring

feelings and work and it is the contrast of their stories with the culture and
history of women caring that encapsulates the paradox of men caring.

This chapter contains an overview of the thesis and

its background.

coming chapters are summarised and the sequence of order of the chapters
explained.

The

thesis

is

written

in

the

first

relationship between the researcher and the inquiry,
are

included

here and

person

to

represent

The
is
the

Autobiographical details

in Chapter Four and are intended to strengthen the

meaningfulness of research by describing the events that gave my life meaning
before and during the study.
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IDtroduction

Summary of

the Chapters

The thesis begins by exploring the likely historical origins of the paradox of
men who do the caring and suggests that caring has been feminised in two ways
at least.

First: in the English language, care is conceptualised as feeling and

not work, in a culture that typecasts women as feeling creatures.

Second: the

feminisation of caring may be linked to the growth of female sex roles in
health work and the promotion of nursing for women as a role of virtue and
feeling.

Historically, caring has been feminised

because

of a conceptual

absolutism that has reduced sex to characteristics that are biologically and
culturally

inescapable for

men and

women.

According to this thinking,

if

women are the natural carers, men are the unnatural ones.

Throughout
determinism

the

study,

are

beliefs

challenged

as

and

ideas

wrong

that

thinking.

are

spawned

The

from

technique

biological
of explicit

political challenge to a logic that locks women into biological, cultural and
structural dependencies is part of feminist standpoint theory and is discussed
in

Chapter

Four.

The aim

is

to

improve

the

objectivity

of

research

by

repeated and explicit rehearsal of the methodological guidelines.

Chapter Three examines the main perspectives in social theory that have shaped
ideas about caring and
feminisation of care.

shows how these strategies helped to maintain the
This chapter begins by reviewing the British feninist

literature on caring and points to two problems facing current thinking about
care.

First, the dominant feminist separatist critique

successful in addressing

the marginalisation of women's issues in sociology

and establishing feminist thinking in the discourse.

2

of women caring was

Nevertheless the almost
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exclusive study of white women carers had the unwelcome effect of rehearsing
the same sort of sexual and racial ineq uali ties the authors resisted (thereby
making a feminist study of men caring appear controversial>.

Theories about

gender relations and caring were unable to match determinist and essentialist
explanations

of

women's

social

dependency

with

the

way

people

make

and

maintain relationships because of their feelings.

Second,

the

elision

of

feelings

in

social

science

highlights

the

gaps

in

sociology's box of tools for comprehending the world of human relationships
and

emphasises

discipline

in

the

male

business.

dominated
The

theoretical

inequalities

of

monopolies
power

in

that
the

keep

the

ontological

approaches of sociology. its systems of thought and research methods are more
obvious when sociology tries to address the typically femininised spheres of
caring feeling.

Inequalities of power in the very construction of sociological

knowledge

the

make

attempted

study

discourse that has neglected them.

of anyone's

feelings

problematic

in a

The lack of theoretical grip on feeling in

sociology is addressed by reviewing existing theories and the epistemic status
of feelings, finding considerable help in the work of Agnes Heller.

Chapter Four

is the methodology chapter.

It describes feminist standpoint

theory and how its guidelines for good research have informed this project:
explicit emphasis on the relationship between the researcher, the methcxiology
and the participants; overt political challenge to false thinking that limits
understanding of the social situation; and experimentation with research tools
to find more robust and sensitive methcxis of investigation in the field of
human relations that can synthesise lived experience with theory.
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Introduction

more autobiography in this section that considers my life
1995 and how these events affected the inquiry.

between 1988 and

The irony is nat lost on me

that I spent several years of my life looking at the impact of illness on
other people's lives without considering the effect of my own chronic illness
on the inquiry -

nat least how long it took and the secondary effects (on

myself and the thesis) of taking so Duch time.
chapter is about the research method.
the

interviewees,

described.
participants

the

The research design, sampling, access to

interviews, data analysis and

The interview techniques
explain

The final section in this

their

emotional

described with reference to

-

the ethical

issues are

for example, those used to help

performance and

simi lar research.

inner

feelings

-

are

Finally, I share my doubts

about the ethics of conducting an inquiry an people's private

emotions in

caring situations.

In Chapter Five, the research participants are introduced, with brief histories
of their caring careers.

It is hoped these cameos will acquaint the reader

with the people whose stories of their caring experiences carry so much weight
in

this study.

The sample consists of fourteen

seven carers and seven nurses.
nurse).

participants altogether -

Twel ve are men and two women (a carer and a

All the participants are white and their ages range from their early

twenties to retirement.
nearing the end.

Some are just starting

their caring careers and some

Among the carers and the cared for, five men cared for their

wives and the ather two were looking after their parents.

All the interviews

were conducted in and around a place called Carrtown in the study and the
chapter

begins

with

a

brief

description

of

Carrtown

where

most

of

the

participants lived and worked.

4
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Chapters Six and Seven are about the interviews.

The men nurses and carers

explain their caring feelings and their caring work.

Their accounts challenge

conventional

work

beliefs

about

sex

roles

invisible spaces that are part of a

and

health

as

they

describe

world of intimacies and connectedness

generally explored through female relating in the literature.

The stories of the men's commitment to care shaw a weave of feelings, values,
beliefs and acts that changes during their caring careers.

Their testimonies

reveal the continuum of feeling between love and duty, between feeling free to
care and bound to care explored

in

a spectrum of human experience that is partially

the feminist

literature on caring.

understanding of 'commitment to care' where

The research points to an

fluctuating feelings towards the

commitment mark its course.

Two aspects of caring work that have been explored through women's experience
in the literature are emotion work and dirty work.
to

control

emotion

and

accomplish

dirty

work

regardless of the ebb and flow of commitment.

The men tell of the effort
that

continues

day

to

day

Also, the excerpts show men's

awareness of the complexities of the business of managing their emotions for
the sake of others and also of coping with dirty work.

Chapter Eight seeks to explain why the issue of feminisation of caring is
important

today.

Demographic and

socio-economic

forces

have shaped

the

colossal task of caring that seems certain to impact on western societies in
the new millennium.

In this country, the potential costs to society have been

re-cast by a decade and a half of politics that has legislated for individual
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in preference to collective solutions for health and welfare.

In a SOCiety

that is under increasing pressure to provide more care, wrong beliefs about
female

sex roles and health work could generate more tensions between the

state and women income-earners.

Will women who are juggling commitments to

work and look after their families cope with expectations that they care for
the chronic sick, elderly and handicapped as well?
poli tical

will

to

meet

the

social

and

What is required is the

economic

costs

of

welfare

by

defeminising care so that men and women have equal opportunities and equal
support to care for vulnerable others.

Chapter Nine concludes that the paradox of men makes its impact because of
the history and culture of women caring.
as the contrast which makes

it:

The force of the image is as great

men look

because women were typecast for it.

like misfits

in the caring role

When men talk about their commitment to

care, their feelings and the work they do, and what it's like performing a
female role, the paradox is finally substantiated.

In so many ways, the feminisation of caring

rehearses and confirms the false

logic of biological destiny and prescribes the subordinate sexual identity of
the caring role.

The thesis concludes that while people believe caring is a

biological

society

given,

cannot

be

wholly

responSible

for

its

vulnerable

members even though population and socia-economic trends are creating more
need.

Defeminising care and including men in caring roles is a necessary part

of making 'a caring society'.

6
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Autobiographical

Oetails

This is a thumbnail sketch of the background and circumstances surrounding my
role

as

researcher.

autobiographical

The

inquiry

is

seen

in

the

light

of

the

main

events that marked its construction, a technique intended to

strengthen the objectivity of the study.

Consideration of how the relationship

developed is part of Chapter Four.

For most of my life, I've been involved with caring - nursing others or others
nursing

me.

I

am

white, British, middle-class,

female and

educated in the seventies by marxist/feminist minds.

was university

In 1983, and at the age

of twenty seven, I did the general nurse training and worked for seven years
as a nurse until my physical health deteriorated.
for

issues

with

the

health

medicines and for local NHS

unions,
campaigns.

people

A born crusader,

who

supported

I fought

complementary

During that time, I decided I wanted

a better theoretical grip of health matters and in 1987, I enrolled as a parttime student at the Uni versi ty of Warwick on the Sociological Research for
Health Care Masters Degree.

This study grew from the time I was trying to put together a proposal for the
dissertation in 1988.
concerned

me.

As

professionalisation

a

of

Its origins can be traced to two nagging doubts that
nurse,
caring

I

was
by

frustrated
nursing,

by

and

what
as

a

I

thought

sociology

frustrated by its takeover by what I regarded as feminist separatism.
was

subsumed

by

two different areas of knowledge, owned

by

was

the

student,
Caring

predominantly

white female groups with very different political aims, who seeningly wanted
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to keep caring

-

the domestic reserve of unpaid

labour and the underpaid

welfare army - to themselves!

I could not
struck

me

find

that

an

interesting angle for

investigation

until one day,

little was known about men's views on caring

Ungerson 1987),

(apart

it

from

The original proposal was for a simple empirical study of

men's views about their caring roles,

interpreted in the light of existing
I

social theory on caring.

.

However, the common features of writing about care -

the invisibility of work and the rhetoric of feeling - was also a feature of
the first case studies in 1988.

As Xeg Stacey remarked, it was paradoxical

that men talked more about their feelings than their work <when it is the norm
for men to discuss their work and hide their feelings).

This is how the

inquiry was started.

Ky health gave way rapidly after the spring of 1989.
I was unfit to work.

By the end of the year,

Nevertheless, I stayed at Warwick as a sick part-time

doctoral student until 1991 when I was well enough to return to the NHS to do
health research.

Xy academic efforts have been hindered by recurrent and

persistent ill health, my return to full time work in health research and the
uncompromising and sometimes unreasonable demands of NHS employers at a time
of organisational upheaval.

My relationship with my elderly father as the

youngest unmarried daughter improved when both of us were weak and needed
help.

But

while

I

got

better,

his

physical

health

slowly

deteriorated

(although his will remained firmly intact) throughout all the operations, the
strokes and the utterly wretched transition from home to nursing home because
of the new community 'care' laws.

8
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The things that mattered to me when I began this thesis are not the things
that matter now, for I care more about the day to day tranquillity of family,
pets and garden than I do about social theories.

If some of the men who

talked to me agree with little else in this study, here there is common ground.

Of course the information I gathered for the thesis until 1991 has been picked
over already by other writers and the sociological discourse is dominated now
While my

by postmodernist debates.

thoughts still bear the

imprint of a

seventies marxist/feminist education, here the gist of my thinking reflects the
postmodernist vogue for deconstructing those things we take for granted: in
this case, caring language, beliefs and values.
inequalities of
health

work

power -

and

inherent

modern

values

My intention is to attack the

in conventions for women's sex roles for
of

caring

which

silently

divides

our

communities and compromises the way we care for ourselves.

------~-
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2

THE FEMINISATION OF CARE
PART ONE

The paradox of men caring makes its impact because of the history and culture
of women caring.

The force of the image is as great as the contrast that

makes it: men look like misfits in the caring role because historically, women
have been typecast for it.
(1)

Indeed our ideas of caring have become feminised

and partial, so that care means more to do with feelings than the work it

involves.

Probably this way of thinking has come about because historically,

caring has been associated with women.

This chapter explores some of the historical evidence for the feminisation of
care -

specifically, the language of care and nursing as a role for women.

Throughout, I am attacking the deceit of caring roles by attacking the language
that

describes

language.

them

and

the

caring

beliefs that

are

extensions

of

such

The chapter concludes that caring'S feminisation is the process of a

conceptual absolutism that reduces sex to characteristics that are biologically
and

culturally

inescapable for

men

and

women -

a

mistaken

idea that

fundamental to understanding the paradox of men who do the caring.

is

What is

required is a balanced view of care as work and feeling and does not typecast
women as society's natural carers and men carers as the misfits.

10
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Naming Care
Vhat is in a name?
different meanings.

Writers about care often begin by distinguishing its
From this they build a conceptual framework (for instance,

Roy Parker 1981, Graham 1983, Kitson 1985, Dunlap 1986, Bytheway 1986)

Caring for somebody is

In theory, the cammon view is that care has twa parts.
working for them.
abstraction

is

Caring about someone is feeling for them.

correct.

However,

different

(2) .

groups

of

I am sure the

people

(be

they

politicians, feminists or nurses) who have very different agendas in mind are
using the same term, apparently to address separate parts of human experience.
I find this puzzling.

Obviously, care is a vague sort of word.

It seems that

it is not just a question of what is care but who thinks it is and why?

The space for extending our social constructs is pulled about by the forces of
nature,

structure

and

culture.

In

Britain

ground, because of a combination of
new

political

strategies

for

health

today,

care occupies strategic

factors to do with
care,

medical

population change,

and

bio-technologies,

conventional sex work roles and the impetus for professional1sation in caring
work.

Care is high on the public agenda.

concept.

Yet it is a confused and confusing

Politicians talk about care to mean what is expedient at the time.

For example, writers about 'community care' policy note the historical shift of
approach, from organised institutional care in the community, to Good Neighbour
scheDes, and the financial expediency of closing long stay institutions, to
mixed economies of care, although the name stays the same (3).

Harre (1986) maintains the language of emotion reflects the moral order of the
community

(4).
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form the things of which they speak

(Barrett and Phillips, 1992).

case what can one make of the confused concept of care?

In that

What does the lack

of words for naming the qualitatively different aspects of care - feelings and
work -

signify?

Is society in a state of unknowing or initiation?

I shall

argue that care is a new and malleable construct milked by ruling groups for
its affective meanings.

This section examines the confusion in the language of care because of the
double

meanings

of

feeling

and

work.

Second,

it

explores

the

way

this

ambiguity is exploited by groups with vested interest in the development of
the

language.

Three

definitions of carej
culturesj

and

finally,

studies

underpin

this

thinking:

a

brief

history

of

an opportunistic survey of the naming of care in other
a

review

of

the

application

of

the

vocabulary

and

constructs of care in the nursing discourse.

Dic~ionary

Definitions,

Some examples of the changing use of care are to be found
Enilish Dictionaries <1964 and 1989).

The noun and its verb

in the Oxford
Q.a.I:e.

comes from

the old Teutonic languages, with half a dozen different evolved meanings.

An

early expression for a time of grief, it was customary to talk about someone
retiring to their care-bed.

In Old English, the noun found many new meanings,

such as take care of,
'He brought hira into an Inne, and took care of hira', 1582,
Te5ta~enl Rhel, Luke 10,32,

eg,

12
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Kore recent switches of meaning occured in legislation for those needing ~
and protection eg. The Royal Commission of the Care of the Feeble Minded
0904-08).

The verb has various

early forms

to sorrow, grieve or mourn,

be concerned about, take care about, not care, not mind, like something or
someone.

To lpqk after. take care of is a recent construction,

eg, 'The child has been well cared for'.
April 1887>,

~anchester

Guardian, 7th

These older connotations of care as feelings of grief, fear and solicitude,
contradicted my understanding (as a nurse) of care as compassionate concern,
and I wasn't sure how the gap between one image and another had been bridged.
I had almost dispensed with this study of dictionary definitions, when I heard
the new OED was coming out after 25 years, and I wrote to their offices for
help.

John Simpson, the editor, kindly sent me the OED's two new entries for

the now commonplace adjectives derived from care: carer and caring.

The OED examples for caring and carer date their emergence in the language in
the sixties and seventies.

They may seem familiar terms to us now.

they are very new in the English language.
working, in terms of service or a job.

In fact

Both terms are a bout ways of

Carer has two definitions.

One reads,

'A person whose occupation is the care of the sick. disabled, etcj one who
looks after a disabled relative at home, especially one who is therefore unable
to work'.

An example is :

to
'Believers in Cosrlic Nursing, , distribute inforlation
carers in hospitals and in hales, ,'! New Age, SUlller 7/3, 1985,
The

definition

for

caring

reads,

'That

cares:

compassionate:

concerned:

specifically with reference to professional social work, care of the sick or
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elderly etc.

Frequently as caring profession. society' ,

The OED's selected

examples are waspish!

'The word caring in the context of the Tory Party raeant that I1rs
Thatcher intended to lower her voice another octave', Sunday
Telegraph, Decelber 29th 1985.
There are both affective and instrumental aspects to the picture represented
by care.

These aspects alter with time.

for different eras, for feelings

The word conjured different mages

(be it grief and sorrow or compassion and

concern) and for responsibilities (from custodianship to domestic tending and
professional duty).

To my mind, the sense of care as work is still emerging

and there is no clear and coherent equation in people's minds.

Of course,

feminists have driven home the point that caring is work for at least twenty
years

(from

Oakley

1972,

constructions on the matter.

to

Graham

1991)

but

society

Anomalies are common.

has

put

Take for example, the OED

explanation of a carer, whose occupation is caring for the infirm.
looking after someone at home is therefore unable to wark.
twist

in our understanding of what constitutes work!

caring described as work must be a paid job.

ather

The carer

What an ironic

The result

is

that

By definition, care carried out

in the home that is unpaid cannot be work as well.

This is the cleft stick

for carers, who can·t go out to work because they have a job, caring in the
home.

If a substitute from an outside agency performs the role, we call it

work.

But when a carer undertakes it, we call it caring, and the work involved

is made invisible.

Care is like a magiC box and the contents are whatever you

want them to be - either feelings or work or both -

because specification of

the meanings attributed to the word has not occured.

14
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Naming Care in Other Languages,
This takes me on to the next part of the story in this chapter.
the naming?

Who is doing

For of course, arguments about language are culturally speCific.

Other cultures may have evolved a range of terms for caring that offers more
sophisticated classification than the English language which
concepts under one heading.

conflates two

In an early piece about the nature of commitment

for nurses, Altschul makes the same point

"The onlooker may believe, wrongly in ~y opInIon, that because there
is one ~ord for it there lust be one thing \fhich exists, seperately
froll the people who are cOAHnited to it, This is not however, in the
nature of language, True, a ~ord is used to cOllllunicate a concept,
but there may be complexities in the nature of the concept which are
inadequately communicated in the lIIord, In different languages, the
varieties of idea incorporated in a particular world l1ay be very
different" (1979: 126),
After reading Harre

<198'7), I

decided to borrow the idea of exploring the

social construction of feeling in different languages
people

who were

bi -lingual

from

other continents,

conceptualisation of care in their mother tongue.

(5).
I

If I came across

asked

them

about the

The investigations were

entertaining, inconclusive and informative.

A gentleman called Freeman, who came from Hong Kong and who spoke Cantonese,
gave the matter much thought.

If I interpret him correctly, he advised me that

he can talk about caring about someone in the sense of loving them, which
implies

an

intimate

and

reciprocal

way

of

relating.

There

is

another

expression, meaning the intensive care of someone very sick and dependent on
the carer.

The other concept that he thought of does not translate easily in

English; he called it 'looking at' care, which means watching over and tending
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someone.

Freeman

suggested the correct application of the Chinese terms for

care depended upon knowing the power relationships involved.

Two gentleman who spoke Kilawian and Shona gave me their translations of
care.

In Milawian, the word

carries various meanings
'Kusamalira'

is

a

in

'kusasmalira' means to care for someone.
itself

commodious

word

Shona seems much more careful.

: of feelings,
that

It

involvenent, and actions.

accommodates

a

range

of concepts.

In Shona, 'kurapa' means to care for someone

in hospital with medical treatment.

'Kuchengeta' means to care for in the

sense of look after someone, either at home or in hospital.

'Kunzwira' means

to care about someone with feeling, and suits private or public relations.

The Norwegians I asked thought Norwegian had few eqUivalent concepts because
it was not rich in expression.
phrase : ' Ery seg am noen'.

The only way to express caring was in a

They mentioned 'Pleie/r', meaning to nurse.

adjective, 'omtenksom', aroused debate.

The

They eventually agreed that it meant to

'think care', in the sense of involvement, interest, and friendliness.

They

said that 'hensynsfull' meant to act with care.

Ky opportunistic and tiny sample re-inforces the idea that the naming process
is culturally loaded.

Different societies have evolved terms to reflect what

is significant for them.

The word care in English with its confused double

meanings is skimpy by comparison.

Chinese Cantonese has a wide range of

concepts, apparently differentiated by the social arrangement of power in the
relationships.

Shona

is

particularly careful in designating

between caring feelings and different types of caring work.
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and accents in any language that reflect the way a culture accounts for care.
Altschul remarks similarly :

liThe bel ief that because we have a single word there lust be a
unitary entity is not one to which I describe,
The study of
languagues shows that the ~ore pri~itive the understanding of a
concept the poorer the avai lable vocabulary wi th which to explore
it- (1979: 133),

The paint is that the sparse language of care in English reflects the moral
order of a people who neglect to look for other words because they have no
need to find them, unlike languages of other cultures.

For the final part of

this chapter, I shall explore views of care from the nursing discourse.

The

Cul~ural

Context of

Naming Care.

When I was nursing, I was struck by the different ways of talking about care.
Nurses and relatives often discuss 'the care' someone is receiving.
they understood each other and often that is the case.

They think

Yet sometimes there is

confusion people find hard to put into words.

For example, a nurse knows the

initials 'T.L.C.' stand for 'tender loving care',

The instruction, 'For T.L.C.', is

a euphemism for
death.

the sort of nursing work prescribed for someone close to

It often goes hand in hand with the note, 'not for 666', a situation

where it is decided there will be no life-saving for someone whose medical
condition is judged by the doctors-in-charge to be beyond hope of relief from
The nurse is not expected to have feelings about the situation.

suffering.
Nor

are

her

sometimes,

feelings

relatives

censored
do assume

unless

they

that care

interfere

with

means emotional

her

work.

involvement with

someone they care about, and not just tasks performed on the body.
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unreasonably, they assume caring means feeling for not detachnent fron human
tragedy.

Conflicting perceptions can cause upset on a hospital ward where

human tragedy is commonplace.

In his paper, 'The Problem of the Next Instance' (1990), Barnes suggests that
language construction reflects power relationships in society.

Nurses claim

ownership of the terms of reference for the work they do and this claim is
strongly

defended

in

the

American

nursing

literature.

They

seek

to

appropriate the language of care as a hallmark for the new nursing profession
(Gaut

1981,

Harrison

1990),

For

example,

the

first

principle

of

The

International Association of Human Caring states

"To identify the ~ajor philosophical, epistemological, and
professional dimensions of care and caring to advance the body of
kno~ledge that constitutes nursing and to help other disciplines use
care and caring in human relationships" (in Schuster 1990: 28),
Rawnsley (1990), in an article remarkable for its clarity, suggests :

Caring, defined as -the action of the verb care", is given special
reference as a descriptor for professions with prilary social
concerns, Caring is not identified as particular to nursing, If
caring is to be the hallmark of all dimensions of nursing, then
discourse, ~hich projects that world through a dialectic bet~een
event or the lJorld of practice, and !leaning, or the world of ideas
must be encouraged,
Because care, the root word, is polysemic,
multiple meanings are available at the lexical level and eIIergent
meanings are
potentially accessible
through
the semantic
transforlation of ~etaphor,
Probably relatives see care as a general term without 'professional owners'
with rough and ready co-ordinates that everyone shares.
people

conform

to

conventions

of

speech

with

good

I

Barnes argues that
reason.

solution for taday's naming problem is convenient for them.

Yesterday's

They realise that

agreement is more important than getting it right otherwise there would be
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endless discussion and dispute.
term

is routine

around

me

'correct'!

As a rule of thumb, they assume that if the

it probably means it's

about caring

produced

'right'.

familiar

A brief inquiry of people

responses so

I assume they

All those I asked, men and women, young and old, referred to caring

as a way of feeling the actions invoked.

loving, giving, kindliness, trustfulness - rather than
Perhaps this cliche appears unremarkable.

of care in terms of relating to others.
to the other.

VIe do think

Our feelings are engaged in response

In general, people equate care with feelings for someone.

The sense of care as feeling is diluted by popular use in the media instance, The Caring Nineties.
posed

by split worlds between

exper ience

are

(6) .

for

Dorothy Smith (1988) talks about the problems
male-dominated public

language and private

Xeaning from private worlds cannot be transposed into the

public context and relayed as a universal message without increasing the sense
of dislocation for those who are the target of the message.

For example, I see

signs like 'Sheffield City Council Caring For You' emblazoned on buses, or old
Peterborough

hospital

brochures declaring

'The Effect

taken out of its intimate context and placed on show.

is Caring'.

Care is

The public message on

the side of the Sheffield bus relies on people doing the work and connecting
wi th their private world of feeling for the intention of their City Council to
impact on them.
meaning slips its

When intimate worlds are used for commercial reasons, the
context, and the new sales pitch makes it into a cliche.

Now I don 't feel anything when I see the posters in the hospital because I
resist doing the work: of making the connection.

If we stop connecting the

phrase loses its clinch and sounds corny instead.
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It was Professor Stacey who suggested a way of collecting the evidence for
work on professional constructs of care.
terminology

of

"community"

in

sociological

Years ago, she had explored the
texts,

noting

the

conflicting

specific applications and the way meaning is coloured by the context in which
the term presents.
(7) .

The work I was doing reminded her of this particular paper

Of course, the volume, range and scope of the vocabulary of care in the

nursing literature is very wide.

For this exercise, I reviewed the editorials

and leading articles in the British nursing press from 1980 to 1990 and the
titles and summaries in the nursing abstracts (8).

A glance at any

nursing texts shows the extent of use of care.

It

is a

recurrent small word that is used so often it is almost meaningless : after
care,

balance of care, coronary care, day care, extended care, family care,

geriatric care, home care, individual care, maternal care, neurological care,
obstetric care, primary health care, quality of care, respite care, standards of
care, terminal care, ulcer care, well woman care etc.
the nursing press : Project 2000 -

It turns up in titles in

A Framework for Care, Rational Primary

Health Care, Continuity of Care in Midwifery, Care About Food, Dental Care in
Pregnancy, Leg Ulcers and Foot Care, Stoma Care in Scotland, Care of the Above
Knee Amputation, Tracheostomy Care, Providing a Caring Service in Prisons, and
Caring for the Cleft Lip and Palate.

The word care is virtually inseparable

from the work that qualifies it in the title, be it a body part or government
policy.
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The

The

language

eighties.

of

care

was

manipulated

by

editors

of

the

journals

of Care

in

the

Headers punned the word : Sharing the Caring, Handle with Care, and

Care to Talk?

An early editorial in The Nursing Kirror (1980) reads :

"All care cannot be in the hospital; but neither can all care be in
the cO~tluni ty, A balance has to be found , ,II
NurSing jargon has taken over in this example from The Nllrsing Times (1986)

IINew approaches to care are being pioneered , , the switch to
individualised patient care (a better ter~ than nursing process) , H
There are various ways of employing care in the context of nursing.

It is

used in terms of the divisions of nursing labour based on medical specialities
- such as renal care.

It is latched onto demographic categories: elderly care.

Care is used to refer to the re-organisation of nursing labour, either due to
government inspired policy - such as Community Care, Quality of Care - or from
changes

in

aspirations
There

is

the
-

nature

of

the

caring

workload

because

of

professional

such as Care Plan Sharing, Primary Nursing Care, Self

basic task

oriented care,

again co-extensive

with the biomedical

model, such as catheter care, and temporal ordering, such as day care.
indicate ways for managing work.

Care.

All

In the language of everyday nursing in

Bri tain, care means a way of working, not a way of relating.

The nursing

discourse has produced ather designations, as we shall see.

After this study, I began to think that meanings attributed to care coincided
with the huge growth of caring labour and the emergence of the professions of
the welfare state over half a century.
conceptions of power and
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professions

invade everyday language and push back the borders of meaning

beyond ordinary understanding.
Ky

final

evidence

is

a

Is nursing colonising the vocabulary of care?

review

of

some

of

the

recent

American

nursing

literature which led the way in developing a new nursing knowledge.

This exercise used Fawcett's book, Conceptual Models Of Nursing

(1984)

and

recent American nursing journals, in order to review the context of constructs
of

care.

Fawcett's

work

offers

a

comprehensive

survey

of

examples

of

theories by American nurses, that have extended the boundaries of meanings for
care, searching for holistic theories of practice that embrace the mind, body
and

feelings

of

the

patient.

The

image

of caring

as

work

is

like

its

silhouette, no matter how it is pushed about in the process of inventing new
beliefs about nursing to do with feelings, spiritual harmony, energy fields or
whatever.

The

following

examples

from

American

theoretical nursing

texts

illustrate my point very well.

Orem's Self Care Kadel makes up jargon such as Heal th Deviation Self Care
Requisites

(that rightly led to the coining of the term 'oremisation', or the

simple made complex).

In Levine's Conservation Model, nursing assessment is

named 'trophicognosis',

ll

lIa nursing care judgement arrived at by scientific lethod (LeVine,
1966),
She continues, "Nurses have long kno~n that patients are
co~plex persons and not groups of parts,
It is out of this
realisation that attellPts to'lards cOllprehensive care and total care
have come , and it is because we have been frustrated by fai 1ing to
achieve the ideal of completion that the search for a lore
definitive bedside care has continued" (levine, 1969),
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Leininger

(1981)

was

the first

to argue that constructs of care form

the

domain for nursing knowledge and practice and began searching for a means of
universalising
nursing

care

practice.

constructs
Some

from

American

different

nurse

cultures

theorists

have

that

would

realised

inform

that

"if

nursing is to substantiate its claim on caring as a domain construct, then it
must assume the responsibility of articulating the ways in which caring and
nursing are integral", (Rawnsley M. 1990 : 41),

Caring may be polysemic but

nurses can manipulate its meanings for their own professional devices.

Given

these examples from leading publications in the American discourse, there may
be a problem with the misappropriation and
caring by

obfuscation of the construct of

nurses, colliding epistemological worlds in the collective interests

of nursing expansion that other thinkers should be wary of.

"Holy the Firm and Upnrd Causation Model of Science can help us
harMonise the whole and create an extensive landscape upon which to
build our structures (of nursing knowledge], Through them lJe can
pursue wide awakeness for informed passion for [] knowledge of hu~an
caring, healing, and health, as a consciousness context", (Watson,
J, 1990 : 22),

Unitary man
a four di~ensional negentropic energy field
identified
by
pattern
and
organisation
and
~anifesting
characteristics and behaviours that are different fro~ those of the
parts which cannot be predicted frOM knowledge of the parts (Rogers
1980)

It seems some American nurse theorists are intent on turning the language of
caring into a privilege of an academic few, thus making Barne's paint.
appears to be little
confusion
care.

There

theoretical grip by nursing writers on the conceptual

between the instrumental and affective aspects of the construct of

Nursing's

unthinking

appropriation

of care

words

serves

merely

to

repeat and increase the phenomenon of the feminisation of care.
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Sumlrlary

This chapter seeks evidence from a historical perspective for the feminisation
of care which re-inforces the paradox of men caring today.

The first part of

the chapter explores the construction of care in the language and exposes the
polarised

meanings

of feelings

affective side of care.

and work and the unequal emphasis on the

The emphasis on feeling is part and parcel of

the

feminisatian of caring that identifies caring with the emotional territory that
supposedly belongs to women.

The English dictionary describes care and
working.

its derivatives as

feeling and

Other societies have thought about the phenomena of care differently,

with more or less precision in the terms of reference.

Harre suggests that

the moral life of the culture is as real as the names produced to express it.
Care

is

a

poverty-stricken concept

twentieth century.

for

Great

Britain at

the end

of

the

A vision of care as feeling that is non-productive and

weak contributes to the process of feminisation.

The double-edged meaning of care in English is recent.

The inchoate sense of

care in our society appears to have emerged with the growth of the caring
professions in this century and their ownership of the words that describe the
work they do.

In professional nursing jargon the term most often appears as

unthinking shorthand for work.
1990)

are

actively

seeking

Some American nursing theorists <ego Rawnsley
to

re-construct

professional language in the process.

the

concept

and

invent

a

However, nursing's extension of the

language to designate new professional territories has not thought to challenge
the ambiguity of meaning that typifies the feminisation of care.
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Caring remains one of those commodious words that people understand without
question - a rough marker for the human response to suffering that is believed
to be more to do with feeling than a concrete piece of work.

Our society has

one word for two concepts that refer to the phenomena of feelings and work.
What is uppermost in people's minds when they talk about caring is the feeling
involved not the work obliged.

The language of caring when it is used to

descri be men nurses and carers has paradoxical effect because the very words
are identified with skills and qualities attributed to women and their working
lives.

------------------
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PAllT TVO

EXPLORING SEXUAL INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH WORK
This section has one main line of attack.
examples

from

the

everyday

and

from

Using nursing as the context for
history,

it

seeks

to

expose

the

biological, cultural and structural inequalities of power between the sexes that
shape the feminisation of care and make the paradox of men caring.

Because

false beliefs about sex roles interact and generate the twisted sense of the
paradox with contemporary values for care, I begin

by drawing a distinction

between the two conceptual categories.

Two riddles illustrate historical aspects of the feminisation of care:

1.

Why

was nursing promoted as work for women alone?

There are few theories about

the

to

shift

of

caring

from

female

domesticity

establishment of an exclusive job market for women.
social mechanics of sex roles and health
relative powerlessness in the economy.

male

workplace

and

the

It would help explain the

work that still rehearse womens'

It also highlights the position of men

who lose authority if they compromise their sexual and social status by doing
women's

work.

2.

Why do men complain of discrimination against them in

nursing but apparently take all the top jobs?

Inequalities in the sexual

division of caring labour for men appears as the inverse result of inequalities
born by women.
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the individual and the group, open to all to share,

regardless of their sex.

Caring values inform us of our responsibility towards others
choose not to honour it and reject the feelings).

(even

if we

The matter of who does the

work is not the same as why it should be done.

So who do we assume cares?

Two discourses on care offer answers.

Feminists

write about care as women's experience (Gilligan 1982, Graham 1983, 1984, 1985,
Noddings 1984, Vaerness 1984, Parker 1985) (9) and nurses describe care as the
core of nursing experience (Leininger 1981, Kitson 1985, Chinn 1990) (10).

In

1987, when I was reading around and fishing for the focus of inquiry for the
KA, it struck me as odd that I take it for granted that women and nurses (by
inference, more women)

do the caring.

Why do

I automatically accept the

implicit message in the realms of knowledge that men don't care on the whole?
This is paradoxical when I know men who do (11).

These extracts come from the semi structured interviews and answer questions
about what it is like being a man in a largely female world.

A 40 year old

labourer, Ian Black, who nursed both of his parents on and off over twenty
years, said :
I t.ell you what., A ~ollin's work is never done, And I ara never
goi ng to di sput.e that ever agai n, It's damned hard ~ork, I've got
on the wrong thing here, , but I've always said a \foraan should do
the ironing, There's no ~ay a raan can do it as good as a woman can,
I've got to do t.he ironing if the horae help doesn't turn up, or else
t.hat's two lots next week, Then she's going to do the ironing and
everyt.hing else gets left to Ie, I don't detest it but I can't get
t.he hang of it, The Ilinority of people thought I ~on't cope, Il's
too rauch for a man, l1e brothers ~ere saying, ·You puff, Doing your
tart's work again",
It's nothing personal.
I just tell 'el to
bugger of f , Words are words, On the quiet they do sec rell y ad.i re
Ie,

Charge Nurse Tanner is 24 years old and in charge of a medical ward
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roles and caring and the fact that those beliefs are re-presented to us by
health care services however we come into contact with then.

The section concludes

by asking why people believe care is women's work?

Vhy is care supposed to be elemental to the female sex?

Root cause answers of

biology and socialisation are well known themes in the discourse.

Answering

these questions would help explain negative beliefs about men caring, if they
are seen in the context of the pressures that force the feminisation of care.

The

Distinction

and

Heal~h

Work

Bet~een

False Beliefs about Sex Roles

and Values of

Caring.

Before exploring aspects of the history of the feminisation of care, it is an
appropriate point to introduce some of the theory that will be explained in
more

detail

in

the coming chapters.

This

is

to

do with

the conceptual

difference between false beliefs about sex roles and values of caring.
Bri tish feminist critique of

care,

In the

determinist and essentialist explanations

of women's subordinate caring role smothered alternative explanations of women
choosing to care.
1983, 84, 85,

Writers <ego

Parker

1985)

Finch and Groves 1983, Ungerson 1985, Graham

who explored women's caring roles, argued that

beliefs about women and caring were social constructs that could be changed.
Vomen could be released from the role.

But is that so?

Supposing wrong

beliefs that structure women's dependency were abandoned. as the fight
sexual

equality

responsibilities?

was

won?

Will

women

really

be

free

of

for

caring

In fact, Heller's theory of feelings suggests that caring

values and feelings are a separate social phenomena, operating at the level of
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Host people said it \fas the perfect job for lie,
I got a few
cOl'lrlents at school, "What do you \lant to do that for? Girls do
that! Wiping shitty bottoras all day long!U It doesn't bother lie
[being a raale nurse], If it did I wouldn't do it, Occasionally
froll the young patient, IHe's sissy, isn't he?· But it goes in one
ear and out the other, . . Nosl people think I all the orderly or
the tea boy, They walk up and down the IJard and ignore me. Then
they come over and say [he lo~ers his tones], ICan I speak to the
Sister?n
And I say, II ara the Sister ! Then they say, IOh.
Alright then", Because Most people have got this illage of Sister in
a white apron and frilly hat. And I've just got a white coat and
little bits of blue,
l

Vho should

care?

People tend to

believe that women

caring are socially

acceptable while men who do the caring become figures of fun whose sexuality
is questioned

and whose social status is compromised.

Such

superstitious

beliefs about gender legitimate continued sexual inequalities in the division
of caring labour.

Chapter Eight notes statistical evidence showing that men

do care but my false beliefs are powerful and
the

time.

My

unthinking

stereotypes

for

superstitions that women should do the job.

prevent me knowing better all
who

cares

are

prescribed

These beliefs are products of

their time and that both place and conform with rationalising
forces

forces

that

invade

vulnerable

by

spaces

and

furthering the best interests and capacities of men.

have

the

patriarchal
effect

of

It is always a struggle

for me to know any better because I am moving against the tide that identifies
caring with feeling
trapped

by

the

(surely women's prerogativeD

very

words

available for

use -

in the language -

I feel

and thereby generates

cultural prescriptions for sex roles in health work.

the

Reason is confounded by

supersti tions and words that capture inequalities of power in their everyday
functioning.

Men

caring

are

the

reverse

sociologists call reverse sex work roles.
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expect:

what

The nub of the thesis is to explore
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the experience of men caring in the light of female inequalities

(Cockburn

1983, 90) (12) in order to demonstrate role reversal and explain its origins.

\ihy

do

people care?

similar ways.

Groups

conceive the reasons that caring matters

in

Women (or nurses for that matter) do not enjoy exclusive moral

constructs because of their unique place in our beliefs as society's natural
carers.

Finch and Hasan (1993) find evidence of a shared value system in a

large scale survey of family behaviours of caring.

At the level of publicly expressed beliefs, ~ORen and ~en say
essentially sil1ilar things about the value ~hich they place upon
assistance bet~een kin and the circumstances in ~hich it should
operate, Therefore any di fference cannot be explained by the idea
that they hold different beliefs about the fa~ily or adhere
straightfornrdly to different value systeRs,
When it comes to
looking at what happens in practice, wo~en in general do seell to be
flore firmly locked into sets of responsibilities to relatives, and
flen are 1I0re peripheral, However, here, as ~ith all our data, we
find considerable variations between individuals and exceptions in
both directions (1993: 16S)
Values that prescribe caring may be familiar to a nation but the criteria that
regulate who does the work are particular to the situation, its history and the
mediating influences of race, culture, age and naturally, gender (Graham 1991).
Beliefs about caring sex roles contribute to the process of allocating

the

caring job and affect the subsequent negociation of responsibilities over time.
Yes, women and nurses might have

the reputation for valuing care and they

might believe themselves that it is something only they can understand because
they are more skilled at handling feelings (this conventional image of women
has been dubbed
Six).

'The Compassion Trap' and is discussed further in Chapter

However, caring values are not exclusive to women or nursing.

is accessible to all and not a secret code for some.

Morality

The morality of caring

is a human potential and not a feminine or professional one.
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Houston

quotes

Kurt

Baier

when

she

argues

against

the

possibility

of

a

distinctive female morality of care

Morallty is not the preserve of an oppressed or privileged class or
individual . . An esoteric code, a set of precepts known only to the
initiated and perhaps jealously concealed from outsiders, can at
best be a religion, not a lIorality , , "Thou shalt not kill, but it
is a strict secret" is absurd,
-Esoteric morality 15 a
contradiction in terMS" (1988 : 179).

Baier (1965) claims that morality should be teachable.

Waerness (1984) makes

a similar point in her essay, 'The Rationality of Caring '.

She argues that the

sort of work that women do that is caring shows conSistency of judgement that
can

be passed

on

from

person to person.

The shared values that premise

caring are not the same as the beliefs prescribing who should do the work.
Anyone may interpret the value of caring but there is still an assumption that
women carers and nurses will usually carry it out.

In summary, why people care and who does the work are separate issues that
the discourses of feminism and nursing have sometimes conflated.

Caring is

not the moral property of women or nurses; the values of caring are in common
ownership.

Wrong beliefs about women caring are also commonly held views

that reflect and reproduce inequalities of power between the sexes.

People,

who are looking after others, find themselves affected by both caring values
and

beliefs as they crystallise and change or fracture over the course of

their commitment.

The caring language they use rehearses the inequalities of

power between the sexes that are also contained in beliefs about sex roles and
health work and re-confirmed by the socio-economic dependency of many women's
lives and the politics that permit and persist with these inequalities in the
structuring of our lives.
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judged by its success at a tine when the pressures of social change for caring
are greater than ever before.

Making Nursing Women's Work.
All the preceding quotes from men nurses and carers reveal how they recognise
that they are flying in the face of beliefs about sex roles for caring:
Charge Nurse Tooley said he ..-as used to theM [the feraale staff]
thinking of him as is crane, an engineer or a careerist, He wished
they wouldn't turn to him when the rlachines broke down because he
didn't know one end of a plug froll the other, He related the tille
"'hen he'd been down the pub with his dad among all his work 11'1 ates,
and they had been talking about work, but he'd been silent,
Afterlllards his dad had challenged hira about this, but he had
replied, 'People wouldn't appreciate what I do - I don't think
they'd be interested in knowing I spent the day with My fingers up
sOlleone's arse' . . I've made the Ilistake of telling theA'l, so I do
know,
If you're not in the profession they don't appreciate it.
(Charge Nurse Tooley: 1988)

Why has the sexual stereotyping of care persisted in history?

Care work is

modelled to fit the vogue for the 'ideal type of woman' and women conform to
the allotted role.

Feelings are fundamental to the male dominated construct

for the biological female and the culturally feminine.

Historically, nursing

rehearsed the false belief that care is women's role by confirming sex role
stereotyping on a vast scale for all to see and copy, in thought, word and
deed.

In general, why do men nurses contradict the stereotype of nurSing?

suggest three reasons:

1.

I

The nursing role was made in the image of women.

2. The role is confirmed because women do the work.

3.

The false belief that

women are 'born carers' has had a cumulative history because of nursing.

Two

historical events give substance to my reasoning about the paradox of men
nurses.
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First,

propaganda

representing

nurses

as

ideal

women
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establish

nursing

inseparable

from

as

a

new

cultural

form

of

labour.

representations

of

Second,
ideal

the

women.

job
The

was

made

belief

was

publicly enforced by adapting prescriptions for women's domestic role in the
home to nursing.

It is hardly surprising, in the light of such a history, that

men nurses - and by extension, carers - are seen as misfits.

This section is based on previous literature, most notably Gamarnikow
and Reverby

(1978)

(1987) j personal accountsj large survey data on men nurses (most

over twenty years old)j and a review of recent articles from the nursing press.
Gamarnikow's
that

the

(1978)

sexual

essay about British nursing from 1860 to 1923 reasons

division

of

health

care

work

arises

from

biological

determinism that is an ideological version of patriarchy.

She makes the point

that

forged

images

of

the

'good

nurse'

and

'good woman'

were

together

by

suggesting their common moral standards for caring :

To be a good nurse one ~ust be a good ~o~an, here we shall all agree
What is it like to be like a woman? ,
What alakes a good
NOalan is the better or higher or holier nature
quietnessgentleness - patience - endurance - forbearance
(Nightingale
1881) (6aalarnikow 1978:116)
I

,

I

I

I

I

I

Despite the misgivings of the ruling classes for ladies from 'good backgrounds'
to go to work in hospitals, eventually it was tolerated.
to nursing proved they were 'good women'.
Lamp

Dedicating themselves

Vivid images of The Lady with the

chimed with Victorian feelings for the heroic, romantic and humanitarian

(Whittaker and Oleson 1974).
for women.

Nursing came to be seen as acceptable employment

The success of this propaganda was more remarkable given the grim

reputation of nursing and the hospitals at the time.

Spiritual care by nuns

and custodial care by the gin-swilling 'Sarah Gamps' were challenged by very
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powerful images of caring women.

Victorian ideals of sweet, submissive and

selfless women remain the archetypal qualities for nurses today.

Reverby's epic work Ordered to Care
to 1945.

(1987) covers American nursing from 1850

She argues that nursing was a form of labour shaped round women's

duty to care.

Norms for nursing were made from ideals about women's role :

The obligation to patients and ~ork created a norMative tradition
that gave nursing a loral and practical basis for its authority ..
E~bedded in the seemingly natural or ordained character of ~o~en, it
became an ilportant manifestation of women's expression of love for
others .. Nursing as labour could thus be separated frol nursing as
the manifestation of fa~ilial love . . Nursing could become a trade
professed in the market place yet learned ~ithin the confines of the
family. (Reverby 1987)
Reverby argues that care was nat and is not valued by society.

Yomen were

used as cheap labour for work that was hard and dirty, in the belief that they
were born to the jab as 'feeling creatures', and their performance of the work
proved the strength of their virtue, rather than the job being made to fit
beliefs about women and which capitalised on their powerlessness to control
their best

interests.

about women
women

to

be

as

natural

Biological determinism
carers

self-supporting

married with
(in

view

of

that produced false
political expediency

the

surplus

of

thinking
for

unmarried

more
and

unproductive females in the papulation) and a cheap caring workforce wholly of
women for a new area of employment was the result.

The tasks
roles,

in nursing work changed but were always connected with women's

such as woman and mather.

housekeeping, charring and hygiene)

At first all domestic tasks

<including

were done by nurses as proof of their

sense of duty.
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Ability and willingness to perf or. household tasks became the
hallmark of good nursing, , I f a nurse dec lines to do these thi ngs
f or her patient, IIbecause it is not her business', I should say that
nursing ~as not her calling' (Nightingale, 1883, p, 13),
(6alarniko~ 1978:118)
Gamarnikow believes the stereotypes finally changed from 'the good woman' to
'mother' and 'housewife' during the two wars.

Nursing is distinctly tloun's work , . Women are peculiarly fitted
for the onerous task of patiently and skilfully caring for the
patient in faithful obedience to the physician's orders, Ability to
care for the helpless is woraan's distinctive nature, Nursing .is
f1othering, 6ro\lln up folks when sick are all babies, (Hospital, 8
July 1905:237) (6alarnikow 1978:110)
Housekeepers and cleaners were employed, as nurses became more involved with
'carrying out doctor's orders' and looking after their patients.

Gartly Jaco

(1958, 1972) wrote two fascinating essays that identified the role of nurse as
mother, based on ideals of motherhood and expected behaviours.

Tradi tional

western

and

'bedside

nursing'

aims

to

provide

emotional

this

role would

be

bodily

With great foresight, Jaco

comforts by getting close to the sick person.
thought

support

delegated eventually to female attendants, as

nurses became specialised healers doing technical and managerial work.

The new occupation of nursing was a precise representation of beliefs about
women's role in Victorian societies.

The transforllation was permitted because

of political and economic expedients:

nursing

was an opportunity for more

women to earn a wage and have somewhere to live, in a way that extolled the
cultural

prescriptions

for

tolerable to public opinion.

women's

lowly

status

and

high

virtue

and

was

Caring work was brought out of domesticity where

it was free and made into paid employment in the public sphere - a transition
that

traded
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womanhood

for

low

value

female

labour

with
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astonishing success.

Not only are men nursing seen in the context of a

history of images that glorify the female sex as nurses but they are doing low
value work too - thus undoing key features of their status as men, as I seek
to show in the next section.

It is not unusual in history to find a subservient group, such as the first
nurses, adapting to the cultural norms of a paternal SOCiety in order to meet
an economic need

Horms for sex discrimination and inequalities were

(13).

deeply embedded in the new institutions of nurSing.

Other groups (such as men

nurses) who were thought to threaten the status quo that existed between women
nurses

and

men

doctors

have

been

who

traded

the

'natural'

resisted

by

discriminatory

This is the paradoxical position of men

practices, as I shall show next.
nurses

fiercely

authority

of

their

ci tizenship in women's world and who were shunned

sex

for

third

class

by men and women for

making such a transition.

Inequali~ies

This

section

everyday.
inequality.

~he

in

explores

Sexual

patterns

of

Division of
sex

Caring Labour.

discrimination

in

nursing

in

the

Prejudice against men nurses repeats nursing's history of sexual
However, men nurses are discriminated against at the bottom of the

career ladder whereas women nurses suffer discriInination at the top.

Such

topsy-turvy inequalities are manifestations of beliefs about women's place in
the

home

and

discriminatory
convention
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to

the

workplace.

practices
become

prevent
nurses,

Men
it
they

should

not

happening

as

appear

to

do

a

"women's
rule.

and

men

duck

If

confound
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characteristics of their sex.
feelings,
bodies,

does not
attains

Subservience,
women/nurses.

deal

status

duty

to

Ken

The stereotypical British man does nat shaw his

with
from

the dirty
his

others and
who

take

on

work

payor

of caring for

profession

emotionality are
women's

roles

and
the

are

is

other people's
'his own

imputed
given

are different, they

are treated as figures of fun.

they are treated as sexual and social deviants.

qualties of

the

character of the part as well and lose the status of their sex.

man' .

prescribed

Because they

Because they are unequal,
When men nurses are put in

charge of health work or its machines and stay away from the intimacies of
the bedside, the confusion of "mistaken identity" is put right.

Ken nurses have a long history, a fact somewhat neglected by the discourses of
nursing

and

feminism.

They

worked

in

religious,

military

or

mining

communities, as Army nurses and St John Ambulance officers (Wood and Canpbell
1989, Brown 1973).

:Men nurses worked in hospitals in the last century when

the caring role was mare custodial than tending and in this century, were
predominant in the psychiatric hospitals

(Carpenter 1980, 85).

It was not

until 1926 when male midwives were finally outlawed by a special provision
passed by Parliament.

Both direct and indirect pressures contrived to keep men out of nursing.

The

rigid attitudes to gender and work that underpinned the old hospital regimes
are vividly described by my aunt who trained as a nurse from 1932-36 in the
Kidlands.

In ten years of hospital nursing she never saw a man nurse: "Any

whiff of homosexuality in those days was a scandal".

She could only remember

three women doctors, "and no one wanted them either".

Access for men to nurse

THE PARADOX OF "EN WHO 00 THE CARING
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training
1973)

was

deliberately

reduced

and

then

limited

at

recruitment

supported by social proscriptions against sexual deviancy.

I

UBrown

Resistance

came from two powerful groups : doctors and matrons feared losing their power
to

men

nurses

and

argued

against

their

recruitment

on

the

grounds

of

discipline problems among a mixed sex nursing workforce living and working in
close proximity.

Xy aunt recalls the strength of feeling about sexual mores

We were so cut of f f rom soc iety, it was 1ike a nunnery, When one of
our set got pregnant, she was ostracised by the others, We used to
think the vicar was preaching at her directly,
We IAere dreadful
really,
You weren't expected to get fa8'liliar with the patients or
staff,
Sheila HOMes fell in love \fith Dr Gainsborough and Matron
gave her a sound wigging,
Reduced her to tears,
Said she wasn't
having any of this sort of carryon in her Hospital, Yet one of the
theatre sisters ~as on the morphia and everyone knew , , She looked
odd, you kno~ , , pin prick pupils, ,

The first nurSing register in 1919 was women only.
granted officer rank during the Second World War.
of

Health

reviewed

nursing

recruitment

discrimination was done away with.
The Nurses Act

1947.

and

Only female nurses were

After the war, the Xinistry

proposed that all

formal

sex

The first male matron was appointed in

(1949) established a joint register.

COllege did not admit men nurses until 1960.

Yet the Royal

Ken were barred from heal th

visiting until 1961 and it was not until 1966, when men were sanctioned to
nurse

sick

schools

children

accepted

men

and
for

work

on

women's

training.

The

amalgamated with the Royal College in 1968.

wards,

that

the

London

nursing

Society

of

Male

Nurses

finally

The Sex Discrimination Act (1975)

removed the legal barrier to men becoming midwives but training and places of
employment

for

men

were

restricted

to

special

centres

because of strong

resistance from large parts of the medical and nursing establishments.
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Brown (1973) surveyed 16% of the total men student nurse intake for 1968.
found recruitment procedures were discriminatory.
number of male beds in residence.
standards

for

men,

refusing

He

Places were limited by the

Officers discrilninated by setting higher

them

outright,

only

recruiting

them

as

pupil

nurses, and discriminating against men on the grounds of race, married status,
and size (big men to deal with violence were preferred).

In the 1990s, the

number of men student nurses recruited is still small compared to the women
stUdents and this imbalance is neatly reflected in student nursing recruitment
for Carrtown DH! where I carried out the fieldwork (14) (see Appendix One).

Of course other factors are involved apart from direct discrimination.

Access

for men into nursing was restricted by social prescriptions for sex roles at
work.

The Ministry of Health poll

(1968)

found that public perceptions of

nursing were primarily in terms of hard work, long hours, chores and low pay.
A quarter of respondents thought nursing was the best career for women.

Ken

and the over 35s thought that nurSing was an unpleasant job and hospitals
offered unpleasant working conditions (Brown 1973).

Low pay alone did not stop men coming into nurSing.

Buchan (1989) considered

the history of recruitment of men into nursing and argued that men did nat
become nurses, even in times of high unemployment, unless they had previous
experience of the work in the war.

Rosen and Jones (1972) retrospective study

of men's motives to nurse (a sample of 157 nurses
Wessex region) confirms Buchan's argUlJlent.

88 men and 69 women, in

Only 1% of men and 2% of women

saw any financial incentive to come into nursing.

Kore men than women thought

job security was important <177. of men and 10% of women.
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of the men thought of nursing while serving in the forces.

One male nurse's

account may be typical of many:

A irian nursing in the aray is doing a run's job, Nobody thinks it
strange, I ca~e out of the army with no skills but nursing skills,
but it took some tile before I could bring ~yself to start a
training course with 40-odd young girls, But I couldn't get a job
when I ca~e out of the army,
I ~as une~p loyed so I began lIaU ng
enquiries for nursing, Rosen and Jones, New Society, 09,03,72)
Previous contact with nursing through work or relatives gives men a chance to
see through the social proscriptions for sex roles in health work.
Brown's (1963) sample intake of men student nurses

39% of

dropped out of training,

giving reasons of long hours, overwork, menial duties and low pay <15} and it
may

be

previous

that

recruitment

knowledge

of

officers

caring

to

deliberately
avoid

the

select

cost

of

men
drop

students
outs.

All

with
my

interviewees knew about caring from experience and that knowledge dispelled
the taboos.

My aunt was also convinced that conventions about men not doing

dirty work and earning a

decent wage

(ie.

more than women)

stopped

them

nursing.

The men \fouldn' t want to do the \fork - it was so very hard, badl y
paid and dirty, I got £18 a year rising to about £25 in the fourth
We had ho weeks off a year - Ily first fortnight was in
year,
Novellber, We worked shifts, The /laid used to cOle and sla~ your
door at 7,30 every Morning, You wouldn't think people could sleep
through that racket but they did, They \fere so tired, Breakfast
was at 8, Then we went on duty and carne off at 9, We got 2 hours
off one day and 3 hours the nest,
We weren't allowed to take
bloods, Enellas, that was the thing, Lots of enellas,
Ken

nurses

talk

about

active

discrimination

from

women

nurses,

doctors,

patients, and relatives and reveal the extent of what is called "role strain"
<ie,

the

person

in the role

is a

contradiction in terms

around them and suffers their reactions).
from

40
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Most of the

for

everyone else

articles below are

journals and make plain the inferences of discrimination

that
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The

peppered conversation in the fieldwork interviews.
nurses sexed?
sexed?
survey

role

homosexuality,

strain
overt

issues
pressure

among
from

men

Are dentists

(Thomas 1989, Jones 1990).

student

family

of Care

For example, why are men

unless it is to show they deviate from the norm?

ie "Ask the male dentist over there"
of

Femjnjs~tjon

and

nurses

described

friends,

A

imputed

resistance

from

patients, rejection by female colleagues and intimidation in all-women areas of
midwifery and gynaecology (Wood and Campbell (1989).
respondents receiving

Most of 50 women survey

maternity care did not want specific procedures carried

out by a man student nurse and would not choose to ask him for advice (Cooper
1987).

A disproportionate number of disciplinary cases are nade against men

nurses by women colleagues in the States - six times more than the ratio of
men to women nurses would predict. (Lewis and Snodgrass et al 1990).

Harding

(1988), Thompson (1989), and Uscroft (1990) say tasks, patients and clinical
areas are routinely allocated by stereotyped sex roles for care-giving that
prevents them receiving a full and proper training.

Jones

(1990) jokes that

people automatically think he's the porter or doctor not the nurse in charge,
and is treated as the ward's stooge.

He ends with an ironic plea for men to

assert their authority to overcone discrimination:

stone, and currently sporting a skinhead, So ~hat do
we have to do to assert ourselves in this ward bastion of black
tights and Kirby grips?
My only advice to Iy fellow alen is to
'tighten your trouser bells and assert yourselves', (Jones, (1990)
Nursing - Journal of Clinical Practice, 4 (19) 27 Septelber 7
I al 6'3",

Egeland and Brown's

15~

(1988)

strain among men nurses.
of

the

general

American study found no evidence of severe role
They concluded that men can and do nurse in spite

conviction

they

can't

artefactual reasons for their success.
out 2.

1.

and

don't.

They

~EN

WHO 00 THE CARING

four

Low pay keeps unsuitable candidates

Ken nurses self-select because of their background
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(16).
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nurses are androgynous and don't experience role strain.
to jobs in nursing compatible with their sex.

4.

Ken nurses escape

Dassen et al (1990) eXaIllined

gender ratios in Dutch ITUs and concluded that men make nursing careers out of
professionalising and technological jobs This is a

ways that re-inforce masculinity.

very plausible theory to explain the sudden reverse in fortunes

between the sexes in establishing their nursing careers and why men suddenly
start to succeed and WOlllen lose out.
images

he

presents

as

a

caring

In the career of the man nurse, the
lllan

are

re-llloulded

to

conform

with

stereotypical ideas about lllen's roles.

In the middle of nursing's
Women

lase

the

natural

promotion ladder, lllen and women swap places.

advantage

they

had

an

Hardie (1987a) cites Dingwall's (1972) figures.

the

way

into

the

trade.

Between 1964-69, the number of

men in posts above charge nurse trebled and by 1972 quadrupled.

In 1987, men

were 9% of the total nursing workforce but held 50% of the top jobs.

60% of

the charge nurses and 70% of Directors of Nurse Education in the West Xidlands
were lllen (Gaze 1987).
in

inverse

Jones (1981) calculates the number of men nurses rises

proportion to rank

ie.

30% are nursing officers, 48% District

Nursing Officers, and 50% Directors of Nurse Education.
disproportionate

ratio

of

men

represented in Carrtown District

to
(see

WOlllen

in

tap

The same sort of

nursing

jabs

is

neatly

Appendix Twa).

It may be that a significant historical reason for the unequal promotion of
men nurses over women has been overlooked.
total
<Brown
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nursing workforce and 66% of them
1973).

Ken

psychiatric

nurses

In 1950, men formed 17% of the
were RMPOS or psychiatric nurses

qualified

as

general
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It was unusual for women SRRs to take the equivalent course

shortened course.
for psychiatry.
until

1959.

of Care
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It was illegal for men to nurse women psychiatric patients
However,

in

the

early

1960s,

the

traditional

single

sex

hierarchies headed by the matron and chief nurse were collapsed and there was
one

managerial

post

appointed

by

the

Hospital

Committee.

Kore men

were

appointed because there were proportionately more men applicants (there might
well have been discrimination by local Committees against the matrons).

)len

PIOs learned management and budgeting skills in order to oversee the large
psychiatric establishments.

Their appointments may mark the start of the

disproportionate rise in the number of senior men
(17).

In

1974,

the

Mental

Illness,

Mental

in the whole of nursing

Handicap

and

General

Hospital

Committees amalgamated so that the preferences, experiences and expectations
of members appointing senior nurse managers were shared.
senior

nurse

posts

in

acute

areas

managing psychiatric hospitals.
mutually exclusive.
'matriarchy'.

2.

1.

went

to

men

with

After Salmon, many
previous

experience

Three explanations are possible and none are

The local Committee did discriminate against the local

There were more men applicants than women.

3.

The men had

comparatively better paper qualifications for managing staff and/or the new
medical technical specialities than women (18).

This is not to excuse the forms of discrimination against women nurses, which
are

recognised

(19).

Hospital

employers

had

low

expectations

of

female

ability to command top jobs and/or high expectations of women having duties in
the
women
along

home that would compete with the work.
nurses
the

went

exclusive

'sideways'
female
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rather

paths

of

than

Indeed, Hardie

upwards,

midwifery,

collecting

district

(1987)

found

certificates,

nursing

or

health
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visiting, and typically shared their vocation to nurse with a preference to get
married, start a family and leave.

Talking about life in nursing before the

Second Vlorld War, my aunt said she thought she was "safe" nursing [financially
secure] because she never expected to marry until she did:

The Sisters ~ere jealous of each other and the nurses, I never knew
one of them get flarr ied, They didn t have tirne, They ~ere very
bossy, There ~as Sister Mary D'Ryan, an Irish ",oman, who had been
there for years, She attracted all the doctors ~ith her coffee,
She put eggs in the coffee - shells and all, The House Officers did
a skit one year about the Naughty Sisters and the Haughty Nurses,
I

Fifty years later, the tap women nurses are still single or childless (Hardy
1987) .

What is more, their success comes later in their careers than their

mostly married male counterparts.

Work practices discriminate against women

nurses if they break their career to have children, admit commitments other
than work, are not constantly available in crisis at the other end of a bleep,
or are not free to progress their career by mOVing.

Robinson

(1991) notes

"the paradoxical sense of security" with which potential women applicants for
top jobs and justify their failure to compete and win against men as part and
parcel
futile.

of

the

continuing

state

of

women's

oppression

that makes ambition

She says there have been few cases in employment tribunals that could

help challenge discrimination in top nursing management.
succeeded

in

taking the

top

jobs, perhaps it was

Where men nurses

because competing women

candidates applied later in their careers, were misplaced in terms of skills
and experience and

were

limited

in

their

aspirations

to succeed

by other

commitments.

In order to stop sex discrimination in nursing, employment and work practices
should be subject to quality review and there should be a national drive to
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involve

staff in teaching and practising codes for equality at work.

opportunities

policies

should enforce

fair

working

practice and

Equal

positively

encourage nurses to change their behaviour towards sex roles in health work
(Hunt 1991, Gaze, 1987, Andrews 1988).

Positive action should stop sex role

stereotyping in nursing careers that devalues men carers at the bottom of the
heap and women managers at the top

(Xorrow 1990, Thompson 1989, Egeland and

Brown 1988, Andrews 1988 and Wilcox 1987).

However, I do not believe it is possible to solve inequalities of opportunity
among men and women nurses today, without acknowledging the deceit of the
ideology that has contributed to the tensions in power relations between the
sexes over time and which is discussed next (20).

The Deceit of

Nature/Nurture.

Quotes from the fieldwork show that the men nurses and carers I met recognise
women are assigned the caring role by society.

Some of the carers said caring

comes naturally to women.

llevertheless they all believe they can perform the

role

they

too.

Deliberately,

proscribed for men -

is

socially

dirty work, commitment and showing emotion -

to make

their case authoritative.

include

work

that

they

know

Their behaviour is at odds with the social code for

men's work that they have followed or at least recognised, in the course of
their lives.

When the babies ~ere little, we used nappies in those days not
disposable things, Connie ~ould give ~e the bucket ~ith the soiled
nappy, NGo and ~ash it in the toilet", I used to go green, Or if
they needed changing, "Vou do it for lie
I'd have run a llile over
brok en glass, So when Connie callie back here, I hea rd her get out of
bed and I \lent upstai rs to see ~hat was IHong, She told lie she'd
got to go to the toilet and would I please help her, I helped her
II ,
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into the toilet and I had to pull her panties down,
She was
plastered with diarrhoea, Very often I look back onto that first
tille with a certain allount of pride I suppose, I hadn't been able
to look after Ry own children as babies, But it didn't even enter
fly head, I had to clean her up properly, It ~as the first tiDe I'd
ever done such a thing, I didn't bat an eyelid, 01r Bibby: 1991)
I suppose I'm a chauvinist, , a ~orlan's place is in the hOlle, I've
never been any good at house~ork; it's not a lan's sphere , , but
caring cOlles frol inside of you, You are one, (~r White: 1988),
I \fas the only un in the group (of student nurses)
,They
couldn't understand fly reasoning for wanting to nurse, , Men can't
be seen to be eRotional, can't be seen to be caring, Once they got
to know Ie as a person and how I felt about things, it changed,
That was the first time I'd done that, tell a relative they've just
died like that, in sudden circur.stances, I felt terrible, , awful,
very upset, Her husband said it was for the best, I sat in the
office \fith him and cried lay eyes out - \fe cried together,
I
suppose sOlie ~ould say it's unprofessional that you show your
ellotions like that but I think it shows you care too,
(Student
Nurse Evans : 1990),
Why do people believe that caring is women's work?
that

produce

this

false

thinking

will

also

help

Explaining the reasons
to

explain

the

negative

assertions about the sexuality of men caring and their ability to cope.
reviews

in

feminist thinking have helped me to identify the problem.

Recent
The

feminist debate has moved in stages from radical feminism to separatism and
the celebration of the feminine.
fact

of

femaleness

to

discuss

Both viewpoints hurry over the biological
the

social

construction

of

gender

roles.

Oakley's classic definition of sex and gender suggests why :

Sex is a word that refers to the biological differences between Ilale
and felale: the visible difference in genitalia, the related
difference in procreative function, Gender however is a Ratter of
culture: it refers to the social classification inlo rusculine and
fellinine , , the constancy of sex Rust be adRitted, but so also Ilust
the variability of gender (1972 : 16),
In simple terms, the body has been left out because historically, 1t was the
vehicle for women's subordination by men.
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women being less intelligent than men, because they have smaller brain sizej or
that

menstruation

interferes

with

women's

productive

capacitiesj

or

that

women's facility for childbirth makes them unreliable employees in the long
run because their careers are broken up by maternity leave and arrangements to
look after the children, and so on and so on through history.
be no escaping the physical fact of femaleness.
the spectre of immutable sexual differences.

There seemed to

Talking about bodies raises
The imagery of motherhood is

biologically constructed and the image extended, ego women are caring by nature
because they are genetically programmed to give birth and suckle their young
and

take

care

of

them.

Women's

subordination

stems

from

biological

determinism that constructs apparent inequalities in physical ability as part
of the evolutionary order rather than wrong thinking.

Tuana (1990) develops a similar theme and offers a solution (21),

She says

the nature/nurture dichotomy is part and parcel of the cluster of metaphysical
dualisms like male/female and sex/gender that populate sociological thinking.
Biological imagery dominates the way people see the world.
up

the

foundations

human variation fixed and separate.
the

pernicious

of

other knowledge

Biology swallows

(especially sociology)

race, sex, age, whatever -

if perceived

is falsely imagined as innate,

There are many examples of wrong thinking developed from

representation

of

the

world

by biological

names,

including

apartheid, female castration, Social Darwinism and ageism.

Names

like

sex

and

gender

metaphysical abstractions.

are

not

opposing

concrete

certainties

but

Problems arise because these categories are treated

as if they are absolutes that are true rather than approximates about which we
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know very little.
women's work.

There are two rationalisations used to justify caring as

Both offer a variation on the theme of biological determinism.

In the first case, caring is natural.
trait of the female sex.
role

spelled

out

psychological.

by

Caring is perceived as an essential

Women have a hereditary disposition for the caring

significant

sex

traits

that

may

be

physiological

or

The trait is taken to be inborn and immutable and marks the

identity of the person.

Natural properties like caring in women are as right

as apple pie and snow in winter.

They spell out goodness.

grain looks like deviance or immorality.

To go against the

Under this logiC, men cannot care

because they do not have the biological equipment.

By implication men who do

caring work are sexually deviant.

In the second case, caring is a matter of nurture.

Sex differences are not as

great as the differences made by the environment that determines learned roles
so the species survives.
care

of

other

people's

Women are moulded to fit the caring role and take
bodies

from

birth

to death.

ini timate and dirty work of cleaning the body.

Women

perforn

the

Hen do not care because they

are wrong for the job and have not got the knowledge, skills and behaviours
instilled

in

childhood

necessary

to

protect

the

species.

Men

caring

is

socially taboo and men who challenge these conventions are socially deviant.

Tuana challenges the conceptual straitjacket of biological determinism that
locks us up in language that replicates the inequalties it describes.

"The

point is that such categories stem from an inadequate metaphysical viewpoint"
(Tuana 1990: 84).

She points out that biologists have devised sophisticated

techniques for modelling patterns of interaction between entities that reqUires
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So why preserve an

outmoded language that science rejected long ago?

The entities described by

sex and gender are not carved in genetic stone.

They are interactive and

dynamic processes that weave the forces of biology and culture together over
time.

Hames like sex and gender signify recognisable but complex patterns of

change and really, they are nothing more than rough and ready markers that
permit the convenient naming of human differences.

Gatens (1992) pursues a different tack, arguing that biology does not precede
history as the theory of evolution would have us believe.
increasingly bound up with history.
of socially appropriate bodies.
differences,
culturally

be

they

race,

constructed.

age,

Tongue

Rather, biology is

Modern technologies offer

the prospect

Bodies are not outside history.
disease

and

disability

in cheek, Gatens

and

Biological
sex

are

all

points out that the body

politic is there to enhance and intensify the power of male bodies.

This has

been achieved because the male dominant realm of mind is dominated by male
oriented thinking about political economics relations.

Bodies -

the assumed

province of women - have been subjugated to minds.

To insist on sexual difference as the funda~ental and eternally
im~utable difference ~ould be to take for granted the intricate and
pervasive ways in which patriarchal culture has lade that difference
its insignia (6atens, 1992: 135)
Ken who care for others put then selves voluntarily in women's world where
bodies and feelings are dominant.

These men are strangers in another space.

They can challenge the power of their sex by being equal but different.

As

well, they face challenge themselves for being different and therefore being
judged unequal by both sexes, under this
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Ky conclusions are twofold.
is the mirror of

First, I have already argued the language of care

its culture, not a

rock through the ages.

masters of and slaves to the words that echo our beliefs.

We are

both

Caring is defined

in terms of feelings because caring is wrongly conceived as a female role.
Second, caring for other people's bodies is women's work, because it is wrongly
believed they are more feeling by nature or upbringing.

The male dominated

realm of mind controls the space where such beliefs are constructed and the
language is Dade and effectively locks out women, bodies, feelings and caring
from its precincts.

Women

cannot

escape

from

their

storybook

identities

as

carers

until

the

fiction of sexual difference is transposed.

This will not happen unless the

deceit

nature/nurture

of

the

conceptual

absolutism

of

is

exposed

and

challenged, that restricts women to stereotypical caring roles and degrades
men nurses and carers as sexual and social misfits.

What is required is a

different theoretical mode: a way of conceiving the world that will stitch the
natural, social and cultural worlds back together again and that will celebrate
human differences, rather than trample on people by denying other ways of
being and accepting conceptual schemes of absolutes without question.

Most

important is the political will to use our whole awareness to make more sense
of everyday life and challenge deceits

like nature/nurture in "the name of

equality that rests on differences" (after Scott 0990: 138) quoted by Barrett
&: Phillips, 1992).
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Concluding Remarks
This chapter seeks evidence from a historical perspective for the feminisation
of care which re-inforces the paradox of men caring today.

Xen caring look

like they are in the wrong job for a number of reasons, to do with biological,
cultural

and

structural

inequalities

of

power

that

are

inherent

in

the

feminisation of care.

The first part of the chapter discovers polarised meanings of feelings and
work in care and the unequal emphasis on care as feeling.
meaning

is linked with

the feminisation

of care and the identification of

caring with women and women with the world of emotions.
feeling

that

feminisation.

is

and

weak

Thinking of care as

re-inforces

the

process

of

For all the professionalising attempts of nursing to build a

knowledge of care,
century.

non-productive

This affective

it remains a

poverty-stricken concept for the twentieth

The very words of care are identified with female sex roles and have

paradoxical effect when used to describe men caring.

Second

I argued that the feminisation of care is linked to the growth of

female sex roles in health work and the promotion of nursing for women as a
role that suited women's virtue and sentiments.
from

female qualities and status.

Nursing was made inseparable

The image of nursing represented wrong

thinking about sex work roles for all to see and copy ie.
done by women with feelings fundamental to their sex.

nursing is best

Furthermore, the low

status dirty work of nursing is built on the cultural history of subservient
womanhood coping with the hidden work of the house.

The economy of caring is

dependent upon low value labour of a female class powerless except through
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collusion
work

with the prevailing politics that trades low wages for invisible

with

high

virtue

womanhood.

)len

nursing

are

cast

in

a

role

with

paradoxical attributes considering the masculine context: subservient, dutiful
and emotional.

Their authority and status is devalued by the role's low status

dirty work and there is no saving grace because of the virtue of their sex.
The establishment of nursing as work for women served to endorse care in the
language

as

feeling.

Today,

its

professional

rhetoric

strengthens

the

metaphorical extension of care as compassionate feeling - an image which may
trouble some women whose caring values are confuted by guilt for failing to
live up to prescribed sex roles to care.

Third, I argued that sex discrimination in nursing against men and women today
repeats the recipe for sexual inequality that inscribes the history of nursing.
Ken nursing are both the victims and the victors of systematic inequalities
that work to keep them out of the w,rong job, and if they get in, eventually
kicks

them

superiority

out

or

fitting

puts
for

them

in

their sex.

positions
The

of

authority

and/or

inequalities of nursing

technical
sex

roles

mirror the biological, cultural and structural inequalities between the sexes
that spawned them and which grow through them.

Finally,

I argued that we assume women are natural carers and men are not

because

of

conceptual

frameworks

that

prescribe our

false

thinking.

The

conceptual absolutism of biology makes us confuse work roles with fixed sexual
characteristics.

The replication in the language of caring as feeling only

confirms the biological absolute and emphasises the paradoxical position of
men caring.
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false beliefs underwritten by their sex and their words, reveals some of the
reasons for the paradox of men who do the caring.

Until we replace our divisive structures for thinking with a reasoning process
that confirms and constructs equality in the spheres of nature, culture and
society, there will be phenomena such as

'reverse sex roles'.

The economic

guts of current politics, based on least effort by the state and most effort by
the

family

to do the caring work or pay for

it, is heavily dependent on

maintaining the inequalities of sex roles and health work in future.

Foot.not.es
(1) The term 'feminisation' is borrowed from Cancian's article, 'The
Feminisation of Love' (1986) who cites The Feminisation of Culture
(Douglas 1977) as her source. Cancian suggests that:

A feminised and incomplete perspective on love predominates in the
United States,
We identify love ~ith emotional expression and
hIking about feelings, aspects' of love t.hat women prefer and in
which women tend to be more skilled than lien, At the sue time \lie
often ignore the instruijental and physical aspects of love that lien
prefer, such as help, sharing activities and sex, This fellinised
perspective leads us to believe that wo~en are much ~ore capable of
love than men and that the way to make relationships ~ore loving is
for Men to become More like WOMen (1986: 692)
(2)
Parker, r. (1981) is one of the first to note the dual meaning
of care - it is concern about people, as well as work for them that
he names tending. Graham (1985) describes caring as a paradoxical
labour of love.
Kitson (1985) believes feelings of commitment and
respect together with labour are key elements in the caring
relationship.
Dunlop (1986) remarks on the construction of the
negative of care, meaning to be indifferent.
She thinks the sense
of caring as feeling could have emerged as the negation of the
negative.
Bytheway (1986) questions the 'fixed planets' of carer,
cared for and State, and argues that all orbit each other.
(3)
See FPCS Briefing Paper (1984) and Parker G. (1985) for
examples of how the loose terminology of care fi ts the context
regardless of how the policy that employs it.
Abrams (1977)
suggests four types of community care that are ideologically
opposed. See also Ungerson (1990) and Qureshi (1990).
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(4) Harre's work on the social construction of emotion helped me to
develop my thinking about the relationship of language to structure
and cuI ture.
He argues the display and expression of emotion
confirms the moral order that prompts it.
According to Harre, an
emotion word can be acted out in behavioural display and it must be
prescriptive or proscriptive.
Caring about someone is an emotion
word because it qualifies under all three categories. Caring about
someone is not a necessary or sufficient condition for caring for
someone.
Yet caring for someone surely signifies the moral view of
the community that gives grace to the act in a way that caring
about someone does not guarantee.
(5)
Harre says it is worth studying emotion vocabularies because it
sensi tises the researcher to their own ethnocentric presuppositions
about emotion.
It shows how other cultural groups face similar
encounters, with terms that seem familiar but engage expectations
based on the moral stance of the community that is whollly
different.
(6) Smith suggests women's consciousness is split between thinking
concretely and thinking abstractly.
Thinking abstract thoughts is
a function of male-dominated 'ruling organisations I whereas women
have to think concretely to deal with domestic situations.
Yet
women are conversant with the ideolOgy that provides them with the
standard language to think and image the other male-dominated
public space whereas men are not usually conversant with the
language of caring.
(7)
Stacey's early paper, 'The Myth of Community Studies', argues
that community is a non-concept "because it embraces a motley
assortment of concepts and qualitatively different phenomena" (1969:
136)
(8)
I scanned the Nursing Mirror and Nursing Times from the
beginning, middle and end of the 1980s as well as the Nursing
Abstracts.
(9) For example

This book is about families and the kind of care they are able to
provide for the people who live in the~. In most fa~ilies care is
provided by the woman of the house, A primary concern of the book
is therefore with the work that women do for family health, Graham,
H, (1984) Women Health and Faroily, Wheatsheaf Books,
(10)

For example

Caring is the foundational ontological substance of nursing and
underpins nursing's episte~ology,
Yatson, J, (1990),
Caring,
Adyances in Nyrsing Science. Vol 13 No I, Sept, Aspen Pubs Inc,
Maryland, USA,
I know many men who do caring work: they learn to do
housework and housekeeping, look after the children and care for
sick, elderly and vulnerable relatives and friends.
(12) Cockburn'S work (1983, 90) on reverse sex roles encouraged me
when I was thinking about this chapter.
She criticises feminists
for using the conceptual structures of their own oppression to
reason with.
Instead, Cockburn seeks to move outside that static
framework by exploring everyday relationships when women do men's
(1)
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jobs.
She looks at the processes of women IS oppression, linking
what people believe, with their personal situation in terms of
physical and political economic powers. She quotes Thompson (1963)
writing that the working class did not rise like the sun at an
appointed time but was present at its own making, in order to make
the point that sex work roles are not the spontaneuous creation of
sociologists, but signify a political history of collusion by the
sexes for an ideologically sound passport to work.
(13)
I was thinking of the work by Eugene Genovese (1968) on the
juxtapositions of power among different classes in American slave
society.
Every political underdog has another tail to kick.
This
tendency
results in paradoxical alignments of power that run
contrary to theory.
(14)
The Recruitment Officer for Carrtown School of Nursing felt
bound to interpret the unequal ratio of the sexes when she gave me
the figures : "\!Iell I asked my small nephew about nurse training [as
a career] and he looked at me as i f I was a piece of cheese . ."
(15)
Brown found that the drop outs were also characterised by
apparent academic failure and reported misconduct.
(16) Men and women student nurses have different backgrounds. Ken
do not enjoy the same advantages as their female colleagues. Survey
findings consistently showed men nurses to be educationally and
socially disadvantaged compared to women.
Rosen and Jones (1972)
found two in three men were married as opposed to one in three
women; 75% of the men went to secondary modern compared to 39% of
women; 56% of men came from working class backgrounds whereas 33%
of women claimed professional backgrounds; 66% of the men left
school early whereas the same proportion of women stayed on; half
the men had previous jobs whereas most of the women came straight
from school. Similarly, Brown (1973) discovered the majority of the
1968 men student nurse intake were over 21; 35% left school at 15
years old; 50% had no qualifications; 66% failed General Nursing
Council reqUirements; most were working class and most did semiskilled jobs before nursing.
(17)
The career paths of men nurses re-instate their masculinity
and
Simultaneously
weaken
the
prospects
of
their
female
counterparts.

The appropriation of rauscle, capability, tools and IUchinery by (ten
is an iraporhnt source of ~oraen's subordination, indeed it is part
of the process by which feraales are consti tuted as \fOllen (Cockburn
1990: 88)
(18)
This work is based on the personal account of K who is a
Chief Nursing Advisor in the civil service.
K left school at 16
years old.
He applied for a job at the local psychiatric hospital
when he heard they played football three time a week in the groundS.
It was very easy to get work there.
He trained as an RMPA.
He
said RXPAs were treated as second class citizens by general nurses
and men RXPAs were a class below that.
He worked his way up to
Chief Nursing Officer in less than ten years.
After that he got
stuck.
The next rung on the ladder was District Nursing Officer
which appOintments were controlled by women Regional Nursing
Officers. He wondered whether perhaps some women were settling old
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scares against men appointed during the Salmon-inspired reaction
against management by matrons.
(19)
For example, the work by Hardie (1987) and
Gaze (987).
Robinson <1990, 1991)
makes the most significant contribution in
her panoramic studies of the reasons for the marginalisation of
nursing care: gendered work and its economics.

, Waged nurses have to broaden their perspective in order to
understand the structures and beliefs that oppress all wo~en, albeit
with different costs and benefits to certain individuals, The idea
to be developed here is the notion that nursing is an esssentiall y
lIarginal activity,
Marginal, that is, both to the Ilajor policy
concerns of the public dOllain of waged labour and also of the
dOllestic domain of non-waged work, The search begins IIi th sources
associated with, but surprisingly rarely directed to waged nursing,
fellinist theory and health econo~ics " (Robinson 1991)
(20)
This sounds unduly pessimistic.
But I do believe that once
individuals become aware of the forces ranging against them, half
the battle is won .. hence the need for education at all costs.

The future is forled out of " the illogicalities, inconsistencies,
and circularities in individual lives and the sense individuals Ilake
of theil,
HUBan beings have a great need to be rational and
consequential,
They do not always succeed,
But it is in the
struggle to make satisfying meanings of things and to bring
behaviour into line with beliefs that change in the individual
occurs, it if occurs at all, And change in "any individuals adds up
to change in trade unions, political parties, and society (Cockburn
1983: 216
(21) Elias explores the same ideas of hegemonic concepts that stop
us seeing the world as process

What are in fact different but wholly inseparable aspects of hUllan
beings are thus treated - if they becole objects of scientific
research - as if they existed in isolation froll each other , , ,
While human sciences with a ~onistic bent tend to over-emphasise the
siMilarities and to ignore the differences betlleen hUlan and nonhUllan beings, those with a dualistic perspective continue, , , an
age old tradi tion which suggests an absolute divide betlleen nature
and non nature straddled by hUlan beings, Both tendencies suffer
froll an inability to understand the nature of processes, They are
still trapped by a powerful conceptual heritage IIhich forces people
to represent in static terras sets of events that can be recognised
and understood only if they are perceived as parts or aspects of
processes, as events in a condition of continuous structured flux,
"
Elias, N, (1987), Human Beings and their Ellotions, Theory,
Culture and Society, Vol 4, 339-61,
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CARING IN THEORY

T his chapter examines the perspectives

in

scxial

theory that

have shaped

ideas about caring and seeks to explain why these viewpoints give substance to
the paradox of men caring.

In a review of the British feminist literature on

caring, I try to show why the separatist strategy was so successful and how
ideas of caring
feelings.
caring.
caring

were developed and extended in terms of women's work and

The review
First,

to

the

points to two problems facing current theorising on

the dominant
exclusion

of

feminist
other

deliberately skewed views on care.

view

groups

fcxused
involved

on the world of women
in

caring,

producing

Second, researching the complexities of

human feeling is a new and problematic area of social research, that is not
well served by the sociological divide between theories of human agency and
human

relating

(Finch

1993).

the

two subsequent

to

sections,

I discuss how the discourses of feminism and sociology may have

helped

explain

In

structure

to re-inforce the feminisation of caring and what could be done to

improve matters.
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Feminist Theories of Care
This review will focus particularly on the British feminists' critique of women
and social policy when it was

, , frarted by a particular view of caring, Caring ~as defined in
ter~s of the unpaid domestic and personal services provided through
the social relations of larriage and kinship to those ~ho, for
reasons of illness or iMpairment, found it hard to meet their own
care needs, It was a definition that focused attention on gender
and on the ~aterial and ideological processes ~hich confir~ed ~omen
as carers (Graham 1994: 461)
The literature spanned nearly twenty years, from about the mid seventies to
the mid nineties.
seventies, when

The origins of the debate can be traced back to the
legislation was passed concerning equal opportunities (1970)

and sex discrimination (1975) that was intended to give women equal rights in
the

world

of

work.

However,

many

academics

were

inequality began in the home with unpaid caring labour.

arguing

that

female

Land (1977) attacked

social policy on families because it was loaded with normative expectations
about women's role.

Finch and Groves (1979) discussed the position of women

who were not eligible for Invalid Care Allowance because of their relationship
to the cared for and the implicit assumption in that ruling that women should
labour for love.

After the success of the article, Finch and Groves at Lancaster University
organised a small conference in 1980.

In part, their thinking was galvanised

by Dulcie Grove's recent experiences of dual roles of caring for her mother and

working at her career and how she coped with that situation.

The conference

papers were edited to produce a book, The Labour of Loye (1983), that explore
the tensions for women in caring roles.
policy
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and

sociology

The book includes writers from social

backgrounds who discuss different aspects

of

women's
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experience of caring including their feelings, the nature of care work and the
cost of caring.

It serves to locate the debate in sociology, in terms of a

woman-centred woman-led research and to demonstrate the benefit of gathering
different methodological approaches to explore the same subject.

The literature on women's caring role was received by an audience who were
familiar

with

the radical messages

against unpaid domestic labour.

from

wOIIlen's conferences and campaigns

Many discussions reflected the convictions of

'feminist separatists', who held that men and women live in separate realities
built

of

different

experiences

and

understandings

of

the

women's reality is dominated by man's knowledge and power.

world

and

that

This feminism

aimed to celebrate the female sex and to give women a more effective political
voice, for example

by increasing research and publications about their lives

and by raising the academic profile of women's studies.

The collective efforts

of British feminists to explore women's caring role in the family have been
successful according to

these aims.

Below, I have tried to suggest some of

the characteristics of their work and the reasons for their success, to do
with who they were, why they got involved, the work they contributed and the
implications and consequences of their efforts.

First, the discussion was inspired and led by a sIIlal1 group of women feminist
academics who shared the same perspective on caring, although their areas of
expertise and academic interests were different.
are

now

professors

and

heads

of department

heal th and social policy and sociology.
been

recognised

although
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may

Xany of the
in

women involved

their respective fields

of

Their academic accomplishments have
argue

their

viewpoints

are

still
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marginalised.

Of course, there are many people who have contributed to this

debate and whose work is not discussed here -

ego Dalley 1988, Glendinning

1983, Lewis & Meredith 1988, Nissel & Bonnerjea 1982, Roy Parker 1980, 81,
Qureshi

& Walker 1989, Qureshi 1986, 87, to name a few.

research careers of four women who were involved

Instead I review the

in this debate from

the

start, who have researched different aspects of caring and have shared similar
successes in their careers.

Second, people shared feminist convictions about the research agenda.
focused on women's experiences of caring -

hitherto unexplored and neglected

territory - and the impact of state policy on women's lives.
on social reproduction -

They

Previous debates

the idea of unpaid domestic housework for producing

and maintaining people - were 'unhappily married' to existing theories of paid
work and

its value in the workplace.

)lany wished to escape the existing

frameworks of thinking (eg. Stacey 1981, Hartmann 1981) because they excluded
women and their love and labour in caring for others.

Some researchers began

to explore other aspects of women's role - caring for the sick, the frail and
those with physical and learning disabilities.

They added a new dimension

that was hidden by the old debates about domestic work <Graham 1994).

In the

context of the new politics of shrinking welfare and the increasing numbers of
vulnerable elderly

because of what was dubbed

'the demographic time bomb',

many writers feared that community care policies held the hidden assumption
that women

would

provide informal care where the state

left off and they

sought to explain the social context of caring and to expose beliefs about
women's

sex

roles

and

caring and

their consequences

(e8.

Policy Studies

Institute 1986, Parker 1985, Ungerson 1990).
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Third,

the

feminist

debate

addressed

the

problems

of

theorising

and

researching care, particularly how feelings and values inform the caring role.
Fragments of theory were discussed but there was no coherent framework for
thinking and
structural

researching how feelings,

forces

mesh

together

began to address the problems

relationships, values,

ideologies and

to shape women's caring roles

until Finch

<Land & Rose 1985, Ungerson 1985, 87, Graham

1983, 94, Finch 1986, 1989, 1993).

Different approaches to researching caring

were tried, that sought to legitimate the experiences and feelings of carers.
For example,

women's private world of tending sick and frail

cleaning and the mess,
1987) .

was a

new site for research

people, the

<ego James 1989, Hart

New survey tools and interviewing techniques were refined in order to

explore people's caring relationships, their thoughts and feelings

(eg. Finch

1987, 93, James 1989, 94).

Fourth, this

literature marks a

departure in feminist

stUdies

in terms of

increased research and debate about issues close to many women's hearts and
about which there was little substantive research.
rising

tide

of

feminist

research

on

caring

Finally, the effect of this

issues

has

been

to

help

to

legitimate

proposals to insert new curricula and sometimes new departments in

university

education

through

which

many

discuss and respond to the caring debate.

more

people

have

come

to

learn,

For all these reasons, the British

feminist critique on caring was successful in its achievements.

The end

of

the debate

is

marked

by

the

break

up of feminist separatism.

Graham <1993, 94) has critically reviewed the limitations of the literature on
women caring in the light 01 contemporary feminist thinking on problems of
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power and difference and the way the old debate structured the omission 01
other

groups

discourse

invol ved

has

not

in

informal

progressed

in

care.
other

This
ways.

is

not

The

to

work

say
of

that
four

of

the
the

participants - Janet Finch, Hilary Graham, Gillian Parker and Clare Ungerson is reviewed here.

While they shared similar views on caring, they could not

always agree on alternative policies to resolve the inequalities of the sexual
division of informal care and they had separate research agendas, including
informal health care, community care policies and

kin relationships, which

took them in different directions.

Gillian Parker went on to focus research on community care policy and the cost
to the carer, helping to build up a large body of research on the experience of
informal
measuring

care.
the

There

have

economy

of

been

many

informal

attempts

care,

from

to
the

develop
'Wages

campaigns in the seventies to the academic modelling of today.

frameworks
for

for

Housework'

The tools help

to demonstrate the dynamic of costs for care between the state and the carer
<ego

Nissel and Bonnerjea 1982, Joshi 1987>'

'With Due Care and Attention'

(1985) reviews the current literature to explore the financial, social, physical
and emotional costs of caring at home.

Parker concludes that the evidence

indicated that all carers pay dearly for their commitment to care and women
appear to

pay more, not just in lost earnings, but in lost opportunities in

life and the toll on their well being.
Parker

acknowledges

that

more

men

In 'The Myth of the Male Carer' (1992),
do

caring

work

in

the

home

than

was

previously recognised and that the caring experience for matched groups of men
and women carers may not be so different after all.

In this, she echoes the

work of Arber and Gilbert who also analysed the statistical data from

the
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General Household Surveys
and produced a

<1980, 85) on caring relationships

<1986, 88, 89)

wealth of information that did not always support previous

feminist claims about the circumstances of women carers but did give evidence
of the cumulative inequalities over a generation between women's dependency
levels and men's (1991).

Clare

Ungerson

impact

on

concentrated

social

policy.

on sex
Ungerson

discussed in Stacey's 1981 article,

roles and unpaid
was

interested

caring work and
by

the

problems

the
also

'Overcoming the Two Adams', that argues

there is no adequate framework to help us understand women's world of 'people
work' because social theories construct work as paid work in the public sphere.
Her early articles, both published in 1985, discuss the hidden dimensions in
the work of women carers in terms of the circumstances, skills, feelings and
taboos that regulate who does the dirty work.
based on

Policy is Personal (1987) is

interviews with men and women carers in the early eighties that

indicates the sexes may have contrasting feelings and views on caring work.
Her last book (1990) presents a collection of papers on women, the caring role
and social policy trends from the Kent conference of Scandinavian and British
feminist

thinkers

in

1985

and

in

which,

Ungerson

pushes

the

conceptual

boundaries of the feminist analysis of caring and the dichotomies of public
and private,

paid and unpaid caring work.

She notes how the language of

caring straddles both areas but its dual meanings are associated with one side
more than the other:
care

and

the

the construct of work in caring is linked with formal

construct

of

feeling

with

informal

care.

This

conceptual

straightjacket locks up our thinking so that ideas of pay for the carer and
the health worker looking after the same person appear to devalue both the
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moral reputation of the carer and the professional skill of the health worker.
Ungerson concludes that what is required is women-centred policies that value
women's caring skills and expertise more effectively and that these will only
be won if women stake their claims on the political agenda.

Hilary

Graham

was

interested

approaches to researching care.

in

the problems of conceptualising care and
Her concern focused on the construction of

care from the paint of view of those doing the work.

In 'Caring: A Labour of

Love (1983), Graham examines early radical thinking about women's roles in an
attempt to clarify the tenets of her own thinking on care.

She refutes both

Marxist feminism and psychoanalytical feminism for their deterministic view of
women's

inequalities

and

the

objectivist

research

methods.

Instead

she

suggests that caring defines women's role in men's world and constitutes the
fusion of labour and love.

In order to discover more about caring, research

should seek to explicate the experiences, feelings and skills
who carry it out.

of the women

Her subsequent work researches and legitimates the everyday

lives of women looking after their families and suggests ways of modelling the
caring role

Almost
involves

a

(1984, 85).

decade

later

ideas from

Graham

re-casts her

previous thinking on care and

contemporary feminism, recognising that the theoretical

framework of men and women in separatism had the unseen effect of collapsing
other divisions of class and race under the heading of gender and keeping
contrasting voices -

for example, black women, lesbians, care receivers - out

of the research results (1991).

In 'Social Divisions in Caring' (1994), Graham

puts the feminist critique on caring in its historical context, tracing the
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intellectual and political trends that shaped the debate and giving reasons for
the successes and omissions in the thinking.

Again she argues tha t

this

construction of caring effectively silenced other groups - also with parts to
play in caring and not included in the scenario of white women caring -

by

missing out the social divisions and differences among women.

Janet Finch was working in collaboration with Dulcie Groves when the British
feminist debate on care got going.

Their efforts in writing the paper in 1979,

the conference afterwards and the subsequent book (1983) appear to have helped
to crystallise people's thinking on care.

Finch went on to explore the impact

of the politics of community care on women's lives and the impact of feminism
on community care policies

<1984, 86, 1990),

These articles, written before

the publication of her research on family responsibilities, make it plain that
while she did not share the views of liberal feminism, she recognised its
history

of

advances

for

womens'

equality.

She

was

also

sceptical

of

separatism and its root and branch approach to policy-making by regulating
both public and
Rather,

she

private lives

suggested

the

in the name of equality

way

forward

commentators to put less stress on what the

for

women

between the sexes.

carers

may

be

for

family can do to care for elderly

and handicapped kin and more on what can be done within the community to help
those who value their independence and require paid help to promote it.

The subsequent research with Jenifer Mason on families as a form of social
support opened up new ideas in methodology and social policy as well as the
feminist

debate

on

caring.

Family

Obligations

and

Social

Change

(1989)

discusses the epistemic perspective of the inquiry in terms of the tensions
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between structure and agency that are collapsed in the caring role.

Norms,

ideologies and social structures may influence someone's choices about their
caring

responsibilities

consistent
feminist

act.

Her

viewpoints

but

do

theory

that

is

not

make

care

a

compulsory,

more complex and

explained

the

women's

flexible

caring

act

constant
than
in

or

previous
terms

of

patriarchal, economic or ideological determinates (eg. Gamarnikow 1978, Dalley
1988, Hochschild 1983).

Negotiating Family Responsibilities (1993) reports the results of the largescale

social

commitments.

survey

and

interviews

among

families

about

their

caring

The research shows that most people believe that families should

pull together in a crisis and help each other and also that the nature and
course of family commitments is unpredictable.

Structural explanations of sex,

class, race or income do not give sufficient reasons for the unpredictability
of the commitment to care.

Rather it is do with the history of feelings about

personal relationships in the family.
flow

automatically from

family

Responsibilities are created rather than

relations.

Finch

&

Mason argue that the

creation of the commitment and its maintenance come from the recognition that
withdrawing from the arrangement would damage the moral reputation of the
carer in the eyes of others.

Finch

&

Mason's research points to a world

where people care if they value their public reputation for the good.

In other

words, caring actions appear to be regulated more by the value SOCiety puts
upon them than by personal belief.

As for the feminist explanation that attributes the gendered division of caring
responsibilities to structural and cultural detenninates that shape women's
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subordinate caring role and generate separate realities for men and women,
Finch & Xason report that:
At the level of publicly expressed beliefs; ~onen and nen say
essentially similar things about the value which they place upon
assistance between kin and the circuMstances in ~hich it should
operate, Therefore any differences in ~onen's and ben's involve~ent
with their kin cannot be explained by the idea that they hold
different beliefs about the fuily or adhere straightforwardly to
different value systels (193: 165)
They argue that theories of gender relations should be able to accommodate the
weight of feelings behind individual decisions to care for falll.ily, instead of
relying on macro explanations about the structured dependency of women on men
to account for women's caring roles.

This review of the British feminist critique of caring has looked at the work
of four women contributors on the work and feelings of women caring in the
home.

The review

suggests that the debate borrowed from feminist separatism

was successful in meeting its aims: the research was a way of legitimating
women's experiences about their caring roles and making their viewpoint heard;
the academic discourse

was a

powerful and effective platform for raising

concerns about the impact of state policy on women's lives; and finally, the
debate

generated

introduced

into

a

rising

university

tide

of

research

education

and

and

caught

publications
the

imagination of

students whose work will help to take the critique forward.
limitations

and

tensions

that

this

viewpoint

compensated by the long-term achievements.
the

nature

of

these

constraints

and

imposed

that

on

were
new

Arguably, the

the debate

were

The next section seeks to explain

why

some

feminists

believed

that

researching men's caring roles was an unjustifiable exercise - a position that
forced me to defend my ideas.
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In Defence of

Men

Talking About Caring

It seemed to people listening to the early working papers for this research
that I was going against conventional feminist thinking about women and caring
by exploring men's experience.

Eventually, I

realised this was because the

discourse had collapsed biology and culture together.

It was thought the sexes

lived in severed realities and woman's reality was subsumed by man's knowledge
and power.

These ideas promoted a strategy that makes the celebration of

woman's reality a political necessity.
than for them.

Thinking should be about women rather

Exploring man's deviant copy of woman's world of caring was

controversial in a discourse that had fixed care as the province of women.

However, the sexual division of caring labour is re-inforced by a strategy for
separate sexual realities as much as it is exploded.
early

radical

standpoint

in

feminist

thinking

about

Graham (1983) criticises

women's roles and clarifies her own

Graham argues that Karxist

the process.

feminists

reduce

caring work in the home to an economic transaction of goods and services and
miss out the women who do the work

<ego Hartmann 1979).

On the other hand,

the psychosocial arguments reduce caring to learned social behaviour by women
and miss out the work women do <ego Baker Killer 1976, Chodorow 1978).
Graham, both views are deterministic and operate at the macro level.
represent
Although

women's
the

caring

intention

patriarchy/capital,

it

role as

is
has

to

if

it

explicate

the

perverse

were
sex

written

of

They

on tablets of stone.

inequalities

result

For

as

the result

perpetuating

them

of
by

suggesting women's subordination is the inescapable result of their sex.
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Instead Graham prefers the methodological approach of 'going down anong the
women' to

discover what caring is about from the point of view of those who

cope with everyday caring at home, in order to explore domestic sex roles and
health work.

Many writers have noted the context of application of care among

British feminists and the exclusively women-centred approach:
fe~inist

studies have taken the concept of care embedded in welfare
policies and explored its implications in terms of gender .
(Tho~as 1993: 64)
Arber and Gilbert 0986, 87, 89) expose and refute the assumptions about men
carers

implicit

in

feminist

texts

on

care,

using

statistical

evidence.

Bytheway (985) bluntly calls it the beanz meanz heinz approach: if it's care
it must be women.

The heart of the problem is epistemological.

Caring is

discussed by women who say what it feels like when popular belief holds that
women are natural carers born to the job or who are moulded into the nurturing
role.

Caring and women are inextricably linked.

Femaleness qualifies women

for the epistemic privelege of being the sale arbiters on caring.
one script for two sexes there are two scripts for both sexes.
unintelligible to the other.

Instead of
Each role is

This is the politics of feminist separatism with

a useful strategy for putting women's voices on the political map.

Graham

says the stereotype of women as carers is a social construct that will pass.
Finch & Kason

(1993)

point out there appears to be no basis

in fact for

supposing that men and women think differently about their responsibilities to
care for kin.

Yet the continued exclusive exploration of women as carers has

the unwanted consequence of rehearsing the stereotypes.

First of all, it automatically excludes the possibility of reasoning about the
inequities of the sexual division of labour because it is a deliberately skewed
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view

from

one side of a

acknowledges,

separatism

particular
produces

fence.
ather

Second,

as

inequalities

Graham
by

<1991,

94)

dividing

the

population between white men and white women and ignoring differences of race
and class:

Rather than a broad structural analysis of everyday reproduction
within families, most fe~inist research on care has been restricted
to one form of care (unpaid care by relatives) and one structural
division (gender), The way in which racial and class divisions are
eDlbedded in everyday reproductive work has been largely eclipsed
(6rahall'l, 1990: 61)
Third, there is a danger that feminists recapitulate the tensions they resist
by making the fiction of social constructs about sex roles look like facts
<Grimshaw 1986).

In gender separatism, the feminine is located in the female

body; gendered characteristics arising from the role are collapsed into the
sex.

For example, Graham (1983) argues that in general, caring relationships

are those involving women.
and doing -

Her famous proposal is that caring is bath being

love and labour.

"Health care is really a term used to describe

what mothers do for families" (1984).

The thrust of Graham's argument is that

caring is the defini tion of woman's role in a man's war ld: caring casts the
identity of women as well as the work they do.

Waerness (1984) argues that

we should be listening to the voices of women who do the work in order to
devise better models of care-giving

(1).

The consistency of judgements in

caring work is the measure of women's expertise gained by experience.

It is a

difficult business to expose the fiction of women's role and celebrate the sex
without confusing the two.

Fourth,
reality

70

feminists
of

have

women's

resorted
caring

to

roles

crude explanations
concerning

for

the

patriarchal
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determinates.

These theories give more weight to structural explanations

than

the sovereignty of human will and obscure the possibility that the history of
feelings

in

kin

relationships also

locks women and men

into caring

roles

(Finch & Kason 1993).

The American debate about gender separatism and caring is just as intense.
Gilligan's book, In a Different Voice (1982), describes an ethic of care which
is associated with women, as opposed to the ethic of justice associated with
men.

She

uses

a

similar

approach

to

experience of moral dilemnas of caring.

Graham I

using

stories

of

women's

The book strikes strong chords with

women readers who hear their own knowledge of caring relationships echoed and
endorsed.

Nevertheless,

criticisms

of

female

and

moral

essentialisD

are

refuted by Gilligan:

The title of Iy book was deliberate; it reads, lin a different.
voice", not lin a woman's voice·,
In Iy introduction, I explain
t.hat this voice is identified not by gender but by theme. Noting as
an empirical observation the association of this voice with ~olen, I
caution the reader that "this association is not absolute, and the
contrasts between nale and female voices are presented here to
highlight a distinction bet~een t~o lodes of thought and to focus a
problell of interpretation rather than to represent a generalisation
about either sex·, In tracing develop~ent, I Ipoint to an interplay
of these voices with each sex and suggest that their converegence
Ilarks times of crises and change
Thus the care perspective in
Ily rendition is neither biologically deterlined nor unique to WOlen,
U

Houston

,

,

(1988) explores the politics of Gilligan's theory and concludes that

the real enterprise is that women should have their own say about the nature
of caring.

Women's voices should not be subsumed by other ways of knowing

that clain superiority.

Neither should women exclude different stories about

care from black people or men when they are claiming the right to talk for
themselves for they are merely repeating the politics of inequality.
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the post-structuralist argument

is that no

one is the same.

The way

we

construct care in the language is on a tiDe continuum just like our biolgical
selves.

To deconstruct the everyday language that people use when they talk

about care today is to understand the political relations inherent in their
words.

Recent

feminist

thinking

about

care

and

its

constituent

words

confirmed the male-dominated ontological viewpoint, that constructs the world
in

its

own

image and

carved the world up
automatically -

sees

no differences.

Feminist caring

theories had

into white men/white women and excluded other groups

a strategy that may have accorded the male elite

as much

power from its inherent inequalities as it took off them by overt political
challenge.

The usefulness of exploring men's views of caring is endorsed by Heller, who
notes that men should be selected for researching emotionality, for it is in
men that such behaviour is polemically represented, because they are not loaded
with cultural expectations

of

their

role as

feeling

creatures

(19'79: 211).

Also men are less likely to have been locked into the caring role over a lifetime and bring a fresh perspective.
conjoined with petticoats forever.

It is not inevitable that caring should be
Indeed, it would be preferable to be in a

position to wonder why caring was synonomous with women rather than drag it
into the future like a conceptual ball and chain round our sex.

We should be

attacking the feminisation of care not rehearsing it.
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In Defence of

Feelings

in Sociology

The second criticism I faced from men research associates was that I didn't
know my epistemology from my elbow.

In fact, there was a logical sequence of

work but I was not confident enough and was more likely to get angry and
hurt than argue that a) there are no appropriate theories for caring, b) it is
a

political omission if there is no conceptual vehicle for a thesis, not a

personal one, and c) methodologies are for use not ornament in research and
being feminist, marxist or nurse is unhelpful if the adopted strategy induces
blind sides.

I shall argue that the elision of feelings by male-dominated

science contributes to the sense of paradox when men do the caring because
Here I am trying to learn a bout

caring is meant to be a feeling not work.

men's feelings in a discipline that has hidden emotion from view.
of affairs

should

be

a

matter

of concern

for

sociologists

This state

in general and

myself in this case: feelings should be defended.

When I began this study in 1988, feelings were not on sociology's agenda (2).
The significance of sensitivity to the subject has been emphasised by eminent
,

sociologists such as C. Wright Kills (1970) and Berger <1963, 1966, 1982), but
not the significance of feelings
written

about

how

feelings

(3).

colour

Significantly, social historians have
individual

actions,

give

rise

to

prescri ptions for conduct and bind nations together (eg. E. P. Thompson 1978,
Elias

1982).

However,

sociology

usually

missed

feelings

importance was given to the thoughts and deeds of men.
not make love or war because of feelings.

out,

and

greater

Homo sociologicus did

Rather, social relations were viewed

as rational acts described by rational means - with the result that feelings
were nat often seen, heard, spoken or committed by social scientists wanting
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objectivity.
theory

Often I was exasperated by the gap between dryas dust social

and

enormously

my

world

(4 ) .

of

nursing

where

the

etiquette

It seemed feelings had been

of

feelings

mattered

marginalised by the founding

fathers of sociology.
It is intriguing that contemporary social theory has its one-sided

theories of rational social action, cognitive development, value
free sCience, goal oriented behaviour and other 'heartless'
vocabulary - along ~ith chronic epistemological crises. (Mestrovic,
1990: 434),

Kestrovic

(1990)

argues that social science does not address the world of

feelings because it borrows from
that

feeling

plays

a

part

in

Kantian philosophy which rejects the idea
moral

behaviour.

Sociology

Schopenhauer's notion of morality as a human effort.

has

forgotten

Kestrovic thinks that

Schopenhauer's ideas would offer a more useful conceptual framework of human
relations

for

sociologists.

Schopenhauer

makes

moral

behaviour

more

accessible for the purposes of social research because he suggests that human
feeling motivates moral acts, not a divine set of Kantian rules.

What is the

merit of a science about human relations where the possibility of exploring
the feelings of research subjects is missing from its conceptual maps?

Jagger

(1989)

suggests

there are reasons why the

Kantian

inheritance has

lasted so long in social science, despite the recurrent epistenological crises
in

the

ideology

subject.
that

Traditional

fulfills

the

epistemologies

political

in

function

sociology

of

are

maintaining

part
the

of

an

power

of

ruling groups.

In western society, there is inequality of feeling among men

and

people

women

and

rationality dominates,
irrational)
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of

different

class

and

to be seen to be feeling

is to be weak.

By this

race.

In

a

culture

<ie. subjective,

where

biased and

way of thinking t the more feeling the
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opposition of women or blacks to the subordination of their views, the more
dubious their testimonies.

the ideological function of the Ryth of the dispassionate
investigator , . bolsters the episteraic authority of the currently
dOfli nant ruli ng groups
cOMposed largely of whi te lien
and
discredits the observations and claims of currently subordinate
groups. , nny people of colour and WOllen, (Jagger. 1989: 142)
I

I

One way to exert power is to control the 'benchmarks I for epistemic authority
in

this

case,

emotion

has

been

outlawed.

White

men

who

defend

their

feelings compromise the authority of knowledge possessed by their sex, since
it is more difficult to discredit them, because they are men.

Another reason

for the paradox of men who do the caring is that men who connect with their
feelings

deviate

from

the

strategy

of

emotionless

knowledge

that

is

the

hallmark of their sex and puts their authority at risk.

Recent

moves

to

take account

of

feeling

departure for mainstream sociology.
schools

of thought

sociological debate.

on

feelings,

are a

philosophical and political

Historically, there have been different

which

has produced some confusion

in the

It is to be expected that these different views achieve

the same political imperative of marginalising feelings, either by locking them
up in the person by means of biology or metaphysics or locking them aut of
the person by means of language, rules and values.

The deterministic slant of

reasoning about feelings is challenged by theories proposing the sovereignty
of human agency as an alternative explanation and it is
have tried to describe in Appendix Three.

this

debate that I

It is the aim of this section to

seek to address the problems posed by the different approaches, definitions,
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constructs and relationships in theorising about the experience of feeling and
to suggest a working solution.

Is the only way to make sense of feeling through the mind - a perception that
assumes
conceives

hierarchical
that

order,

people

have

with

thought

unconscious

displace reason unless they are expressed.

first?

feelings

Freud's
-

psychoanalysis

physical

passions

that

Goffmann's interaction ism imagines

people reacting to events and appearing to feel, as if feelings were moving
pictures on the body's screen.

Hochschild's normative theory (1983) suggests

people's social situations invoke universal feelings by means of 'feeling rules'
- an idea that reminds me of a sociological "Stepford Wives" where everyone is
programmed to behave in socially acceptable ways and 'crossed wires' produces
deviant behaviour.
responses

that

Kemper (1979) thinks power relationships trigger biological

are

mentally

re-constructed

positivist cause and effect theory.
and

historical

constructs

of

as

feelings

in

a

typically

Harre (1986) treats feelings as cultural

language

and

values

that

people

know

by

experience and learn to feel.

What is feeling?

Surely these approaches confuse different kinds of feeling -

is feeling a physical drive, learned conduct, or moral judgenent?
feeling?

fihy is

Is it important to decide what feeling comes first in the sequence of

feelings - is it the product of biological or psychosocial determinants or self
control?

These conflicting strategies of inquiry make the epistemological

status of feeling look fickle.
the requirement
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for

certainty

Kale dominated conceptual frames - governed by
-

cannot make feelings

into objective facts
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without

distorting

the

very

phenomenon

under

observation

(Sarbin

1986,

Griffiths and Whitford 1988),

Heller's far-sighted work,
feeling

by

making it a

Theory of Feelings

(1979), revises the status of

theoretical category in its own right and not the

constituent part of other powerful discourses.
this is a significant move.

In the defence of feelings,

First, she overcomes the problems of definition by

making feeling the generic tern for different types of feeling

states.

defines

a

these

phenomena

from

hunger

involvement with the world outside

to

(5).

compassion

as

She

state

There are many feelings,

of

each is

unique to the situation and expresses a relationship to something or someone.
Feeling is wedded to context, that confirms feeling in language, etiquette and
values and in the way people express themselves in their day to day lives.

Second, Heller classifies feelings in a multi-level hierarchy from instinctive
drive to will.
can

will

The idea of different levels of feeling explains how someone

themselves

to

overcome

their

basic

instincts

or

resist

social

Heller makes morality the highest

pressures to behave one way or another.

condition of feeling and describes the possibility of sovereign existence people endure other feelings for a feeling they value more and honour (Hollis
1988).

Heller

divides

what

she

'prescriptive' regimes for feeling:

terms

'individualistic

feelings'

from

feelings have different anchors and the

order of their importance is potentially a matter of choice (6).

Pi tt Rivers

(1973), the anthropologist, may have drawn a similar distinction.

He explores

Fortes theories of reciprocal giving and distinguishes between jural and moral
frameworks

that

order

different
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person's moral feeling cannot be forced whereas jural values prescribe what is
morally due to another.

Once the person feels obliged to give because of jural

sanctions, the act is no longer moral.

Koral action stops where prescription

begins.

relations

The

uncondi tonal

tiny

domain

whereas

the

of

world

moral
of

jural

is

relations

private,
is

unspoken

public,

and

explicit and

conditional.

As an example, caring is not one feeling but a complex tissue of emotions,
values

and

beliefs and

acts

that change over

enacted through sheer effort of will.

time.

Caring

is sometimes

People may swallow their instinctive

feelings out of consideration for the other person: they exercise will power.
There

may

display,

be

such

external
as

directives

that

professionalism.

prescribe the appropriate emotional

Or

people

may

direct

their

feelings

according to an inchoate code they identify as moral - perhaps their religion.
For instance, the physical revulsion a nurse might feel, looking after someone
being sick, is transmuted into an air of competent caring.
behave

The

professionally.

husband

faced

incontinent wife behaves with utmost dignity.

with

The nurse learns to

clearing

up

after

his

He is behaving in a moral way.

If the nurse is a student, and she flees the room or faints, then it is because
she has not yet learned how to control her feelings.
in order to do her job, she will do so.

The expectation is that

If the husband leaves his incontinent

wife, because he cannot overcome his revulsion, he is negligent.

If he should

clear up, but make his feelings evident t he is cruel.

An uncontrolled moral

action

the person to be

control.

has

no sense.
For

a

person

conflicting emotions.
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Moral efforts of
to

appear

will

caring,

require
he

or

she

must

control

This moral effort of emotional control may

in
any

be made
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explicit in a code of conduct or else it is implicit in the private moment of
its determination.

A husband

may explain his commitment to care

reflection,

the

temporal

significantly different.

spans

of

moral

by his

feeling

and

marriage vows.
other

On

emotions

are

On the one hand, the trajectory of unfettered emotion

describes an arc, whereas that of moral feeling follows a straight line from a
given paint.

Bursts of emotion are short term episodes, but the nature of

willed feeling is long term and it is often regardless of emotions at any
specific point.

Emotions come and go and do not translate as facts whereas

moral feeling endures and becomes fact.

The moral determination to commit

oneself to caring work is prior to the act and its execution is not dependent
on emotion.

For example, a nurse who is Christian and is shy of people may

well steel herself to nurse in the name of God.

But all Christians cannot

control their revulsion at the sight of blood in order to care for someone no
matter how strong their faith is.

A man may decide 'to do the done thing' and

look after his wife even though he has fallen out of love at the time.

A man

who loves his wife is not bound to look after her when she falls sick if he
cannot bring himself to do it.
them, kin or not.

Loving someone is not necessary to care for

Without the will to carry care through, other feelings may

not suffice to ensure caring in the lang term.

Third, Heller contends there are historical tasks in societies like waging war
or fighting disease.

To start with, these acts are motivated by individuals.

Then the meanings and actions of the few become the attributed and diluted
meanings of the many who copy the act.
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values that are known and understood by other people and who share them by
making them feelings of their own.

Each age generates a set of values that

normalise imperatives for survival.

For example, care/uncaring may well be

feelings of our
paying

tax

in

age.

Caring for kith and kin is a matter of moral choice but

order

for

preference for welfare if

the
is

beggars are deserving

work

to

be

compulsory.

dane

regardless

of

personal

However, political speeches that ask

of another's

care and

if

single mothers deserve

public money challenge the individual act of caring for someone on the one
hand and society's commitment to a vulnerable group an the other.

People

start to question conventional priorities to care for others, their families
and

themselves

Finally,

Heller

and

so

imperceptible

has

identified

change

feelings

as

in

the

work

productive and reproductive spheres (James 1989).
work that invokes labour -

moral

that

is

order
common

occurs.
to

the

Feelings are the invisible

in the home and the workplace -

and that also

helps to confirm the values of the culture.

Heller's work is unique in many regards and here it is the principle defence
for modelling feeling in theory for sociological inquiry.
have

reviewed

manage

to

contemporary

explain

relationship

the

between

theories

potential

feelings

complexities of caring

and

of feeling

of

self
purpose

In Appendix Three, I

separately.

determination,
that

would

None

the
help

of

them

kaleidoscopic
explain

the

for another person over time or the possibility of

people evoking the feelings that fit the socially prescribed values for their
situation.
balances
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Heller's theory of feelings
structural

explanations

with

offers a conceptual framework that
human

ones.

It

is

a

way

of
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understanding how people still determine their caring responsi bili ties when
seemingly, they have no control over the circumstances of their roles.

In defence of feelings in sociology, an emotive defence is surely our inability
to

understand

or

explain

people's lives or on
other than by
tie should

be

the

vast

largely

invisible

impact

of caring

on

western economies in terns of public cost and effort,

incommensurable sets of figures from a male-dominated science.
shocked that the only

yard stick for

midwifery care is the

number of perinatal deaths in the unit or that the service of a hospital is
judged by how the organisation

manages statistical information such as the

figures for waiting lists or time spent on a trolley in Accident and Emergency
Departments.

The NHS has spent millions of pounds trying to quantify and

qualify the standards people expect from professional care.

Was it in vain?

People don t reraember you for your IV infusion drip or that you
prevented their pressure sores - they remeMber that you took the
tiMe to listen and the cup of tea (Junior Slaff Nurse Hill)
I

Probably it doesn't occur to us there is something wrong.

A conceptual black

hole swallows thinking about the feelings that motivate the effort of caring.
Caring is not central to our thinking because dominant ideologies lock it out
Tradi tional standpOints do not

of existing ways of scientific exploration.
justify

the

identification

of

caring

as

a

problem,

appropriate methodological strategy for its research.

let

alone

gUide

the

The feelings that lead

us through the moral maze of who takes care of granny or the beggar in the
street have no authority in political or social theory

(Ironto 1987).

The

stories of men, stuffed into the same ideological space as women if they take
up caring roles, are paradoxical because of the contrast of their sex with tbe
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false thinking about feelings that collapses bodies, feelings, caring and women
together and conveniently loses them in a intellectual blackout.

Concluding Remarks
When men do women's work, they challenge two conventions in academic debate
that reinforce the feminisation of caring.

First, men caring are treading on

the

slow

intellectual

toes

of

white

feminists,

to

give up

the separatist

strategy that characterised the British feminist critique on caring and earned
it such success.

Second, men caring are betraying the epistemic authority of

men for emotionless knowledge by pursuing a course in life which biology and
psychology would have us believe is the regular upshot of female feeling.
fact

that

there are men caring

standpOints.

highlights the weaknesses of the academic

Feminist separatism can give it (ie. equality for white women)

but can't take it <ego
men nurses) .

The

inequality for the blacks, the poor, gays, lesbians and

Giving women carers a voice and exposing their caring role had

the the unseen effect of locking up women, their feelings and caring in a
strategy that was meant to aid their escape.

How can sociologists hope to

improve human relations by their knowledge without balancing grand designs of
sex, power and money with people's feelings about their lives and choices?
Feelingless knowledge has no way of appreciating all the necessary dimensions
of the task of the coming generation to care for or pay for more elderly, sick
and vulnerable people in society than ever before.

A mare efficient NHS that

has no time for feeling about the people they care for is about as humane a
system as the children's homes in Romania and Lebanon to wham we sent aid
because we could nat bear to see the unloved.
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Footnot.es
(1)

Waerness writes :

A central task of feminist research , , is to look at the context of
caregiving work work and evaluate the use of conventional scientific
concepts and ~odels which ~ay ~ell account for the fact that
illportant problems rertain overlooked, , In this field, fellale
soc i a 1 sc ienti sts can use thei r persona I exper iences and everyday
life to suggest alternative lodels,
These alternatives can
contribute then to a change in social theory and research which Nill
better ref lect the real i ties and interests of both wOllen and the
~eakest Mellbers of society (1984 : 194)
(2)
I believe Nicky JaDles began the BSA Seminar Group, "Sociology
of FeelingsM in 1989 and so initiated the British debate an
researching feelings.
Her research interest flows from her PhD,
Care and Work in Nursing the Dying (1986).
(3 )

, , , sociology co~es tile and again on the fundalental question of
wha t i t means to be a roan and what it rteans to be a Ian ina
particular situation, This question lay often be obscured by the
paraphernalia of scientif ic research and the bloodless vocabulary
that sociology has developed in its desire to legitilat.e its own
scientific status, But sociology's data are cut so close froll the
living lIarrow of hUllan life that this question comes through again
and again, at least for those sociologists who are sensitive to the
hutlan significance of what they are doing, Such sensitivity, . is
not just an adiaphoron that a sociologist ~ay possess in addition to
his properly professional qualifications, , but has direct bearing
upon sociological perception itself, , (Berger, 1963 : 189/90)
(4)
The arid theory of sociology affected me very much.
One
morning in 198'7, I was assisting at the table with the amptutation
of a leg from the hip, aware that the list had aver-run and I was
late for a lecture an the sociology of the founding fathers.
It was
a bloody operation and left the team unusually quiet and concerned.
I vividly remember the frustration I felt, rushing to hear about
byzantine theories that bore no relation to the world as I knew it,
our feelings about the work that morning and the palpable concern
for how that patient would cape with life afterwards.
(5)
Harre 1986, also advises that any feeling ward should
necessarily have an object of intention.
Hochschild (1979) defines
emotion as a process of involvement of which the person is aware:

bodily co-operation with an illage, a thought, a memory - a cooperation of IJhich the individual is aware, I will use the terms
"ellotion" and feeling" interchangeably, although the terll -elfiotion
denotes a state of being overcollle that ·feeling· does not (1979:

U

551)
(6)
Harre (1986) proposes three criteria for distinguishing the
language of emotion: a) refers to a behaviour that can be displayed,
b) is intentional or embraces an intentional object, and c) infers
prescriptive or proscriptive rules.
Harre does not allow for the
sovereignty of will: feelings are the products of their context.
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4

THE METHODOLOGY

T his chapter sets out to explain the aims and

objecti ves of the research, the

methods of social investigation and data analysis, as well as exploring some
of the ethical issues from the work.
role

of

feminist

theory

in

this

The chapter also seeks to explain the
study.

Feminist

theory

stresses

the

importance of speaking for people whose voices are not usually given a public
platform.

What the researcher says on behalf of others has more meaning if

the researcher has practical experience of the things of which they speak.
The history of this research can be traced in the log book in this chapter.
It shows that I started this inquiry as a nurse and carer, fell ill and needed
other people's assistance myself.

For most of my life it seems I have been

caring for others or others have been caring for me.

From where I stand,

there should be more thinking than there is about gender relations that lock
women

into

caring

increasing demand

roles
for

and

keep

men

people to care

out,

especially

because

for vulnerable others.

there

is

The research

speaks for people like me who want more men to assume caring roles and to
feel

comfortable

in

the

role,

so

understanding of caring for others.

that

men

will

have

greater

practical

Also, if there were more men caring more

of the time, it would help rid women of the inequalities that prescribe the
feminisation of care by overturning the stereotype of women caring.
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Feminist philosophy changed my relationship to the research.
for help with
highlighted

linking the inquiry to existing theory.

the

problems

discussed

in

the

previous

I was looking

Early reading
chapter:

how

theoretical monopolies that put sociology in business had distorted

had
the

thinking

about gendered relationships and compromised this inquiry and about the gaps
in

sociology's

Fortunately,

box

the

of

feminist

tools

for

debate

comprehending

was

reviewing

the

world

problems

to

of

feelings.

do

with

the

inequalities of power in sociology, its systems of thought and social research
methods and was actively seeking improvements.

The feminist aiD is expressed

succinctly by Harding eg:

Epistellologies
theories of knowledge
are one kind of
justificatory strategy. Epistellologies make normative claills; they
tell is thai one should do x to obtain the best kinds of belief,
Traditionally they have appealed to such notions of as divine
revelation, COlilion sense, observations, certainty, verifiability,
and falsifiability,
But justificatory strategies need lake no
norllative claims at indeed, any claims at all. If one is powerful
enough, one can gain legitililacy for one's views by having one's
critics put to death in the dark of the night, or by denying
literacy to potential critics - both cOllmon ways to ·justify· one's
beliefs in the past as ~ell as today. In either case, one's claims
are left -justified- by default. More attractive strategies could
include social practices that would lIaxillise participatory dellocracy
in the production of belief, and - since power corrupts in science
as well as in other forlls of politics - even ones that ~ould weight
Ilore heavily a belief's fii with the goals of a culture's Dleasi
advantaged persons" . . . (Harding, 1989: 189)
Harding

shows

that

feminism

embraces

theories

poli tical strategy for social change aimed at
power for women.
of

feminism.

of

power

that

rehearse

a

emancipation and equal1 ty of

Feminist standpoint theory is one way of achieving the aims

Standpoint

theory

is

an

authoritative

feminist claim to interpret human relations correctly.

justification

for

the

In Jagger's words, the

standpoint is "a position in society from which certain features of reality
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come into prominence and from which others are obscured" <1983: 382).

This is

an adaption of Hegel's idea: in the master and slave relationship, it is the
slave who

is privy

subordinate

to both worlds and

position

dominant one of men.

lets

them

~omen

are

move

the master
between

just his own.

their

own

sphere

~omen's

and

the

exposed to the disparities between the sexes

- such as the gendered experience of power, work, bodies and relationships that men do nat usually see <Hartsock 1983).

With

the

advent

essentialist

of

past-modernism,

arguments

that

keep

the

feminist

women

all

debate

the

same

has

all

philosophies that will always be irreconcilable with men's.

shifted

the

time,

from
with

Now standpoint

theory offers people who share the same aspirations for emancipation but with
different priorities on the agenda a way of researching and publicising their
position (Cain 1991),

For example, the Afro-Caribbean

mother who is a target

for racial intimidation has a different set of feminist research priorities to
choose from compared to the middle-class white girl - although both may want
the emancipation of their sex,

Nielson

(1991) suggests guidelines by which

the authority of feminist research can be judged; in order to produce good
quality knowledge, it should be empirical, interpretive and critical.

What is

required is an intersubjective or relational approach to social research of the
everyday, emphasising the
inquiry

and

the

relationship

methodology;

between the

explicit

political

researcher, the field 01'
challenge

against

false

thinking in the discourse that limits understanding of the social situation,
and

the

synthesise
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search
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for
world

more
of

sensitive

everyday

and

robust

experiences

methodologies

with

theory.
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writing seeks to discuss the study in terns of these guidelines for good
feminist social research.

The feminist guideline of a relational approach to social research - exploring
the links between self, inquiry and methodology -

has strengthened what has

been an important but undervalued aspect of sociology

(eg.

c.

Wright Mills

1967) and has encouraged more debate about the practice of what is also known
as sociological autobiography
Sociology 1993) .

(eg. Sociology Special Issue: Auto/biography in

The reflexive process was complicated by my poor health.

Apart from the fact that it is something of a feat to understand where the
research

fits

in the historical scheme and even more difficult to examine

heart and mind systemmatically for research purposes, I lived for work rather
than give in to illness and was as blind as a bat to the obvious implications
of this until years afterwards.

Although

I did keep occasional diaries about

my time as a nurse and patient, they do not address the odd situation of being
an unhealthy researcher.

The following discussion and the section on ethics

draw

of

attention

to

some

the

aspects

of

the

relationship

between

my

circumstances and the research process.

Social science researchers are familiar with the possibilties in fieldwork of
'going native' or remaining detached as 'the observer' - feminism argues that
when 'the native' 'represents' the views and experiences of the group, this is
methodologically

preferable to

a

stranger

seeking

to do the same.

The

relationship between the researcher and the interviewee is deepened if both
share the same experiences and/or perspectives and this wider window on the
world

of

the

participant
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results.

Hopefully, prior experience of the research field reduces the risk of

oversight, reporting inaccurately or misinterpreting what was said, producing a
more

robust

result.

professional 'language'.

For

example,

I

needed

no

translation

for

nursing's

In a busy ward situation or an emotional interview,

it helps if the participants and the researcher know they do not have to stop
for explanations.

Also, the hospital and community care systems were familiar

territory and no divergent explanations about the changing NHS were needed.
The drawback to this familiarity with the research setting is that some things
are taken for granted that some sociologists would pause to question.

The research field - people's innermost feelings about caring - is not easily
accessible without the capacity to imagine what it is like and to develop the
questioning so that it is open ended, thorough and sensitive.
roles as nurse, carer and invalid helped me to see further.

Perhaps my

The deep-seated

feelings of the nurses and carers and the work that goes into controlling
appearances that were familiar to me!
of the interviews simpler to conduct.

Probably this antiCipation made parts
But there were times when I was thrown

off balance by unanticipated turns in the conversation.
assumed

that

cross-sex

interviewing would

prevent frank

For example, I had
discussion of the

feelings that can come from celibacy or giving cross-sex care and I was wrong.
The first time one of the men talked about celibacy, I was taken by surprise
and did not know whether to ask more questions.
followed it up.

In the later interviews, I

Only one other man had something to say.

Two of the nurses

also talked about the sexual implications of cross sex caring.

Thinking about

it later, it seemed to me that to me relationship between sex, feelings and the
commitment to care was another important but separate inquiry.
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As

I said, part of the relationship between myself 'the researcher' and the

research was hidden.

Looking back, my state of health affected the research

far more than I knew (or wanted to admit) at the time.

It took almost a year

between 1988-89 for the task of the research to crystallise and another two
years to carry out the second stage of fieldwork.

During this time, I became

chronically 111, spent several weeks in hospital, underwent numerous tests and
investigations and was declared unfit to work for 18 months until 1991.

The

experience of chronic illness was a

changing permutation of fatigue,

aches, stress and occasional relief.

What got me through this excruciating

ordeal

was

studying.

Reading

a

book

proved to

pain,

be effective diversionary

therapy and one of the few things left I could actually do without provoking
another physical synptom.
reading and thinking

However, since I was unfit for much else except

<and this was tediously slow), the theoretical drift 01'

the work was unconsciously extended.

Another consequence was that the research process was not the seamless effort
over 4 years envisaged at the start.

It has taken almost 7 years from writing

the original proposal to completing the thesis.
and writing up was very slow.

Progress with the research

There were long periods of time when I could

not carryon because of illness or re-adjustment to life after illness.
was fit to work again, I wanted to earn a living as well as study.
were

with

the

new

NHS

management

ironically,

not

environment for people trying to get back on their feet.
again and was invalided for another 15 months.

the

most

Once I
Xy jobs

conducive

In 1993 I fell ill

The main effect of so many

stops and starts, with the fresh perspectives and continuous trickle of more
reading

material, was the huge problem of maintaining a coherent vision
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what needs to

be said and how

to say it.

This was made much worse by

academic isolation and also by the toll of physical stress on my capacity to
think straight.

The

battles

with

narrative

reflect

the

difficulties

with

organising

and

compressing the volume of data and the history behind it in order to highlight
significant aspects.

There are many types of narrative in the thesis:

first

person linear accounts describing how the inquiry unfolded and 'what happened
next'; lumps of text, to review and analyse the literature, laced with quotes
from

my diary,

interviews or the nursing press that are meant to provide

different perspectivesj and quotes and lengthy extracts from the nurses and
carers about their views and experiences.

Finally I

life can bring much more in 7 years to change the researcher and

inform the research than it can in 4, that cannot be anticipated at the start
and

that

the

planning.

novice

postgraduate

should

consider

in

their

worst

scenario

For example, in the middle of research on sex roles and health work,

I was suddenly on the receiving end of medical care from a number of wellmeaning men whose technical armoury could not determine what was wrong with
my

bi~hemistry

no matter how hard they tried and who sometimes resorted to

explanations about my allegedly

'female' psychology, either despite or more

likely because of my fierce responses to such sexist holistic hogwash.

In

1987, my 70 plus year old father started a series of operations and hospital
admissions.

Usually I was the carer.

In 1993, his health collapsed after a

number of strokes and triggered a sequence of horrible events that showed me
what NBS and community care is like at its worst.
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needed care and it was first-hand experience of the way responsibilities get
shared out in families (or how they don't) and how past family feelings charge
the negotiation of care in the present.

Nurses are used to seeing families

negotiating their feelings about caring for a loved one (or an unloved one for
that matter).
of

nurses

Probably these experiences made me more alert to the feelings

and

experience of

carers
what

than

I was

I

would

have

researching

been.

On

fractured

the

the other hand,

the

inquiry into so many

separate parts over time, the effort of fixing and finishing the thesis was far
far more than imagined at the outset.

The second feminist guideline for this inquiry is that false thinking in the
sociological discourse is overtly challenged if it limits understanding af the
social situation.
and biologies.

The thesis attacks sexist power in our cultures, structures

Barrett and Phillips (1992) express this intention well:

Here in a sweeping attack on the falsely universal ising, overgeneralising and over-allbitious models of liberaliSM, huraanisra and
MarxiSM, Rany feminists have joined syrapathies ~ith poststructuralist and post Rodernist critlcal projects. In the context
of these recognitions, Rany ferlinists have opted for an analysis of
the local, speclfic and particular.
Much of this !Jork is
deconstructive in character, seeking to destabilise - challenge,
subvert, reverse, overturn - SONe of the hierarchical binary
oppositions (including those of sex and gender of western culture).
Thus Ife have a developing fel8inist theory whose intention is to
destabilise (Barrett and Phillips 1982)
The

structure

and

sequence

of

the

thesis

reflects

how

caring

was

deconstructed, in terms of language, nursing's historical representation, social
theories

and

men's

provides

unsettling

experience
evidence

of
of

paradox of men who do the caring.

caring
the

feelings

femisation

work.

care

that

Each aspect
creates

the

For example, how can one think straight in

a language that is the image of 1ts culture?
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thinking about crushed corners of female experience -

like caring - using the

same male dominated words and science that force its suppression, has troubled
many

women

academics

(Whitbeck

1984,

Smith

1988,

Code

1989,

Ramazanoglu

1989) .

We do not perhaps realise the degree to ~hich our knowledge of the
~orld
is already located at a conceptual level prior to the
developMent of a theoretical apparatus
I

I

I

The world as we kno~ it sociologically is largely organised by the
articulation of the discourse to the ruling apparatus of which it is
part (S.ith 1988: 63)
If

I

had

not

started

to

explore

the

language

of

care,

I

would

not

have

understood its dual meanings of work and feeling and the domination of feeling
in the construct of care which relates to the history and culture of women in
caring roles.

Then there were difficulties with the perspectives in social

theory that have Shaped ideas about caring: the British feminists' writing on
women and social policy and writing about feeling.
a loss to match theory with empirical data.
the

language

but

the

very

order

of

impoverishes the phenomenon of care.
of

women

caring

and

makes

the

Both areas of work are at

This is because it is not just

knowledge

that

fragments,

experience

that
of

limi ts

living

life.

women's

and

As well it rehearses the subordination

notion

of

men

caring

appear

paradoxical.
structural

Feminist separatism explains the fiction of gender relations by
dependency

hides

freedom

without

Writing on feelings

reference

falls

to

individual

into two Call1ps: that

feelings are structured by material, patriarchal or biological determinates or
follow

the Kantian line that feelings are moral ideals like Faith, Hope and

Charity that men aspire to of their own free will.
7heory of

Feelin~s

Until I read Agnes Heller's

(1979), I could not explain either the fieldwork, how its

findings fitted with existing theory or how to proceed.
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In

this

section,

I

have

discussed

guidelines for good research.

this

study

in

the

light

of

feninist

Feminism also searches for more robust research

methodologies that will synthesise people's experiences with theory.

The next

section discusses the research methods that were part of this inquiry.

The Research Method

The Research Design
The study incorporates six different sources of data: two sets of fieldwork
interviewsj
British

four

literature

feminist

critique

reviews
of

women

(the

literature

and

social

on

caring

policy.

the

including

the

literature

on

feelings, that of feminist epistemologies, and writing on sexual inequalities in
the division of nursing labour) i a study of the language of caring i finally.
review of data on population, socioeconomic and policy trends.

a

Periodically, I

kept diaries about my experiences as a theatre nurse and patient.

The

range

and

level

of data collected

is

more

than the

original

design indicated partly because of the reasons outlined above.

research

Each phase of

the inquiry was a logical step to understanding and explaining the reasons for
sexual inequalities of power that had produced the configurations of caring.
The first stage of interviewing was conducted after the literature review of
the

British

feminist

critique

of

caring

Ungerson's work on men and women carers.
talked

more

about

their

feelings

than

the

and

took

its

inspiration

from

The interviews suggested that men
work

involved

in caring.

This

finding triggered the study of language to explore the idea that the construct
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of caring is feminised as feeling in western culture.

Confirmation of this

point eventually led me back to the field to interview more men about their
caring roles.

Before this came the literature review of feelings to find a

more complete theory to address the difference between values, feelings and
beliefs about caring that would help to distinguish between sexist beliefs
about

sex

roles

and

health

work

and caring feelings.

The review of the

discourse on sexual inequalities in the division of nursing labour was intended
to assess the historical impact of nursing on the feminisation of care.

The

review of information to explain the context of care came after the second
stage of fieldwork was complete.

It was thought this data was important both

to set the scene of the study and to justify the importance of the debate.

The Samples
The interviews were aimed at two groups of men -

the

second

group

The first group of 5 people were interviewed in 1988 and
of

9

people

partiCipants were as follows:
carers.
to

in

1990.

The

criteria

for

selecting

sure

the

senior

the

male, 6 qualified nurses in employment and 6

The criteria were deliberately broad for two reasons.

make

and

There were two stages of interviews

their feelings about their caring role.
involving 14 people.

nurses and carers -

nurses

who

were

collecting

First, it was

names

of

potential

candidates on my behalf achieved the numbers and second, because this was a
small exploratory inquiry of men talking about their caring role and at this
stage,

a

more structured sample specifying age,

race,

nursing rank

or

kin

relationship did not seem appropriate.
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Access to the Participants
Access to the men participants was arranged by the nursing executives for
Carrtown 's hospital and community care units after they had interviewed me
separately.

The ethics of the research were agreed; infonnation about the

research was provided for all potential interviewees prior to the interview,
all disclosures were to be treated confidentially, and pseudonyms would be used
for the site and the participants so that anonymity was assured.

It was not

thought necessary to go to the Local Ethics Committee although advice was
sought.

The

executives

instructed

senior

nurses

to

approach

potential

interviewees to see if they would agree to be interviewed and to pass on
their names to me.

When I requested access for the second round of interviews, the new nursing
executive at the hospital asked to meet me and also referred me to the new
manager of community care (see Gatekeeper Interview in Appendix Four).

This

time I wanted to speak to the nurses away

from the ward and permission was

granted

in work time.

for

obtaining
Nobody

the

interviews to

possible

refused

to

candidates
be

take place
for

the

interviewed.

sample

After

the

was

The process for

successfully

initial

meetings

repeated.
with

the

gatekeepers, there was no further contact sought by them or myself to discuss
matters arising from the fieldwork.

\{hen I received the names and addresses or telephone numbers, I usually rang
participants
communications

and

then

explained

sent

them

briefly

the

a

letter

of

research,

the

These

confirmation.
interviews

I

hoped

to

conduct, the ethical considerations and arrangements for the interviews.
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The second sample was modified by the inclusion of two women, one nurse and
one carer.

This was in order to confirm my judgement that the men's feelings

and beliefs about caring were not exclusive to their sex.

The women were

recruited oppurtunistically.

The Xethods of Social

Invest~tion

In the preliminary fieldwork,

I was exploring the ideas of men nurses and

carers about caring, just listening to people talking as things occured to them
during the course of their work.
time.

Sometimes I was with them for hours at a

I didn't use a tape recorder because I thought it would be obtrusive and

impractical on the wards.
case studies.
There

was

events,

In the studies of the two nurses I adopted different methoos.

more

observation

So I made notes and wrote them up afterwards as

action

technique.

to

record

To

try

on

and

the

ward

capture

and

so

the speed

I

used

participant

and multiplicity

of

I tined what was happening and wrote down snatches of speech and

hurried conversations.

The first interviews took four weeks to complete.

The final fieldwork involved semi structured interviews lasting an average of
l~

hours.

1990

They took three weeks to complete, finishing just before Christmas

(one interview was delayed until February).

recDrded

and

transcribed

by myself.

These interviews were tape

The techniques,

wording and question

sequences used in the interview were given a lot Df thDught.

The first few

interviews saw SDme experimenting and modification until the format worked
well.

SDme methods evolved from existing SDurces which I will pinpoint as I

describe
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I tried. to fDllow the same
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course

for

all

participants

the

might

interviews,
have

better

I

was

ideas

open

and

no

to

the

one

was

possibility

that

discouraged

if

the
they

introduced a new view on caring.

The questions started off in a general way as a way of breaking the ice.

The

nurses talked about their ward and their patients and the carers told me about
who they were caring for.

Ky identity was usually guessed

at this point.

<Although I didn't make a point of telling people that I was a nurse and on
invalidity benefit, sharing my own experiences, if called for, was a way of
establishing a rapport).

As I got used to handling the interview, I could steer us round to the next
topic

without

stopping

the

flow

of conversation.

I encouraged people to

explain what they meant by caring, by giving me everyday examples from their
caring role and by giving reasons for what they did.

The assumption was that

they would relate caring either to work or to feelings.

The first question

was, "What do you think is the most important part of caring?"

The usual

response emphasised their feelings :
You get that
Being involved you get a relationship 'lith so"ebody,
trust,
They can open up to you a bit lI'lore, It helps , , You sho~
you are interested in them,
You build a relationship 'Ii th thel'l "
(Senior Staff Nurse)
If you are going to do the job properly you've got to have a good
relationship ~ith the person you are caring for" Other~ise I don't
think you can do it. There's no financial re~ard "
(Penny Shaw)

Once that was decided we went on to discuss why they thought feelings were
fundamental

to caring.

I sought to do this by suggesting situations where

feelings ran high in the hope that they would recall similar moments in their
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own lives and remember how they felt, ego "There is a tragic death on the ward
of someone well known to the staff.

The relatives are very upset".

This is

like the method of vignette (West 1982, Finch 1987) but it is not the same.

I

was using emotive cameos to prompt people to connect with their feelings at a
particular event rather than mapping beliefs about social situations :

I knew the patient's son pretty ~ell, and she died quite suddenly"
tragically" The first I kne" she was in, he popped his head round
the corner, and said, NOh my mother's in', And the next thing, my
crash bleep went off,
They were all stood round the bottoll there,
And it was her " I was feeling shocked lore, 'I lionder how they're
coping?'
Put yourself in their shoes, and think, 'What liould I
do?'
And you are lost for liords,
You want to say sOl'lething
constructive.
But I didn't knoli what to say " (Charge Nurse
Tanner)
II

Then I tried to draw out the reasons for their action.
suggesting they were acting a part.

This was achieved. by

By prompting their imagination to see

themsel ves playing a role, they could say how they looked on the outside and
how

they

felt

on

the

inside and

why

they acted the way they did.

This

technique was successfully adapted from Hochschild's work on emotional labour
that

suggests everyone plays a role, manufactures feeling and hides their true

feelings in order to satisfy higher priorities such as commercial or family
pressures.

Hochschild's

idea

is

based

on

theories

of

acting,

that

people to act feelings they do not feel and to become another character.

teach
The

interviewees were interested. by this view of themselves and their roles and
their reasons for hiding one feeling and playing the other.
The bits of anger I showed fie rlUri lias the very hairs of an iceberg
'"
1 used to go outside and virtually chew a cigarette With
frustration
After a while you don't get so Iud,
You realise
it's not their fault they're ill, You've got to keep on,
It's an
act of caring to hide IY feelIngs", (Ian Black)
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The conversation turned to caring work on the ward or round the house, the
sort of skills required and where they learned them from.

)[any researchers

have examined the range of skills, workload and time management in caring with
more nethod than

I used here

<ego

Nissel and Bonnerjea 1982, Parker 1981,

Parker 1985) and in nursing <ego Sixsmith and Sixsmith 1989, Robinson, Strong
and Elkan 1987, 1989).

What I was interested in was how they viewed caring

work in terms of sex roles:

Run a house, Like a houselJife. And I look after
is automatic, They're not ho separate issues.
side, It's not, 'I'll do the housework 9 till 10
till 11'. If she wants to go to the toilet nOIJ
well out she goes, (t1r Gales)

her., The caring
They run side by
and the caring 10
and that's caring,

I tell you what,
A \foraen's work is never done. And I ara never
going to dispute that ever again. It's damned hard liork. I've got
on the wrong thing here . , , but I've allJays said a wOllan should do
the ironing. I've got to do the ironing if the home help doesn't
turn up else that's two lost the next week, (Ian Black)
What a nurse does is clean up other people's Mess,
If I had a
daughter I wouldn't want them to become a nurse (Student Nurse
Evans)
At this paint, well into the interview, I asked the participants
them walking off the job.

what stopped

Inevitably they went back to their feelings again.

Because here is sOllebody lying in a bed that is probably helpless,
and wouldn't have anybody to look after them if you did [walk off],
My conscience would not lel lie (Sisler Ann Trent)
SOlletilles I feel like walking out! Why don't I? Well if 1 ~alked
off everybody else has got Ily liork to do plus their own , , , And
if I did go, I would feel so guilty, , , (Senior Staff Nurse)
The interview concluded with questions about adjusting to the caring role as
men and the effect caring had wrought on themselves and their relationships.
I also questioned the nurses about their decision to become nurses.

Yes nurSing changed rae, I used to be neurotic - I'll still nervous
now - and had problems, 1 think because you need to get yourself
together for work, you sort yourself out, I sorted rayself out, And
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you are face to face ~ith people much worse off than you are, and
are really brave and are still being proud and good, and what are
you ~essing about at ~orrying about the things you've got? (Junior
Staff Nurse Colley)
The

last questions

were about

personal

details to do

with age,

previous

occupation and nursing experience, if the information had not been volunteered
already in the interviews.

Data Analysis
The case studies in the first
reference points.
work

from

phase of fieldwork

were scanned for common

All I wanted to do was to distinguish one piece of caring

another

in

ways

similar

(1987) and Ungerson (1987).

to

Graham

(1984).

Kitson

form of analysis poses many problems.
Second,

James

Broad categories of what I deemed to be emotion

work. moral work and physical work were sketched out.

work.

(1985)

First, it reifies caring into pieces of

it assumes all caring acts from

expressed as units of work.

In retrospect. this

feeling

to tending can be

Third. abstracting categories of caring work from

the context of caring loses sight of the person doing the caring and why they
are

motivated

to

care.

At

the

time,

Meg

Stacey

observed

that

it

was

paradoxical that the cases studies indicated that men talked more about their
feelings than the work involved and that the objective should be to explain
the reasons for this paradox.

This chance remark helped trigger the search to

explain the feminisation of care.

Analysis of the second stage interviews adapted the approach
Glaser

100

and

Strauss

(1967),

This

type

of

analysis

developed by

examines
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systemmatically for empirical indicators, that is

behaviours and events that

are described in the documents and words of interviewees and other informants.
The indicators are clumped together to derive broader conceptual categories
until the process of theming is exhausted.

For example:

The Carers Thelles, Interviews 1991,
FEELINGS:

Reasons for the Perfor~anre of Feeling:
Coping as Norllal
Carers want to look as if they are roping
Try and live norially
Others still expert things to be nor~al even if it's
Carers expert to hide the truth
Put up and shut up
We've got to keep s~iling
Fear of being judged inro~petent or unable to rope
5,

abnor~al

*lVorried they would think I couldn't cope
Some ff ightened to isk for heJp bec4use they feel intilfidi ted by
professionals
Professional displ4}' for other professionals
Big fear of' bre4king down by talking
Trying to be very friendly to nurses

* The

wOllan rarer's rOlillents are italirised,

There were several sub-headings for

'Reasons for the Performance of Feeling'

including the need for a professional and/or public performance, fear of social
exclusion,

being seen to be coping as normal and consideration for others.

The bulk of the interview material from both groups was sifted into three
categories to do with caring work, feelings and sex role.

The next step was

to relate the fieldwork results to existing social theory.

This interpretation

sought to explain the reasons for the paradox of men caring.
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Considering

the Ethics

Feminist gUidelines for good research emphasise the significance of explaining
relationships in the field which should encourage the researcher to consider
the ethics of their practice.

First

I

there is the matter of

explaining the

political aims of the inquiry: whose side the researcher is on and why?

I

have already explained that the thesis attacks the systems that subordinate
women in caring roles and locks men aut.

I am not convinced that all of the

the men I spoke to would support these political aims.

In other wards, I may

have appropriated the ideas of men for purposes some may not agree with.

A second

aspect

is

about

the

authenticity

of

the

researcher's

represent accurately the people involved in the inquiry.
practical

understanding

of

their

situation

or

a

had

to

Is there evidence of

feedback

allows the people to have their say about the findings?

claims

mechanism

that

Someone asked me if I

problems with cross-sex interviewing and whether 'her questions fit his

answers?'

As a woman, can I claim to represent men's feelings about their

caring roles?

Ny participants talked frankly about dirty work, celibacy and

imputed homosexuality and while they might have signalled they were on taboo
ground, it didn't stop them telling me, perhaps because of my sex (women are
reputed to be skilled at managing confidences), my status as a nurse and an
invalid

(the

men

assumed

they

could

talk

openly

about

taboo

topics

with

someone who deals with them in everyday life) I and perhaps because they felt
such

confidence

was justified "in the name of research".

Finally, who benefits from the research?
deal: did the participants
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Were the interviews a

reciprocal

consent to be the guinea pigs for the study because
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they thought others might benefit from hearing about their experiences?

Or

were the interviews prompted because I wanted original data from the private
lives of strangers in order to earn a qualification and they were willing to
put themselves out for me?

Because the participants are informed and choose

to participate, does this mean they are agreeing to run unseen risks for the
benefi t

of the researcher?

For example, the interviews lasted an hour and

fifteen minutes to three hours.

Usually it took an hour and a half to finish.

Sometimes, the long interviews grew intense and I worried about the ethical
implications.

The

should not harm.

interviews

were

not

meant to be therepeutic but they

After the event, some said they had benefited as individuals

- the carers said it was a rare opportunity to talk to someone interested in
caring and the nurses said the questions made them think.

However, there was

no check on the long-term effects of this kind of interview and I do nat know
whether it helped or hurt them.

Two people were nursing family members who were close to death and they still
wanted to continue.

Usually the interviews were agreed two weeks in advance

and no-one could anticipate their circumstances on the day.
or

wanted

me

to go straightaway.

As

the

Neither cancelled

interviews progressed and they

opened up to talk about their hidden feelings, they relaxed and so long as
they consented to continue whenever

I checked, we went on.

Four people -

nurses and carers - seemed close to emotional breakdown because of the strain
they were under.

Two of the interviews upset me because I felt like a helpless

voyeur, watching others struggle in difficult circumstances, and knowing that
it was not my responsibility to help. but to use it for data.
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LOG

BOOK

TERMS

DIARY

Auturan 37

Meet Judith Clark re MA working title: "Values in
ideologies of caring generating resistance to change"

Spring 88

Jane Robinson suggests nursing research grant for MPhil,
Ill: 2/52 off work, Meetings with Jane, Judith, and also
Phil Strong to refine proposal, Access to field via DHA
negotiated with 3 gatekeepers, III again: 3/52 off

Suraraer 88

No grant: criticism of the qualitative approach,
research design and lack of biographical data, Reregister for pIt MPhil. Granted study leave by SWHA and
money from Govt, Career Development Loan
Conduct open ended interviews with men carers and nurses

AutuRin 88

Analyse interviews for themes, Llbrary search for
bibliography, Feeling confused about research aims, Ill:
10/7 off, Take course: 'Research Process and Research
Design U

Spring 89

'Preliminary Discussions on Caring" : Position paper (1)
for Warwlck Medical Sociology Group, Research design
criticised for using mixing public with private caring
roles and using men as subjects because of 'a priori'
irreconcilable differences between sexes, Start tuitlon
with Meg Stacey and Jane Robinson, Read Smith's Everyday
World as Problematic (1988), Study of historical and
comparative use of 'care' in English
Lit, review to survey of caring concepts in nursing,
feminist, and social policy texts, Position papers (2)
(3) ·Chimera of Caring"

SUl'llier 89

Continue survey of caring concepts, Hospitalised, 3/12
off, Take job as pIt research nurse at QE interviewing
cancer patients, Exploring theory proble/'ls affecting the
research design, Meg leaves, Jane takes up Chalr at
Nottingham, Both concerned by the drift to theory, Read
Hochschild's work on emotional labour
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coni LOG BOOK
Autu~n

89

Judith back from sabbatical, Course on uPhilosophy of
Social Theory", uReviewof the Research Process
Position paper (4) for graduate review, Read Strauss on
types of care work in hospitals, Position paper (5) :
DCaring Work (Self Care)U using own diaries
Q

-

Visit Janet Finch
Spring 90
Su~~er

90

Hospitalised for 2/52, Invalided from January 1990 - June
1991, Continue to grapple with theory problems
Position paper (6), Draft chapters - "Caring is Work u,
'Theory of Caring Work u - and submit for re-registration
to PhD,
Read Heller's Theory of Feelings (1979)
Hospitallsed for 1/52
Applicatlons for funding
Draft chapter: "Rationality versus Feeling", Turgid
arguing about relationship of philosophy of social theory
to study

Autu~n

90

Repeat course "Philosophy of Social Theory", Join
Feminist Philosophy Group at Warwick, "Love's Labour
Lost N (1990) British SOCiological Medical Association
Conference &BSMA Sociology of Emotion Group, (A theory
of the dual sense of work and feeling), Second draft:
-Rationality versus Feeling",
Preparation for fieldwork : background reading, gatekeeper
interviews, methodology of interviews, administration
Read Hollis (1988) re orientation for interviewing
Read Harre (1986) re construction of language of emotion
Second phase of fieldwork: semi structured interviews wlth
men nurse and carers
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conI LOG BOOK
Spring 91

Position paper (7) : MA Model of Caring Work· for WarwIck
Medical Sociology Group, End fieldwork
MLovels Labour Found l• (1991) British Sociological
Association Conference, (The negative status of work in
caring)
Research

Surtll1er 91

constructions

of

caring

in

other

languages

Review of literature: recent texts and outstanding data DHA sex/employment figures, national sex/health work
statistics, feminist philosophy, social policy/community
care, government papers, men in nursing
Start fit job with Health AuthorIty as researcher,
Suspension of registration from 1st June-30th September

Autulltn 91

Chap, One

SprIng 92

Chap, Two

Autumn 92

Chap, Three "The Paradox of Men who do the Carlng"
Granted six month extension to May 31st
Sick leave for 6/52

Spring 93

Move to research job in another Health Authority

"The Context of Care u

Granted six month extension to November 30th
Spring &
Sur.ller 93
AutuDin 93

Chap, Four:

UCaring in Theory"

My father is seriously ill after stroke and compassionate
leave is granted, Then I fall sick for 8/52 and
hospitalised for 1/52
Chap, Fi ve:

uCar i ng Fee lings

Chap, Six:

"Caring Work"

1/

Granted six 1I0nth extension to May 31st
Spring 94

Cared for father over Christmas who appears termInally
ill

SUllller 94

Invalided for twelve months due to stress,
chapter drafts
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THE NURSES AND CARERS

There were two stages of interviews in and around Carrtown, involving fourteen
people.

The

first

group of five

people were

second group two years later, in 1990.

interviewed in

1988 and the

This chapter presents the results of

the two samples and describes the outcome of the recruitment processes, the
characteristics of each sample and finally, a series of cameo pictures of the
people who agreed to participate in the interviews.

The chapter begins by

setting the scene for the fieldwork with a brief history of Carrtown's male
dominated labour traditions.

The Site
In

the

nineteenth

century,

ribbons and watchmaking.

Carrtown's

local

industries

were

weaving

silk

When this work declined, the city adapted and began

to manufacture bicycles and then cars, before the First Vorld War.

Between

the wars, Carrtown attracted a high ratio of young white male labourers who
came from other parts of the country looking for work and stayed.

Eventually

six different car plants set up here to use the skilled male workforce.

Cheap

housing stock was put up round the factories to cope with the demand for low
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cost accommodation.

The dominant cultural group

class and with roots outside the town.
good

money

shortage of

and

enjoyed

female

material

things

The men

was white, male, working
worked long hours, earned

like cars and

TVs.

There

was

a

labour because the Carrtown tradition was that married

women did not go to work and perhaps this convention was adopted by single
women coming to the area for jobs, who got married and stayed at home to
bring

up

the

family.

All

but

one

of

the

men

carers

were

of

the

same

generation as Carrtown's first car workers who ended up living in Carrtown
for the rest of their lives.

Carrtown has two hospitals, old and new.

The old one is in the city centre.

All the interviews were conducted at the modern Carr Unit in the suburbs.
1990,

Carrtown

recruitment

School

figures

for

of

Nursing

merged

student nurses

and

with

nearby

employment

Farmshire.

figures

for

In
The

nursing

staff in the district show the disproportionate numbers of men and women who
start nursing and take jobs in Carrtown (see Appendix One and Two). The two
men in charge of the hospital and community nursing staff in 1988 suggested
two reasons for the low numbers of men nursing recruits.

First,

Carrtown had

a tradition of male dominated labour and second, to help break down work role
prejudices in the locality, nursing pay and conditions should match the going
rate for skilled labour.

According to the literature, occupation, class and

income are neither necessary or sufficient explanations for the low number of
men nurse recruits.

-
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The Samples
Fortunately, recruitment for both stages of fieldwork was an easy business and
of the 14 people invited to participate in the research, all completed the
interviews.

The sample characteristics are shown overleaf.

I was lucky to

have the co-operation from the nursing executives in Carrtown Hospital and
Carrtown Community Health team to recruit all but one of the men nurses <when
I was designing the second stage interviews, I recruited a male nurse myself
to help check if my themes and questions made sense) and all of the carers.
At the second stage, the process was simply repeated.

The women, one nurse

and one carer, were recruited opportunistically at the second stage by me.

In the first stage of interviews, I talked to the nurses while they were on
duty and watched them at work.

In the second stage, the nurses' interviews

took place at the hospital, usually in the sister's office or in the canteen.
The nurse who was asked to check my interview schedule was interviewed in my
home.

All the carers invited me to their homes.

caring

for

was out of the house or

Usually the person they were

was confined to bed.

There was one

interview which ended up with the husband and his wife whom he cared for and
who was there, both joining in.

Six men and one woman were involved who were nurses.

At the time of the

interviews, the men were all in their twenties; the woman was in her forties.
Two of the men were charge nurses, Alan Tooley and Lee Tanner; one was a
senior staff nurse, Greg Wright; two were junior staff nurses, Ken Hill and Dan
Colley; and one was a student nurse, lUke Evans.

The sum total of the time

the men had been working in the NHS was 40 years.

The sister, Anne Trent, had
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

THE NURSES

Group One
Carrtown and Farmshire Hospitals, 1988
lame

Approx

Grade

Approx Length

Age

Ken Hill

Care Area

IRS Service

27

Junior Staff
Nurse

06 years

Paediatrics

Alan Tooley 26

Charge Nurse

08 years

Intensive
Care

Group Two
Carrtown and Farmshire Hospitals, 1990
lame

Approx

Grade

Approx Length

Care Area

IRS Service

Age

Greg \fright 26

Senior Staff
Nurse

10 years

Medicine

Kike Evans

23

Student Nurse

06 years

Medicine

Lee Tanner

24

Charge Nurse

06 years

Medicine

Dan Colley

22

Junior Staff
Nurse

04 years

Elderly

Ann Trent

43

Sister

27 years

Medicine
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
THE CARERS

Group One
Carrtown and Farmstone, 1988

Iame

Approx Age

Kin Relationship
to Cared Far

Cared

Condition of

for

TiDe as
Carer

Ifr White

late 60s

husband

Alzheimers

12 years

Kr Rice

early 60s

husband

chronic
arthritis &
psoriasis

18 years

Kr Badger

mid 50s

husband

paraplegia

18 years

Group Two
Carrtown and Farmstone, 1988

IaIDe

Approx Age

Kin Relationship
to Cared Far

Condition of
Cared

for

TiDe as
Carer

Ifr Bibby

early 60s

husband

neurological
disease

5 years

Kr Gales

early 70s

husband

multiple
sclerosis

35 years

Ian Black

39

son

16 years
father had
diabetes &
respiratory diseases
RIP;
mother was
totally
dependent

Penny Shaw

mid 30s

daughter

father had
cancer RIP;
mother had
Alzhe1mers

2 years

----------
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worked for the NHS for 27 years.

They worked in different parts of the

hospital but the labels for the care areas are sometimes deceptive.

Carrtown

Hospital had integrated the medical specialties with the result that care areas
were admitting more patients with very different conditions.

The carers included six men and one woman.

At the time of the interviews, the

men ranged from 39 to 72 years old and the woman was about 35 years old.
Five of the men were caring for their wives.
cared for

The other man, Ian Black,

both his parents and so had the woman, Penny Shaw.

had

Both had

recently lost their fathers through illness and were still caring for their
mothers.

The sum total of the carers' experience is more than 100 years.

Mr

Gales had looked after his wife, Rose, for some 35 years while the caring
careers of Mr Bibby and Penny were less than 5 years old.

The conditions of the people they cared for are reminders that it is not just
the duration of care that colours the experience of caring, but the intensity
and frequency of the tasks, the level of skill, the amount of watching, the
prognosis of the person who is being cared for and the isolation, despair and
helplessness that can follow after witnessing someone suffer in private and at
close quarters.

For example, four of the carers were looking after people who

had become seriously ill after long periods of terrible illness, three of the
wives had been in wheelchairs -

one lady for 15 years, the other for

20

years, and the third <who was also very confused) more recently.

The nursing interviews were conducted before the NHS and Community Care Act
(1990) and the advent of the 'health care market'.
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of systems for collecting statistical health information and the devolution of
management were in full sWing.
with a
effects

Appendix Four is the account of an

interview

senior executive on the re-organisation of health services and the
on

staff.

All

the

nurses

expressed

strong

consequences and the implications of the government changes
Chapter Eight).

views

about

the

to the NHS (see

Only two people were on the verge of leaving because they

found their situations unbearable.

Similarly, the carers interviews were given before the NHS and Community Care
Act (1990) arrangements for financing community care took effect in 1993 and
the trends towards integrating packages of community care.

However, four of

the carers spoke forcefully about the lack of material and human resources
from community care services, the lack of organisation of available resources
and the poverty they were incurring by doing the state's work for it (see
Chapter Eight).

The Nurses

Ken Hill was 27 years old in 1988.
in

1986 and was

working as a

He qualified as a registered general nurse

junior staff nurse on

a paediatric

ward.

I

followed hi111 round on a 11lorning shift for five hours to talk to him and watch
him at work.
That day, he

He never sat down apart from a ten minute break in the canteen.
was looking after 3

wheezy babies, 5

ad111issions

(including two

for tests that morning in the TreatIDent Roo11J, 2 for blood transfusions and an
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eJIJergency) , a

qUick ward round and two new staff.

He came across as very

knowledgeable about the medical management of his patients.

Ken was married to a student nurse and they had a young baby.

a nurse after taking a science degree.

He had not planned to go into nursing

and said he thought of i t in his last year
what to do next.
list

until

He trained as

at university when he was deciding

He applied everywhere but was rejected. or put on a waiting

CarTtown

School

ambivalent about nurSing.

of Nursing finally offered him a place.

He was

He liked. its intellectual challenge but it ware thin

i f he stayed in one area, so he kept 1110ving round.

He was due to leave to go

on a post-registration course and in the long term, he had his eye on nursing
research.

He saw attitudes he disliked

nurses' resistance

(that point to his latent idealism):

to a scientific approach for nursing, their lack of lIlan-

111anagament skills and

the elitism of doctors.

Ken also showed lIle

the old

special care area which was shut down and had become a diSJIJal dumping ground
for

all

the

redundant

hi-tec

equipment.

He

said

nothing,

Shrugged

his

shoulders and walked away.

Alan TCXJley was 26 and a charge nurse for Intensive Care in 1988.

I followed

him round on an afternoon shift for four hours; the results are recorded in
full

in

the next chapter.

pre-operative
department

preparation

That day, Alan was looking
of

an

organ

donor

patient,

5

staff

new

to

the

(no other staff were available) and at least 2 families in shock

because of what was happening to their loved ones.
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stressful

conditions

that

challenged

professionalism

and

dedication,

he

appeared calm and cheerful.

Alan spent alot of ti111e in hospital after a
made him want to nurse.
wish.

He felt strongly about it.

He left school after his

while he

waited

for

a

general nurse in 1986.

bad accident and that experience
The fa111ily supported his

'A' levels and worked as a nursing auxiliary

nursing school place.

He qualified as a registered

After that he staffed on a surgical ward and studied
He had been a charge nurse for 5 months and was

for the DiplQIlJa in Nursing.

already beginning to think he was in the wrong job.

He felt he had to get out

of the situation he was in or go under like the others - four meJI1bers of staff
were on sick leave with stress-induced illness.

But he had just got 11larried

and they had bought a house; he felt obliged to keep his salary.

Greg

flright

qualified

as

afternoon.

was 26 and senior staff nurse on a medical
registered

a

The

ward

general

had

specialities and Greg reeled

nurse

followed

in

the

1987.
policy

I
of

ward in
talked

1990.

He

him

one

to

integrating

medical

off the case-load that day: 3 or 4 people with

asthma, 2 people with myocardial infarctions, 4 people with strokes and a girl
who has spina bifida, two people with suspected meningitis, one with glandular
fever,

one

with

encephalitis and somebody with

diarrhea

and

vomiting.

The

ward had a full cDJ1JpleI1lent of staff.

Greg says his family was mostly men - :i'ather, brother and cousins.

to him,

they
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policeman

but

was

tCXJ short

to qualify.

He had

to go

to college

to do

levels and the only course left was a pre-nursing course so he did that.

'0'
He

enjoyed working on the wards so much he did voluntary work in his spare time
which pleased his parents.

He was surprised to find his decision to nurse was

popular among his mates who asked him lots of questions about it.

Greg thought nurses were in a difficult position, with angry patients who felt
they had paid their dues for care on

the one handand 111anagers who made the

decisions that meant less care on the other.

In general, Greg appeared to be

s111itten with nursing and was optimistic about the future of the profession.

Xike Evans was a student nurse working at Farmstone's District Hospital.

He

had qualit-ied as a registed general nurse and was finishing his contract as a
student nurse before taking up a job as a nurse the following week.
and Single.

He worked on a general medical

ward,

aside tor patients with leukaemia and lymphoma.

He was 23

where some beds were set

The majority of the patients

were elderly with physical and scx:;ial problems.

Xike went into nursing because he felt strongly motivated to help people.
family -

particularly his father -

found his decision hard to accept although

they admired him for carrying it out.

He was the only man in

trained with at Farmshire School of Nursing.
female prejudices about men caring.

His

the group he

This experience prepared him for

He says that after a year or so, the other

students got used to him and stopped singling him out.
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Although

Hike

loved

looking

after

people,

he

was

frustrated

with

nursing

attitudes that had put him off nursing: the tendency to make rituals of the

to be done so that people

work

were

turned

into

work

objects,

the

local

etiquettes for managing events like a death on the ward, the lack of effective
paperwork systeJ1JS for processes like discharge,

the lack of effective chains

of communication and the unquestioning acceptance that nurses should do what
used to be medical jobs.

Lee Tanner was the charge nurse on a medical ward.
for 6~ years since leaving school.
was quiet.

He had worked in the NHS

He was 24 years old.

That day, the ward

The case load was mixed, including 4 people with strokes, one of

the:m very poorly and 2 ladies who were in the terminal stages of illness.

Lee had wanted
listen

to be a nurse since he was 15 or 16 years old.

to his aunt telling stories about her work as a nurse.

He used to
Then he did

some voluntary work caring for elderly people and enjoyed it, went on to the
pre-nursing course and liked that and so i t continued.
his family supported him.

Lee says they knew about nursing fr011J the aunt so

they didn't suppose it was W0111en's work.
and

gave

nowadays.

him

11Jore

Because he was happy,

confidence.

Lee

He thinks nursing made him grow up
says

that

He suggests nurses cannot keep such

nurses
high

have

less

respect

standards of work :lor

reasons that they cannot control and yet to the publiC, they look like they are
in charge.

Although he resent.s his professional standards being comproJ11ised,

he IIJakes the best of things for the sake of the pa ttents.

----------------~-~--~-
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DaD Colley was the youngest participant at 22 years old.

He has just qualified

and was working on an elderly care ward.

He 1i ved in hospi tal accommoda tion

and

was

was

sing1e.

patients
again.

That

needed

a10t

evening

of social

the

ward

work and

full.

emotional

Dan

said

most

of the

to get them fit

support

It was not just a case of getting the.:m physically better.

Dan says he wanted to nurse because when he was growing up, he used to worry

issues and how people were affected.

about social
help.

His

thinks

his

father

parents

re1a ti on ships .
good one.

was

in

one

brought

He wanted

of t.he caring professions.
him

up

to

His fa1I1ily and friends

care

about

to be able to

Looking back, he

the

world

thought his decision

and

human

to nurse was a

He was shy and sensitive and the training turned him into a more

confident person.

He shows himself to be

perceptive about relationships.

Ann Trent was the oldest of the nurses I spoke to, in her early forties.

Ann

was a sister on a medical ward and has been in charge for many years.

The

ward was full on the afternoon I spoke with her.

As usual, the case-load was

very mixed: there were people suffering with either diabetes, asthI11a, chronic
obstructive airways disease, renal
cardiac fibril1a.tion.

prob1e.:ms,

epilepsy, Huntingdon's chorea

Two people were waiting for long teT111 ca.re beds.

Ann trained in 1963 as soon as there was a place.
nurse.

others.
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She always wanted to be a

Her mother was a nurse and other relatives

her feelings

were

or

sparked

because she

was

brought

were nurses.
up

to

Ann thinks

be considerate

to

Her lather was not as pleased as her mother with her career because
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he thought it

was a

hard job.

She

thinks nursing,

by- making her 1I1ix with

other people, brought her out of her shell and 1I1ade her stand up for herself.

Ann says the pressures of her role as ward .111anager are building up and she
feels frustrated

that all she can usefully do is to carry- on.

The people in

charge of ward areas are counted as a pair of hands doing the work at the
same time as they are meant to be managing it.

Staffing levels are below what

they are fixed at and so nurses have to work harder and cut corners.

On the

are criticised i f they don 't do

because

other

hand,

they

the

job properly

patients think they have paid for the NHS all these years and they don 't like
feeling cheated by what they see as poor care.

Ti.111es are tough and patient

care is suffering but she just soldiers on in the hope it will get better.

The

Carers

Kr flhite and his wife,

Vera, are in their sixties.

war years and have a daughter.

They were 111arried in the

Nr White has been looking after Vera, since

1976, when the Alzheimer5 first manifested al though i t was not diagnosed for 4
years.

Nr Vhite was a

laying bricks.

bricklayer who turned builder.

He says his hobby is

He retired four times because he couldn't give it up.

He would

be asked to do important jobs like laying a marble floor for the church and he

saw it as his 111ission in life.

Then in the early stages of the illness,

Vera

had an accident at home and that was when he 1I1ade up his mind to give up his
career for her and care for her.

-----------------------
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Alzheimers is slow to progress but looking back, Jrfr Vhite thinks there were
stages.

They loved their holidays and he bought a caravan so Vera could stlll

go away.

He made the alterations round the home so that she could get about

more easily.

A couple of years ago, she fell

badly and went into hospital.

She deteriorated there and }[r fihite had to work hard to put her back on ber
feet.

After that time, she was afraid of hospitals and nurses.

Gradually, her

body became less and less easy for her to manage until in 1988, she collapsed
again.

After that, Vera was dependent on others for all her needs.

Nr ft'hite says he can still read
emotional states.
having to

Vera's feelings despite the disease-induced

He knows she is terrified of hospitals and is outraged at

be washed and dressed

by the nurses.

He tries not to alarm ber

because i f she is upset, her reactions can be violent.
the

last

respite care
painful
happy

to
with

too.

nurses

come

bad

Their daughter had found her mother's disintegration

too

witness and he understood
community

care;

the

three

a

he has

six mon ths.

The

He has needed belp for

that

staff

are

tiIJIes

day and

she couldn't help hiIJI.
poorly

trained,

lack

He isn't
the

right

experience, facilities and morale and are over-worked.

llr Rice is married to Edna, they are in their early sixties and they have a
son and daughter.

The son still lives at home and plans to move.

worked as a chargehand at one of the car plants.
psoriasiS most
years.

In

the

of her life.
beg.inning,

Edna has had arthritis and

The arthritis has got
Nr Rice remeJ11bers

worse over the last 20

helping

Fridays when Edna couldn't lift weights and then the
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Nr Rice bad

with

the

shopping

on

washing on SaturdaY'S.
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A dreadful

catalogue of medical

incidents altered their lives in 1980.

Edna

was having injections in her knees for the arthritis until the fatal one which
triggered a

J/Jassive skin reaction on her legs.

and eventually,

the leg had to be amputated.

Treatment made things worse
During this spell in hospital,

for some reason Edna's jaw locked and although surgery restored the jaw, she
could not bite or speak properly afterwards.

SUddenly she was invalided.

Nr

Rice took early retirement to care for her and to run the household.

A few years later, Nr Rice needed surgery himself.

By the time he had fully

recovered a year later, Edna had been into hospital for respite care and t.he
community nurses had

taken

During this

over her care when she came home.

time, Edna got very depressed and went downhill.

Her spirits never recovered

and her dejection, as much as her physical decline, upset Mr Rice.

The

community

organised all

nurses

pop

in

twice

a

Over

day.

the

years,

Nr Rice

bas

the available facilities from social services very efficiently.

Also, their daughter and the neighbours help out on a regular basis.

Xr Badger is married

to Amy and they have two children, both married now.

Nearly twenty years ago, when they were in their thirties, they were both in a
car

smash.

suffered
Amy

ca111e

Amy's

concussion
out

of

injuries

were

horrific,

and subsequently,

hospital,

they

both

he

Nr

Badger

became clinically depressed.

Vben

had

causing

to

learn

paraplegia.

how

to adjust

to

the

practicalities of daily living.
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Nr Badger planned their lives after the accident, so that Amy could live at

home in comfort, he could take care of her, bring up the faJ11ily and continue
his career as a
mental

breakdown.

dra ugh tS1I1an .
After

that,

took

He

too much

he retired

on

(although

himself and suffered a
he keeps a

consultancy

role) and he accepted offers to help with the caring.

Nr Badger supervises the care froIll

have developed a routine which

the cOIllIllunity nurses because he and Amy

they like to maintain.

froIll home helps and community physiotherapists.

](r

They have other help

Badger thinks the prob1eJD

with community care is the lack of staff training, experience and comIllitment;
pressure of work and lack of interest in chronic care.

Xr Bibby and Connie had been together for al11Jost thirty five years in 1991.
They had a married daughter and a son who still lived at home.
retired
still

with

a heart condition when Connie was taken ill in 1985.

working in a shop.

consultants

](r Bi bby was

to diagnose

She was

It took twelve months, many brain scans and three
what

was

wrong

with

Connie.

In

tha t

year,

her

condition deteriorated in a frighteni~ way.

A t first,

it seemed as i f she had had a small stroke because her speech was

slurred and her limbs were stiff.

Then her eJJJotions started to swing from on

extreme to t.he other; she was severely depressed, then overtly sexual and then
violent.

Finally Mr and ](rs Bibby were told she had contracted a rare brain

disease

and had about 18 months to live.

In hospital, Connie went downhill

quickly and needed 24 hour nursing care at the bedside and drip feeding.
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Bibby made up his mind to look after her and brought her home.

Two years

later, at the end of 1987, Connie could no longer talk and a year later, all
communication failed.

In

that time, XI' Bibby damaged himself through lifting

and Connie went for respite care until he was better.

The situation made hi111

seriously depressed.

sent Connie came home

with

rt'hen he recovered,

the hospital

proper lifting equipment and since then,

XI' Bi bby has nursed her.

He

dreads her dying although he knows it must come soon.

The

community nurses come

nursing jobs

various

a

twice

the

washing,

Over

ways as Xr Bibby got

adept at some jobs than the nurses.
does

day.

they

share

Bibby remarks bitterly on
like incontinence pads,

the years,

used

to

they divided

things and

the

becaIIJe more

His son does the cooking and shopping, he

the cleaning and his daughter helps out.

HI'

the lack of tools to do the job with; basic things

wipes,

blue rolls and gloves let alone the technical

equipment like beds, hoists, and suction J1Jachines.

Xr

Gales

children.

and

Rose

have

been

married

a11I1ost

fifty

HI' Gales worked in an engineering firJ1J

a bout 72 now.

years.

They

ha ve

before he retired.

Rose has had J1Ju1tiple sclerosis for more than 35 years.

condition has deteriorated very slowly.
with a stick and a bit of help.

In

two

He is
Her

the sixties, she could get around

Then she had an invalid car.

Now Rose needs

help with feeding, dressing, washing and toileting.

All this involves lifting her body about and Xr Gales points out that he is no
spring chiclre.n himself.

Part of him wants some help, part of hi1I1 is too proud

-----------------------_._--
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to ask.

The thing is, they are very successful at living a normal life and put

themselves out for others - even putting on the family ChristllJas dinner.
says

this

is

because

her

wheelchair

was

such

an

embarrassment

in

Rose
other

people's houses and they'd rather have people C0111e to them anyway.

Like the others, Mr Gales and Rose have got their own routine going.
the house, cooks the meals and looks after her.
community nurses.
are

scathing

He runs

He has little help fro111 the

Rose has been into hospital a few times and both of them

about

NHS

care

for

the

chronically

ill.

They

sum

up

their

feelings by observing that Carrtown Hospital has got no toilet facilities for
disabled people and this is 1990.

Ian BlacJc was 39 years old, single and an unskilled labourer.
for his chronically i l l

mother on and off since 1974

He had cared

when be was 23.

father was in his late seventies when his health gave way too.

His

Suddenly the

household was in a crisis with both parents sick and no-one to care for them.
At

the time,

the

job

to

Ian was working for a security firm and he decided to give up
look

after

his

parents.

Some

ti111e

after

that,

he

became

a

Christian.

Ian's father

was suffering from pleuresy, diabetes and asthma and be died a

year or so later in 1990.

Since then, Ian has looked after his mother.

Her

condition deteriorated slowly until she needed a wheelchair to get about.

Both

parents were incontinent and suftered regular chest infections.
were
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household,

learned how to budget,

did the laundry.

cooked the meals, fetched the shopping and

He got a pager so he could leave the house but stay in touch

with theII1 i f they needed help.

There

4 other children in

were

the faJJJily

other c0111mit111ents and did not offer much

living nearby.
support,

which

All
led

of theII1 had

to rows.

One

brother ca111e down to sit with his parents once a week so that Ian could go to
the pub.

Ian remeJ11bers angrily how little help there was froIIJ the state when

he packed in his job.

He didn't know where to turn to sort out the financial

and cD11lIlJunity care sides and it was a

very stressful

tiIlJe.

Luckily someone

put him in touch with a Carers Group who helped him to organise hi11Jself.
he has

bed

linen

services,

some

technical

aids,

Now

a home help and the nurses

come once a 1110nth to bath his 1110ther.

Penny Shaw is in her mid thirties, single, and a qualified nurse.
career

spanned

overseas.
ill.

15 years and

was

very

successful.

Her

last

Her nursing
job

had

been

She gave it up to come home and be with her parents when they were

Their lives changed in 1985 when Mrs Shaw was found to have Alzheimer's

disease.

A t that time, she was about to retire from work and was living with

her husband, a retired officer, in London.
cancer.

Penny's
lather
started

Then Nr Shaw was told that he had

In 1987, they lIJoved to Farmshire where their children lived.

original
support

plan
her

had

lIJother,

been

to

whose

buy a place nearby
condition

was

while she helped her

deteriorating

with her forgetting words and her personal hygiene.
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Nr Shaw found it hard to cope.

behaviour became bizarre.

By the time Penny

had organised help from community care services, her father was dying and so
she lived with them and nursed them both.
very hard.

His death in 1989 hit her IRother

A year later she is close to death from a chest infection, unable

to walk, talk or feed herself and also incontinent.

Penny has to reconcile her

profeSSionalism with her wish for her mother to die quickly and peacefully.

,

The rush of events left Penny without 111oney.

She was ineligible for Invalid

Care Allowance for 6 Illonths because she had been working abroad.
qualify

for

However she

Inco111e Support

because she had

was Charged

full

in

for Poll

savings

Tax.

for

Nor did she

the house deposit.

Penny acknowledges that she

wears her nursing hat to get the things she needs to do the job.

Voluntary

carers come twice a day for an hour to help lift her mother and the com1I1unity
nurses come in the evening.

There is a continence service.

Voluntary services

send S01I1eone to stay with Xrs Shaw 4 tilDes a week so Penny can go out.
runs the house, does the shopping, the cooking and cleaning.

Penny

Other family live

roundabout and Penny tries to protect them fro111 the upsetting details.
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Part of the paradox of men caring are their feelings to care for others when
western

culture

commitment

to

has
care

feminised

caring.

among

small

a

This chapter
group

of

nurses

seeks

to explore

and

carers.

the

Three

biographies chart the caring careers of two men carers and a nurse, noting how
their reasons for caring change over time and with the context of care.

The

studies show the basic reasons to go on caring prevail when they lose heart or
when their current situation bears no relation to their original commitment.
Of the ii ve case studies completed in 1988, these three were chosen for the
depth and range of feelings.

The reasons for their commitment are explained

by Heller's theory of feelings; more data from the second interviews with men
and WOlllen is used in evidence.
the

light

results.

of

the

literature

The men's caring experiences are examined in

on

women's

caring role

with

some

interesting

First , it is argued that men and women do share the same caring

values; it seems likely more women are compelled to care because of women-only
dependency.
the

very

Secondly

feelings

authority as men.

I

it is suggested men do 'men-only' emotion work to hide

that

would

show

they

care

in

order

to

preserve

their

At the same time, men apply feminised definitions of caring

of love and involvement.
------------~---------
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Biographies of

Caring Feelings

The Badgers
I1r Badger and his wife, Amy, ~ere in a car crash in 1969 when they were in then
thirties,
suffered

Aray 'lias in hospital for
concussion

and

SIX

subsequently

raonths,
had

She was a paraplegic,

bouts

of

serious

Jill

depression,

StraightalJay, he acknoliledges how clear he iJas about the implications of the
accident and re-planned the hOMe so that it was accessible for a wheelchair and
still cosy,

It is bright and spacious 'Nith a pretty view of the garden,

~anted to preserve i
~ant

hOlle not a fictory , , She Cin go in any rOOIl,

her to feel barred froll

He knew friendships would disengage,

It's like a smoothly rehearsed speech,
People didn't want to be involved even

"This is a long term thing,

t rapped by an ob I iga t ion to care ll ,
callt? in cOlIJmittees to

1 didn't

any~here·,

He goes on to talk about their friends,

though they offered,

1

~/isit,

It

'5

I didn't want people to feel

The role of his church was notab Ie,
alright,

1 understood n ,

fear of involvelleni in someone else's private agony,

They

It reflected their

Very few people understand

the agonising consequences of "atching someone you love suffer while you are
helpless,

It was difficult to go out alone,

, "only

hilf i social unit

afraid of being an ilJlpositi,,'n, don't i'ant to be dependent but it is i reiJity ,
afraid of embirrassing others liit.h the piin",

go oui now,

"You switch off,

For all these reasons, he doesn't

There's no point ijaklng friends if you know they

can't continue, , It's okay if AllY'S there,

People respond differently then,

The roles are norllal even if it's an abnorraal situation,

People stlll expect

things to be norraal',
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, , II/ juggled IJY co•• it,ents to /fork and care",

He had kept on working

a nervous breakdolJn because he couldn't cope,

11/ have to get out,

consultancy basis,

He had

Now he ~orks part-tile on a

/ couldn't stand it otherwise,

I think

it's a mistake to give up ~ork if all there is at hOMe is lIore ~orkn,

He refers to what he calls the psychology of care and says there is a taclt
arrangeraent between hiraself and AllY to drall a veil over the nature of their
cortraiiraeni,

The

important thing

is not to hurt the other person,

One's

behaviour is refined; extre~e sensitivity to the emotional needs of the the other

is second nature,

I ike l1ersel f

IIIJIIY once mentioned that she had read an article tlhere ~omen

di votced

their husbt3nds,

but

/

didn't

pursue it,

She never

l1entioned it again",

Abruptly he introduces sexuality, sayIng he lofants to say this before AllY cornes
down,

"I think the Nost ilJportt3nt thing that is overlooked is the sexual needs,

, It's a monastic life .. not through choice,
and

,VOLl

can see tlhat you

~ant

Like being in prison, , behind bars

and you can't reach out and get it,

lJentioned this to me [except one lJan froll Stt.,ke Ifandeville

No-one ever

IIht.' came to visit but

he did not elabort3tel , , IJcknotlledgement is not possible because once you expose
your needs and /lake them concrete,

the other person is in a di flieul t position,

helpless to help and distressed ,

, Amy never talked about it , , One is a

prisoner 01 one's otln .oral code",

He ialks about the nature of sacrifice,

"/'ve not dt.'l7e half the things I intended,

for outside interests,
(Iff in St.' Many lIays,

He didn'i have holldays and little time

It's a boring eXIstence,
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tched

People see It as tlorthlihile - an
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act of goodness - but it doesn't, feel lil:e that,

There is no re~ard in nobility,

People need to see suffering in heroic terms in order t.o make it palatable . . ~

He says that people's moral energy is so diminished they can't cope with
frame~orks

changes to their moral

~aking

to allow for change, ,
0910-1130 on 01/09/1988

The Whites

/'Ir White tells rae about Vera, his wife,

Vera has suffered frora Alzhelmers

disease si nce about 1980 when she was alraost sixty,
diagnose,

It took four years to

Her condition is very slow to progress but he thinks it goes in stages

of degeneration and he can tell in retrospect,
can look back,

He keeps a diary

Vera worked as a typist and book-keeper,

pragraatist and a bit

dog~atic

with Victorian values,

no~

so that he

He says she was a
Whereas he likes a

discussion, she preferred to stick to concrete matters,

/'Ir White was in the airforce during the liar, then worked his way up in hls own
business
~as

fro~

bricklayer to builder,

His hobby is laying bricks,

His last job

laying an immense marble floor for the church and he was very proud to have

been asked,

He gave up the job for Vera's sake,

to give love,
call Christian,

Caring

IS

not been a probleM to lie,

11m giving by nature,
It's my life,

This

live glJt
15

IIhat 1

We talked about -sacrifice but he didn't see it like that.

He

says he only lives one day at a time so it is difficult to think in terms of what
he's lost,
she
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IS

He hadn't planned hls Ide either so I don 't feel robbed,

been cheated, , ,

He feels angry for her that the

~orld

but

is so unJust.
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Giving up work for the last
1ike a choice,
fat,

ti~e ~as

a sacrifice, he

~ade

That day he

up his mind to give up the commission froM the church,

then he had to adjust and organise,

First he had to get over the shock and

Then he used to go to bed willing hiMself

to believe it would all look different in the
physical and emotional shocks,
down

or

you

YOII're as one,

~orning,

He distinguishes between

There is no point crying over acts of God, if the
lose

all

psychoanalysis froll the inner self.

one mission for another,

He

In the first stage of shock, I felt as if 1

wasn't going t.o get through the day,

falls

But it had not felt

Vera had an accident with the chip pan and burned her leg with

talks about his three day talking to,

house

~uses,

He went

your

loney,

Elotional

shocks need

In the end, he decided he had merely swapped

fro~ ~orking

It comes frail tlit.hin,

to caring for his wife,

It's not. e;'('pected of you,

It. 's not a

The Most important part of caring is to preserve Vera's dignity in

chore,

degrading circUMstances,
sure and secure.

He works hard to preserve an ahosphere that is slow,

The lost difficult thing is to guard his own boundaries against

her helpless outbursts,
cannot help reacting,

He tries to keep hil'lself in check but sOlletil'les he
IIhen YOII've Just about had enough, , don't push it,

stress is t.aking t.he butt of her aggression "'hen you're trying to help,

nurses come because he can no longer manage.
lorning and Vera is angered by her degradation,

1t

The

The

takes three to help in the
In the past there has been

violence, ~ith blood, , . broken toilet seats , ,

He

i~agined

that younger men who were caring for their

sex lives would feel frustrated,
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He felt it was no great loss

hl~self

but then
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he ~as in his seventies,

VeIl lillat tlley say is true for lie,' if you don't use it

it lIears out,

His daughter was not able to cope with Vera's disintegration,
to other people's

elbarrass~ent

and guilt,

He ~as sensitive

Some people can't face up to all that

suffering and pain he says, so it is kinder to put them out of their misery by

relieving

the~

of the obligation so they have the

freedo~

to choose,
0920-1220 on 08/09/1988

Charge Nurse TOOley

I

ca~e

on the ward at 1750 just

un returned f rOil neuro-surgery,

~hen

two relatives were leaving the bedside of a

The worAan was saying, 'l 'Q sorry about before,

, I've never been in Intensive Care before , , It's such a shock ",

has his hand on her shoulder, makes appropriate comforting noises,
don't think he knOllS I'll here, ,. to

arranges she will come back next day,

~hich

Charge Nurse
She says, 1

he replies, he is sure he did,

This exchange takes two

He

standIng

~inutes

up in the middle of the ward,

ThiS is Neuro Intensive Care.

There are S beds, 8 patients and 5 staff.

Nurse has already changed shifts to cover the ward.
the staffing crisis.

I~Rediately

he

Charge

co.~ents

All his staff today have been poached from other areas.

has

t~o

SENs - one frol neuroward and one from an agency

for

t~o

years; a student nurse and a pupil on her second ward experience.

~ho

on
He

hasn·t done neuro
The

unit IS full because the consultants are fighting to justify the need for the It,
The criteria for
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have been Jettisoned to keep the place full.
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1755:

He goes to anslJer the telephone,

A surgeon in theatre dress arrives and

wants a patient file 'ihich Tir! gets while still on the phone,
put a drip on a patient in isolation,

At 1800 he helps the SEN prepare a pre-

operative donor patient for theatre, , 'Wis brain
50 he can

go ,

,1/

Then he goes to

At 1805 he offers sweets around,

and they stand in the middle, talking intently,

st~I1] (~ll

tests were negat1ve

The vicar coraes on the ward,

Afterwards, he says the VIcar IS

concerned about the patient back frol'! surgery (his faraily are

the local

~orried

parish priest will corae to conduct a laying on of hands, and want him barred),
Meanwhile

t~o

are detailed

1812:

surgeons arrive to consult him on tliO different patients and there
infor~ation

exchanges,

He answers another call from the relatives,

her patient won't eat,
and says cheerfully,

Tim goes to see
I/[)avid.!

He stands at the

botto~

of the bed

Stop harassing this poor young gui/"

Issues detalled instructions about
coax DaVid to explain hir!self,

hi~,

The pupli is worrled because

Forta~el

as a replacement meal,

David says,

·i'm tired,

Hungry,

Then he

He trles to
Angry It,

eXChange follows, with Till trying to pinpoint hOIl oriented David is,

An

He leans

over the bed intent on the answer, but David is struggllng to connect and he
talis,

1820:

Tiij cajoles but to no avail,

He goes to tell Evelyn about an earlier call and gets dOlin on the floor by

the bed,

"!faiN called to say hello II,

aSSIsts with slow calll deliberateness,
but I can't, get ~hat you're after·,

She struggles to respond on paper,
Eventually he says,

"1 all sorry Evelyn

I see scrawling across the page,

------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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1822:

The porter arrIves to collect Ken the donor patlent but cannot leave

without an anaesthetist and so Ti~ rings theatre to organise one,

He tells the

SEN five ~inutes and checks the trolley,

1825:

He goes back to Evelyn and draws the curtain,

He talks her through each

procedure (she is intubated) and since the pupil is with him, he explalns what he
This raeans I hear a running commentary on the other side ot the

is doing,
curtain,

They turn her over and intend to suck her airways out because she has

pneuijonia,

An alarm

sounds so

Tim

checks

all

the

leads on

the ~achines,

"eanwhile another doctor wanders In looking for hill, realises he is behind the
curtain, goes to see a patient and then leaves,
take Ken to theatre,
it,

The two anaesthetists turn up to

The telephone rings and Till leaves the cubicle to answer

He goes back to Evelyn to complete suction and teaches the pupIl

realises by

judicious questioning that she doesn't understand suctIon,

asides to Evelyn are tender, "I'jj iust tlipe off your lIouth

1:335:

~hen

A doctor arrives to discuss Ken,

he
HIS

nOlin,

Snippets of the conversation are about

Papworth , , tlho lIant the he,ut ind lungs - they've COIlt? in a Cir - I heard him

give instructions - usuilly it's the helicopter, , Netlcistle ire interested·,

Ti~

goes to the desk to do the drugs and starts sorting out the breaks,

co~es

to ask for help

~ith

The SEN

the patient in isolation and the pupil returns WIth

lnforraation about DaVId's tood Intake and receives lIore instructIons,
pOInt, Tl~ tells l'Ie about the two cases hidden trom VIew,

At thIS

One man has a cerebral

abscess the has had ventrIculItis IJhich has a 951 Morbidity rate but he made an
uneventful recovery,
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day, Tim noticed and asked her time if everything was alright,

Yes she said, she

was fine, but she had been very busy selling her brother's flat and auctioning
his belongings),

1838:

He shrugs and disappears into isolation,

The fire alarlll sounds and Tim cortes out from isolation to shut do~n the

area, saying that's all he needs,

The SEN comes back fro~ theatre and he greets

her with 'Thank God you're back!!' (because the lift stops when the alarm goes
off),

He continues to dispense drugs ~hile talking to the SEN about breaks,

He

is /laking up antibiotic doses and at the sarae time he directs the SEN who is
clearing Ken's bay and doesn't know where to put things,

1855:

Tim dashes to the canteen,

crisps and a can of orange,
says,

He returns WIth a Cadbury's Flake, two bags of

He comes into the office, takes off his coat and

I/I'fJJ cOllling into tOl/orrow to hive a "oan at Illy ONS

it '11 achieve anything, but it will make me feel better n,
if it's so bad?

staffing problells,

·Oon't knotl,

1 lust don 't

kno~II,

He talks lIore about

Three staff are on long term sick leave (ho in psychiatric

care) and one is on short term sick leave,

Only seven perManent staff were left

to cover fourteen duties plus their time off and holidays,
priorities, he says,

Asked to describe his

I/llinimwlJ intervention with IIdXillUIl support

gl1b I ask for detaIls,

II,

"I don't. I:nl.')II, , I can't do my job anymore,

1 can't look aft.er /IX staff,

the relatIves for

I ask why he continues

He sits down, rubs his hands over his face in what looks like

weary despel'ation , ,

tlith people,

1 don't know if

This is so
I can't be

I had ten lIinutes standing up iiI th

that. donor patient this afternoon,

If 1 was doing My Job

properly I'd have sat down tilth them in the office dnd gone through it tilth theN,
That pupil nurse - it's her second tlard,
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1'310:

The SEN pops in to say Kenls brother is In the relatives rool'll havlng

arrlved frora Jersey too late to see hill before he ~ent to theatre,
dlffICult situation and Tim goes out Quickly,
shocked to say ~uch and leaves,

It IS a

In the event, the brother is too

Tiij has trouble persuading hiM not to return to

see the body without naillng the grueseome details ("They make such a mess
ThlS

they /IIay take the eyes far corneal grafts and sometiMes take the sA'in")

patlent had a roassive Intercerebral bleed after s~i~ming.

1935:

He puts equipllent away.

The phone goes with another relativels inquirY.

1 ask hiM about his background while he writes the kardexes and the ward report.
He hadnlt expected to end up in critlcal care,

, "ft

nl.,t

'5

lIy

forte but they

froze the rotation of Slsters , , mind you, the wards are lust as busy so 1 tlould
be ln the same position out there,

1 tlouldn't have tifle to

lJore than just tending to physical needs 1 think,

dlJ

the Job tlhich

There are other things",

He had no plan as such and things happened in a haphazard way
conslstent thread being his conviction to nurse,
days there were waiting lists to get in!

hUllself,

~ith

the only

He had one A level but in those

Everyone 1n ear shot laughs,

accident prone as a Child, and in and out of hospital,
was In lTU,

15

so he knew about nurs1ng first hand,

He was

He had a car slash and

He wanted to help people

It was a childhood ideal. , IISave the world,

that sort of thlng",

He

supposed he was The Little Helper when he started.
not

"hat

yau

dispensable N ,

-

one

individual

da

ta help

-

but

the

tea/JI,

You are

He talks about the political nalvety of nurses who start tralning

with vocational values.

They donlt realise the pol1tical iraplications of what

they do; they are not reali sts.

13b

can

He had

~anted

to change things by being a ward
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nurse but realIsed that it ~ould be by teaching nurses and lotivatlng them that
c~lange

he could effect

,

I

1750-2145 on 29/09/1988

"I wa5 fully awar,: of the drawbacks.
to usefully help people,
lJaterially orlented,

j just "anted job satisfaction - the chance

both individually and structurally.

If

then I'd have had the sense not to cOile into it.

~hat I lIant at this income so money is not a big problem to me,

again, 1 tlouldn't be a nur5e
dOing half heartedly,

, , 1 can't do my job,

j'd been
j have

If I had my time

This is not a Job to be

I regret lIy job because I can 't do it properly,

lJyself on course for a career that I am not happy ~ith,

I've set

I haven It the nerve to

change tack,

I've il/st got (Harned and bought a hOl/se so tie need the money,

feel trapped,

It

'5

jU5t a

j~,b

I

nOrl H ,

1430-1515 on 05/10/1988

The Commitment to Care
These stories from the men carers and nurse describe the history and context
of their caring feelings.

Reading them, it seems that commitment crystallises

around early feelings and beliefs that can fracture and change under pressure
or under duress.
the

daily

task

Their reasons for commitment form a touchstone that prompts
of

caring

work.

Heller's

ideas

help to explain the men's

experience of enduring other feelings for a feeling they value and honour more,
sometimes for a life-time.

In the second lot of interviews, I

was interested

in the reasons that hold people to their task in critical times because they
constitute the "bottom line" for continuing to care.
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two kinds of reasons that are also identified by Heller's theory of feelings:
public values and private feelings.

First,

both

the

nurses

and

carers

acknowledge

the

jural frameworks

that

prescribe the commitment to care - or proscribe the desertion of duty - that
both

groups

reputation.

felt

important

to

honour

in

order

to

protect

their

moral

Remember jural values are public, explicit and unconditional.

They

talk about their codes of conduct - the UKCC Professional Code of Conduct for
nurses

and

the

marriage

vows

for

married

carers.

Nurses

are

legally

accountable for their actions to their professional body and their employer.

What stops ~e going off hOMe if I don't feel like working is because I know I've
got to be here today basically, I think I'd do the job in the same fashion but I
all not as caring as I usually am, Just do it all professional, blJl, bril, bra,
Professionally speaking, I all the ward ~anager, And I am responsible for the
patients and nurses on the ward,
The UKCC liould have soraething to say if I
decided to leave! I alliays said that if nursing ever got to the stage where It
was a chore, coming every day, day in day out, then I would consider leaVIng, I
don't think it's fair on everybody else, Charge Nurse Tanner
Karried

carers

face

social

sanctions

because

desertion

or

divorce

of

a

dependent partner is viewed as an amoral act.

There's doing it [walking outJ and thinking it's abhorrent for anyone else to do
it, Well perhaps right at the beginning I've said, 'No I don't liant that job',
But ray heart's grolin up with it, There's no turning back, ~r Gales
Second,

both

nurses

and

carers

said

there

are

moral

reasons

for

their

comm i tmen t,

Korality is the private, unspoken and unconditional domain of

feeling

stops

and

where

prescription

These

begins.

people

could

not

conscience deserting someone dependent on them for help just to live and put
the moral entitlement of others above their own needs.

What stops ~e going off home, , IS that I have a responsIbility to the ward
1 a~ accountable, legally to the ward and to the Code of Conduct, ~orally I
responsIble to the patient and ~y colleagues, Junior Statt Nurse Colley
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People co~e in here who've put alot of trust in you, If you don't do your best
then you're Illsusing that trust, They're letting you do things to the~ that they
wouldn't let the Rilkman or Joe Bloggs do to the~, Senior Staff Nurse
Because there is 50~ebody lying in the bed that is probably helpless, and
~ouldnlt have anybody to look after them if you did [walk off],
My conSClence
wouldn't let ~e, And to be honest, I donlt think it would be a good thing if the
boss ~alked off the job! Sister Trent
[Itls) Probably a good heart, I've felt like walking out but therels no way lid
ever do it, I "ouldnlt go to Malta when I could because of them, I knetJ if I
didnlt care for theR it wouldn·t be what I ~anted, Ian Black
Well it all stems back to the fact you might get fed up so~eti~es, That·s your
feelings conflicting with "hat you're doing, But you know you're not going to
pack it in, It's just irrelevant, You just carryon, BaSically because youlve
always carried on, You know you're not going to leave that person, Love or
whatever you want to say, You're rlarried, I can·t tell what you'd feel llke
caring for someone else, lJe're talking about a husband and \life relationship
here , , a male and a female, It's not just the length of tiRe you had to get
used to doing "hat you're dOing, but the history of the relationshIp that went
before, Caring is always there, I might walk out the door but I knotJ live got
to cOile back, KnolJing she can·t manage, live got to come back, I can't walk
out , , , Mr Gales
The debates about inequalities in

nursing and the feminist critique of caring

suggest men have an economic interest to refuse to care in the first place or
to continue to care once they have invested in the role.

However, the nurses I

spoke to believe this is less important than their moral feelings about caring.
lihen their feelings are threatened for whatever reason, they question their
reasons for staying in the job, regardless of the economics.

I was fully aware of the drawbacks, I just tJanted job satisfaction - the chance
to usefully help people, both individually and structurally,
If lid been
lIaterially oriented, then lid have had the sense not to cOile into it, I have
what I \lant at this income 50 money is not a big problem to me, If I had my tlme
again, I wouldn·t be a nurse, , , I can't do IIY job, This is not a job to be
dOIng half heartedly, I regret My job because I can't do it properly, live set
lIyself on course for a career I am not happy wlth. I haven·t the nerve to change
tack, live just got married and bought a house so we need the loney, I feel
trapped, It's just a Job now, Charge Nurse Tooley
There are people ~ho haven't the right attitude to be a nurse, The feeling Isn't
there behind what they do, They are doing it as a job rather than because they
want to, I kno~ loney does co~e into it at the end of the day, I wouldn't do It
tor nothing,
But for sorae people it's a chore to cOile to ~ork, They do It
because they have to, They arrive because they have to and they are pleased as
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punch ~hen they go home, I think you have to want to be a nurse, It's not the
sort of Job you do because you canlt think of anything else to do at the tirae,
Charge Nurse Tanner
I. started wlth a great deal of idealism, I thought the NHS 'ias the best thIng
SInce slIced bread, , that nursing lias the ~ost wonderful career, Alot of that
has changed, , I suppose you become cynical , ,hardened, It's not the everyday
experiences, , itls not dealing with death, dealing with pain, it's not dealing
with distress or worry or anxiety, Itls not that because my feelings on that
have never changed - I think if they did lid leave the job tOllorroli, It's the
systen really, I think nurses get a pretty raw deal, It makes you a bIt bitter
to be honest , , That would su~ it all up, Ny feelings to~ards caring have not
changed at all - itls very worthwhile and inportant - I still like to think live
got alot to give in terms of caring for people, But nursing as a profession , ,
as a career, I think my ideas to~ards that have changed considerably In the last
three years, Student Nurse Evans
Two of the men carers were sustained in their work by their sense of faith.

I want to do the job because you kno~ youlre achieving so~ething, You're ~aklng
them happy, What I say is, you're doing God's work, I shouldn't think, 'Why
rae?' God's reade ~e spec ial so I can look after then, Yes [I ara a Chnstian]
ever SInce they got ill, three or four years ago, Itls a big ~otlvation, Itls
raainly faIth, My faith became strong when I left work, I had more time to thInk
about it, It was alive before, I knew lihatever happened that I would be okay,
Itls like getting a seed, Putting a seed on a plate, My faith was there before,
But when I left work, I poured water on the seed, and it started to grow and ever
SInce then the faith has been gro~ing, Ian Black
This is a
others.

tentative sketch of some reasons that people give for caring for

Their views fit with Heller's explanation of feelings.

there is a

multi-level ordering of feeling,

desire to desert their commitment for

First of all,

The men and women resist the
They stress

two powerful reasons.

they value moral feelings more than any conflicting desires - for sex, money,
status, freedom

or simply for relief from punitive stress.

Also they value

their moral reputation that is measured by their public actions (Finch
1993) ,

Heller

creates

the

suggests

possibility

morality
of

is

sovereign

the

highest

existence,

feelings tor one they value above all else,

condition
for

of

people

& Mason

feeling
endure

and
other

Kore commonly, she believes that

people's feelings are prescribed by public values that regulate a social task
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such as caring.

A few individuals stand up for what they believe in.

Then

their actions and meanings become the diluted meanings of the many who copy
the

act.

Feelings

crystallise

as

a

set

of

values

understood by other people who share them publicly.

that

are

known

and

If ~hey are required to

act on their values, they evoke moral feelings that strengthen their public
resolve.
their

The participants perceive that their caring feelings are anchored by

morality

as

well

as

their

public

reputation,

which

is

measured

by

commonly accepted values and professional codes of conduct.

As discussed

in Chapter Three, previous theories of caring did not balance

people's views of their commitment with structural explanations for the caring
act.
public

Heller's ideas allow for the intricate patterning of human feeling and
values

participants

that shape caring

labour

over time.

On

the

one hand,

the

chart the complex relationship between feelings and purpose that

motivate

caring for another person over time and on the other, they admit

they

out

act

situation.

feelings

that

Finch & JIason

fit

(1993)

the

socially

prescribed

values

for

their

suggest that the commitment to care comes

from recognising that withdrawing from the arrangement would damage the moral
reputation

of carer.

caring feelings,
caring

From

this small exploratory study of

(mostly)

men's

it seems people experience moral feelings that grace their

responsibilities even though

at

low

points,

they may

feel

there

is

little choice but to go on with the role from day to day so they don't lose
face.

Finally, these findings are more evidence that the sexes do share the same
values about caring commitments in the home and in the workplace and support
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the

more

examines

sUbstantial research

of Finch & Mason

(1993).

The next section

the feminist literature about women who are compelled to care, in

contrast to the above biographies of men who deliberately chose the caring
role.

This exercise seeks to explore differences between the feelings that

motivate

men

and women

to

care and the conditions that structure women's

caring roles.

The Compassion Trap
At the heart of the theoretical debate about gender relations in caring is the
dichotomy of structural explanations versus human agency
in Appendix Three).

(see the discussion

Do people choose to care or is their choice made for them

by the conspiracy of social forces in their lives?

Freedom to choose to give

or not to give is the hallmark of the gift relationship (Titmuss 1970).

The

arguments summed up in the epigram "the compassion trap" are that women are
not free to choose whether to give their care, because they are propelled by
other's expectations that they will.

Woman's caring role is problematised by

power relationships that take away her choice to give freely.

While the stories above show that men and women share the same moral order of
caring values, women's lives tend to be permeated by inequalities of power that
keep them

in dependent caring roles.

As

I showed in Chapter Two, the men

nurses and carers readily acknowledge beliefs about women's work.

Their views

substantiate the feminist theories about the beliefs that encapsulate women's
domestic role and highlight their own role reversal in 'women's world'.
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Adams article, 'The Compassion Trap' (1971), is a classic piece of writing that
descri bes the conversion of women's sex role lias reservoirs of protective and
nurturing

resources"

<p.

557)

to

work

roles

"in

the

so-called

professions" in the twentieth century (Reverby, 1987, James 1989).

helping

She argued

that the compassion trap is constructed by the false extension of biological
imperatives about the female sex to their social role.
women's caring feelings

The naturalisation of

is embedded in a belief system that precribes how

women should feel and these

feelings compel them to work for vulnerable

others in society.

Both family and professional commitments incorporate the insidious notion that
the needs, demands and difficulties of other people should be -"Oilan's major, if
not exclusive, concern and that meeting these ~ust take precedence over all other
claims (P, 559)
Adams said the compassion trap was an anachronism in modern society and that
women should be able to select their roles, rather than submit to the social
conscription to care because they don't know another way.
select

one's

career

in

life

emotional self sufficiency -

supposes

autonomy,

Yet the capacity to

financial

independence,

and

achievements still beyond most women a decade

later (Waerness 1984, Ve 1984, Graham 1983, 84, 85, Ungerson 1987).

Arber and Gilbert (1991) quantify

dependency for men and women born before

1920 in terms of material resources, health and access to care.

Distressingly,

they show marked inequalities in women's dependency levels compared to men's.
Inequalities of income, assets, subjective health status, disability, sources of
domestic

and

personal

support

and

institutional

care

are

evidence

of

the

cumulative results of this generation's dependency over a life-time.
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Land and

Rase

(1985)

embrace

Ve's work on negative reciprocity in their

essay, 'Compulsory Altruism' (1).
characterised by dependency.

They too, argue that women's caring role is

Women are wrongly cast as care-givers because

of the false imperative of biology that determines their socialisation.

Women

carers are economically and emotionally dependent on those served, whether the
working relationship is in the private or public sphere.
feel

compelled to care,

appropriate

Not only do women

because they have internalised false beliefs about

caring behaviours, but they are forced

dependency into caring roles.

by economic and social

They suggest that women who care are prisoners

both of their compulsive feelings and a compulsory social order:

litmuss (1970) demonstrated that for the gift [of donated blood] to be safe, that
is non-injurious to the recipient, it had to be freely given, What is true for
the gift of blood is even ~ore true for the couplex and enduring task of caring
for another person, For ~omen to be free not to give as well as to give requires
that there are good alternative services. Only then will they not feel that they
have no choice but to sacrifice thenselves for another. , , (1985 : 93)
Dalley

writes,

"Women

have

capitalised on it" (1988: 18).

internalised

the

altruistic

ideal i

society

has

She suggests the ideologies of familialism and

possessive individualism rehearse beliefs about the caring role of women and
the social structures of family and state re-inforce them.

Some two decades after Adams wrote
exists

although

discourse.

our

understanding

'The Compassion Trap',

is

different

now

with

the trap still
changes

in

the

The word caring represents and rehearses the feelings that are

assumed to be women's prerogative and has resulted in the feminisation of
caring

relations.

The

language of

caring

beliefs

extends

meaning wherever there is space for the information discourse.
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institutions

-

families,

its

inequitable

including the feminist

churches,

hospitals,
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offices -

in which the everyday world of caring activities is embedded re-

inforce the ieminisation of caring.

Biological and cultural imperatives for

women's role colonise women's minds, so some believe they have a duty to care
for others.

The moralising cant about women caring is internalised by some

women as psychological justification for performing the role.
reasons,

women's

freedom

to

choose

to

care

is

collapsed

pressures that conscript their sex to the caring role.

by

For all these
the

manifold

The final inequity of

the compassion trap is that women who somehow afford themselves the conscious
choice not

to perform

deviant

denying

by

the role may

their

'natural'

be perceived as socially and sexually
feelings

as

well

as

morally

wrong

by

rejecting public values.

The Paradox of

Men with Caring Feelings

In a

of

second

twist

involvement as the most
1987)

(5) .

The

appearances,

the

men and women emphasise

important part of caring

feminised

definition

emotional intimacy and relating the display of shared emotion.

of

care

love or

<Noddings 1984, Ungerson

emphasises

feelings

-

love,

for another person which are expressed by

Yet, in another part of the interview, without

exception both sexes accept that the usual etiquette is for men to hide their
feelings.

The following excerpts show the shared understanding between men

and women that feeling is the most important of caring:

Senior

Staff

Nurse

Wright

I think one of the Most illportint pirts (.1f ciring is showing by ictions, not bv
tlords ,

tha t yol./ Ire Cir ing for the person,
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IIedical thing, showing you are giving an interest,

If you do shotl t.hat, you get

a feedback froll the patient and it motivates you to carry l..1n,
1ast night who wasn I t very well at all,
through the night.

(Ie didn't think she was going to flake

She had persistent falls.

alot of abdollinal pain,

Then all of a sudden. she

started passing fresh haeOJaturia , , Ned very tlell at all,

getting worried,

She thought she tlas going to die,

someone was with her,
there,

She lias 92 and scared

She knell she tlas passing this nasty stuff,

nade sure sOIlJebody was alilays there.

Not doing anything physically.

1 lias on last. night, and

Just being there, slttlng

lind talking to her about her family,

flere dOJng her pulse and blood pressure every half hour,
It's belng lnvolved,

She lias

1 kept looking in , , lf the son lias at/ay,

, You knot/, If she's in pain?

things,

1t

And yesterday she started havlng

She was adAlitted yesterday,

of tlhat lias going on,

There's a lady

lie

Taking her mind off

, Being involved you get a relationship lilth
They open lJP to you a bit Dlore,

It helps, if

sOllebody is a bit anxious and not too sure about t/hat's going on,

YOlJ shOt! you

sOllebody,

You get that trust,

are interested in thell.
in again,

You build a relationship lIith theN,

that relationship is still

If they come back

there and you don't start froll scratch

again,

Charge

Nurse

Tanner

The most illJportant part of caring, , , is generally to be yourself,
friendly and take your time to let theN get to knOll you,
an indivJdual "

fle've got this one little Jady,

hands and is very lJPset about it,
things like that,
Talk ing,
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Just

t.aU tl.1 thell.

To be very

And treat everybody as

She faecally ccmtallinates her

she doesn't kn,,111l1hy she does it,

Little

{/nderstanding their problems reallv.

BeJng a fnend to thell , , , I have 1I0rked til th people in the pas!
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the patients 10011 at 'lou, you knotl . . I'd tlant to ask the ward sISter if I {ould
talk to them.

Bllt t.hey only t.lill to the/l if t.hey "ant [something}, 1ij:e 'Can I

have this'?' 'Can I have that?'
things,

Not as a friend.

I like pitients to call me by Aly Christilin nalle.

rapport IIi th them lind t.heir faRdly.
rather

That's not the liay I like to do
You get i better

It 's best for thell to see a fr iend1 y person.

than be somebody [prim} tlho storms about in an ipron.

Reading the

research, it says the people tlho communicate most tlit.h pitients are the dOl1estics
and the first years,

(le1l I '',Ie thought about thit.

I've /lade it my personal

goal t.o be friendly,

Ian

Black

/fall ing sure the,Y' re comfortable.

As long as t.hey are hliPPY..

they're in pain, it's as bad as if I'm in paJn.
the main objective.

I am happy.

If I {an relieve them,

It doesn It flatter hol' much pain I go through.

If

That's

In t.ime - it

doesn't. AJatter tlhat. carers or how much you love then - t.hey're going to lose
theil,

You're caring lor t.he. because they're ill,

are content,

llnt.i1 t.hen, as long as they

Everyone (ould see "hen they lias content and everything tlas going

right because I was happy,

/1y discontent lias tlhen I lias treating them Iii th drugs

and they "eren't responding,
do as much as I could.

I knotl I only adllinister theil,

But it liasn't getting anYlihere,

But. I lias t.rying to

Blind alley Job ag,n'n.

Fighting twenty four hours a dliY tL, look after them and they aren I t responding.
That's soul destroying,
IIork I can do,

I can take alot of work.

If I'm happy, any lilJount of

It 's your feelings.
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Mr

Gales

{It's aJ /iillingness to do It , , VeIl the fact is if you don't do It, t.he persiJn
you're looking aft.er is , , , 1 don't think you'd get. this sort of caring In a
paId way,

it. 's got to be a {life from her husband, or vice versa, or a sc:m or a

daught.er,

You've got t.o have love there,

How you define love,

have t.hat. lIanting to, because of hOt! they are,
else,

You couldn't do it ior anyone

You might. do it as a kindness or a charitable act,

on year after year unless there lias sOIJething there,
say t.here isn 't,

Some l1ay never adlli t i t ,

You've got t.o

But you'd never carry

You might Joke about. I t and

But you wouldn't carryon,

Even

though it get.s te.' be an accepted tlay of life,

Penny

Shaw

If you are going to do the Job properly, you've got. t.o have a ge.,od relatIiJnshIp
tilth the person you're caring for,
experience,

I think that. is vIt.al,

Otherwise I don't. t.hink you can do it,

It has been in

Ily

There's no financial ret/ard,

If It'S sOlJebody you diJn't love t.hem there is a reaJ danger of abUSIng that
person if t.hey are dependent,

These accounts answer questions about the most important part of caring.

Of

course their feelings are mediated by the history of the kin relationship or
the circumstances of

invol velDent

with

shared understanding

that caring

is about

Yet

the patient.

the leminisation of care that favours

The quotes point to a

involvelDent with another

person.

meanings about relationships and

emotional intimacies with others is conflicted by social etiquette for men to
hide their feelings and women to show them.
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by

woman nurses and carers are crossed

other explanations about why they

don It show their feelings and are discussed in the next chapter under elllotion
work.

However,

the following excerpts refer unambiguously to beliefs about

emotion work and sexual identity.

Charge

Nurse

Tanner

Normally it's very difficult /lith a male relative to know "hether to apprL1dch
the" and hug them,

You think,

there and stroke their arll,

'Is this what they /lt3nt.7'

I don 't hug them , , If it's t3 female relative,

qUi te often I've hugged them anYilay,
because / think it

'5

, , !lorl1ally I 51t

But you don't know if a /Ian liouid ~ant to,

still I The Stiff Upper Lip, /'11 be Alright I sort of thing.

I've only once or twice seen a DIan cry,

, You can see them bottling it up , .

They're off before you can say or do anything , ,

!'len do feel as if they've got to cope,
it

15

better than it was,

change,

It's sU11 tabL10 for men to cry,

I haven It been nursing that long,

/fen are !lore ready to cry t.han they lIere,

I think

But I've seen a

But. I still think they liai t

until they get hOlle or they are on their Olin, , I don't show [relatives} tears
because 1111 not that sort of person anyway,
charac ter / would do,
people,

I don't shOll tears.

If it was in DIY

Gut I've never been the sort of person to cry in front of

lIve been the one to sneak outside - support everyone else first - and

then cry in a corner,

Mr

Gales

Vell / think lien do hide their feelings.
infallIble,

SOlleti.es it might come out.

Gut on the IIhoie I think they do,

NIJ-one '5

Perhaps /'/1 old fashioned and
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think "omen are the weaker sex,
holdIng back,

rOil

It

'5

It 's a safety valve,

You 're

Sometimes ,VOII get to the PItch
But you' 11 be on your Otln,

Black

an act of caring [to hi.-l~
f .......
1I'ngs} ,
(J~ ''"'"
""
...

gi ve any ellotion to him,
then,

[it '5 a sign of strength},

lIight leel like giving "ay,

you've got to let to go,

Ian

In a {Yay,

Ne dad knew I was dying,

and have a cry than be IIpset in front of hili,
he'll be strLing,
he told lie,

I

1 shot/ed lIy feelIngs

Onl y on the last bllt one day,

He'd drifted away that much he didn't realise,

1 tlould rat.her gl.' upstaIrs

I lias thinking if 1 'm strong,

The last time he went. Into hospital he knell,
can't say it,

1 dIdn't

There /lere thIngs

That's life isn't it,

Ve've got to keep on

I think that. everybody thin~'s that. males shouldn't cry,

The.v are masculIne and

sllil ing,

Sist.er

Trent.

t.hey shouldn't shall their emotions,
hUMan beings,

Ve all have the saDIe feelings,

express thenl more,
cry},

They are superior to females,

I think they shouJd be able to

Oh yes [I put II,V aN}S around IIlen too),

I don't think there's anything to be ashamed of,

express our

tilles when they've been upset,

Yes [I've seen lien

lie should all be able to

feelings regardless of tlhat sex you are,

traim ng lie didn't have any IIlen,

(Ie are all

Vhen I

l've never seen a lIale nurse cry,

first started
I have known

But they actually try to cover their feelings up,

But we don't have - although there's ah,t mt.1re around - that "any CONIng tt.1 the
tlard,

---------
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fie still have h, protect our lales tl..1 a

I think patients have g",t alot to learn,

One of the guys lie I ve got on the liard at the MOMent, onlv a

certaJn extent,
young student,

He said to lJJe,

'f/hat about chaperoning?'

If any of these women cOile on to you, just walk out,

I st3id to hill,

'Loo):.

But better Still. don't go

and do anything for a IIoman ~ithout one of the others - a fellale - beJng
you',

rN th

[specially tlith our adolescent female diabetics, getting crushes on tghe

Ilen, we do have to careful tli th them because it can be very embarrassJng for the
iien,

fie as lemales have got to protect them from female patients - or the female

nurses,!

There again,

even if they're up this end oi the liard and ,.ou/~/e gl..1t

somebody being funny down the other,
sOllebody ,

,

,

you can call,

iiale, it caills thell dOlin,

I

I

think you tnot/ you've got a male , , ,

If you get somebody IIho' s s troppy and they see a

In that respect they offer us a degree of protection,

thInk the patients do see lien as author i tt3ti ve,

does,

1 1I0uld say yes, everybody

Because they cOile round in a white coat and they thJnk autolllt3ticaljy they

are a doctor,
~~o,

They

fie iust laugh,
take

it

in

very

Ve go ind tell 'Or Smith' to sl..'rt out Hrs So and
good part,

Yes

they

do

see

/lales

as

more

authoritative,

There are two twists in the stories from the nurses and carers about their
caring feelings and sexual status.

First, the men discuss the moral feeling

that motivates their caring role.

At the same time they all admit public

beliefs that endorse women for caring roles.
that

the

thinking

men
is

carers

sexist.

accept
The
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men

the

sexism

nurses

and

discuss

It was clear from Chapter Two

some
sexist

even

acknowledge

beliefs

about

their

women's

1~1
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caring roles although they do not share them, mostly because they recognise
that sexism is not in their best interests, their female cOlleagues
profession.
feelings

It seems that men and women share an understanding of the moral

that motivate caring for others, but only women are the target of

social pressures to assume
1993).

or their

caring roles as the literature suggests

Second, men and women's shared

its most basic feminised

understanding of caring is that - at

it means involvement with another person.

definition of caring that

roles.

Whereas

perhaps

supports

women

are

involvement

locks women

permitted
with

<Finch

emotional

another,

men

It is a typically

in and men out of caring
display
are

that

more

suggests

ambivalent

and
about

letting their caring feelings show in case they undermine the authority that
is imputed to their sex.

This is shown by stories from the men and woman

that discuss the sexist beliefs that endorse tougher performances from men to
gain and sustain authority in the caring role.

The men appear to filter the

emotional act of caring through their moral feelings and their beliefs about
their sexual status as men <Hochschild 1983),

Conclusion
Men who show their caring feelings challenge convention.

Women, feelings and

caring roles are spun together by wrong beliefs that both compose and confirm
biology, ideology and social structures.
identification
male dominated

of

women

world

with feelings

but

it

As I argued in Chapter Three, the
only compounds their

also creates

the paradox

of

inequality in a
men

with caring

feelings who were equal with other men until they made themselves different.
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Vhen the nurses and carers discuss feelings of commitment, they expose both
the gift and the grudge of giving (2) that is hidden in women's world by the
conflation of sex, feelings and work roles.

The men can enjoy the freedom to

choose to

afforded

give

out

of

feeling,

a

freedom

by

male power,

whereas

potentially, women are trapped into caring roles by the powerlessness of their
sex but which their caring feelings are meant to justify.

Thus men enjoy the

sense of giving care (until they feel trapped) whereas women do not want to
perform the role conferred on their sex (unless they can choose).

The women -

who feel they have no choice but to care - do not dare admit their feelings to
others for shame of being blamed as a grudge and if they admit things to
themselves they

When

the

feel guilty as charged.

participants

identify

the

most

important

part

of

caring

as

involvement, they are identifying with the subordinate and contextual world of
connectedness, relationships and emotional intimacies that the feminist debate
understands as caring.

The men unwittingly challenge the politics of feminist

separatism that makes women the epistemic arbiters of caring that I argued against in Chapter Three.

a strategy

What separates the caring act of men

and women is not their values but the different sexual status.

The emotional

etiquettes for both sexes are underpinned by gender and power relationships.
On the one hand, men are distanced from caring, because it contradicts the
authoritative

status of

their sex and on the other, women are pulled

caring because of the 'compassion trap'.

into

The differences in language. beliefs,

feelings and work roles that represent inequalities between the sexes are not
immutable.

There are no absolute barriers between the sexes - only bridges to
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be built that can challenge the inequalities of power between the sexes which

are exploited by the present politics of care.

Footnotes
Ve's work, based on Sahlin's (1965) anthropological accounts of
recipricosity, describes three categories of women's care-giving:
generalised recipricosity
(no expectation of return); balanced
recipricosity (the cost and return on effort is calculated); and
negative recipricosity (the exchange is marked by exploitation of
the dependent partner).
2. ~hen Professor Margaret Archer read some of the interviews, she
spotted expressions of what she called the 'gift and the grudge' and
which I have used here, thank you.
1.
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CARING WORK

T his chapter is about the men's accounts of their caring work.

Reading the

transcripts, it struck me that the men's images of 'emotion work' and 'dirty
work' are particularly startling.

Why is this?

The skills and know ledge for

caring war k are buried by wrong beliefs that fuse
in a biological lump.

women, feelings and bodies

Emotion work and dirty work are naturalised jobs for

womenj the caring work role rehearses the imperatives of biology, ideology and
structure and preserves the powerlessness of their sex.

'-'hen men do caring

work, the socially prescribed authority of their sex makes a vivid contrast
wi th the apparently valueless world they occupy I that is the unpaid or low
paid, sometimes taboo and generally invisible work in women's world.

Naming invisible aspects of caring 'work' is problematic, since the word 'work'
usually applies in the context of visible paid labour in the male dominated
workplace and is loaded with economic and cultural messages.

The metaphorical

extensions are unavoidable in the context of invisible unpaid labour in the
domestic sphere.

In that sense, the construct of work is about as useful as a

tork to eat soup.

In our culture, the imperial meaning of work is the value ot

lHE PARADOX OF MEN WHO DO THE CARING
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that expertise on the job market.
commands a

price for making a

Paid work equates with visible effort that
product that constitutes business.

Ylithout

'work', the person loses one way of identifying themselves in terms of skills,
status and power (Wadel 1979, Stacey 1981) (1).

Wadel

argues

that

Western

culture

has

a

lop-sided

concept

identifies and measures 'value' by jobs on the market.

of

work

that

Whereas some societies

lack the possibilities to measure economic value, they are rich in conventions
for measuring social values that ours cannot.
an act which is

There, work is constructed as

indistinguishable from the social relation that invokes it.

Wadel suggests that work should be re-conceptualised in social theory as a
potential
economist,

aspect
caring

of

all

work

social
is

relations.

non-economic

From

and

commands a price as a job in the workplace.

the

therefore

standpoint

of

irrelevant unless

the
it

From Wadel's standpOint, caring

work is prescribed by the conventions of social relations.

However, Wadel's

theory lacks an appreciation of power let alone the logic of its application
that results in the deletion from the frame that prescribes the value of paid
work of certain types of work - for example, caring work.

The deletion of caring work has two possible causes in theory: the power of
capitalism and of patriarchy.

Strategies of production and consumption in the

family

across

transmit

themselves

the

generations

indi viduation in terms of race, class and gender.

and

give

rise

to

The production of people -

reproducing them, caring for them, teaching them etc. - derives the potential
labour power for the mode of production (Murgatroy 1985).
capitalism,
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work

for

profit

was

leached

out of

the

With the advent at

home,
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domestic labour.

In her ingenious essay, 'Overcoming the Two Adams'

(1981)

Stacey also explains that there is no adequate framework to help us understand
what she calls 'people work'

because social theories construct work as paid

work in the public (ie. identified with men) domain.
reproductive work in the home bodies -

As we have already seen,

identified with women, feelings, caring and

has been locked out of male dominated social science.

In order to

rescue this work in theory, Stacey proposes re-constructing work as a process
of

interaction

between

people

rather

than

a

unit

of

economic

activity.

However, Stacey is aware of the politics behind the construction of meanings
for work.
be part

She suggests that mapping the hidden world of people work should
of

the

feminist

strategy

to uncover

this

fundamental

di vision of

labour between the sexes:

Never shall we be able to understand the social processes going on around us so
long as we tacitly or overtly deny the part played by the givers and receivers of
care and service, the victims of socialisation processes, the unpaid labourers in
the processes of production and reproduction (1981)
The gap

in

social

theory that cannot conceptualise

relationships

between

reproductive and productive work has serious repercussions in social policy
today and underlines the importance of the debate.

Ungerson (1990) points out

that the British distinguish between formal and informal care.
takes place in the home and is a one to one relationship
ties and commitment to care for the relative in need.
that

care

economically

takes
to

place
meet

in

the

specified

public
needs

sphere
of

the

with
sick,

Informal care

gUided by kinship
Formal care inplies

paid
frail

labour
and

organised
vulnerable.

Informal care is attributed with moral value which makes it better work than
formal care which is not freely given (that is, the visible work is paid for).
The

problem

for

social
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policy

is

that

there

is

no

measuring

stick

to
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conceptualise both areas of work for planning a mixed market of community
care except Doney.

But paying the carer and the health worker to look after

the same person appears to devalue the carer's moral reputation to give freely
and the professional skills of the health worker.
scheme

that

experimented

with

Qureshi (1990) describes a
making

small

payments

to

community

care

'helpers'.

The ideal of caring relationships between the elderly persons and

paid and commited helpers was matched by more awkward relationships because
for example, the strength of moral feelings to care for one conflicted with an
organised economy of paid labour to care for many.

Star's

I

The

Invisibility

of

Work

I

(1990)

was

written

in

honour

of

Anselm

Strauss who taught her.

Finding

the silent blueprint to life means looking in areas of darkness,
Ansel~'s ~axim for this, said in gentle tones to all of us students looking for
the right focus in a \felter of visibles and invisibles, was siraply "Study the
unstudied',
Look at the things other social scientists have forgotten, the
things they consider uniraporhnt, the, things behind the scenes - and you're
likely to find some important deleted work (1990: 2),

Star describes some methodological rules of thumb for the "sociology of the
invisible", as she calls it, based on the work of Glaser and Strauss and her
own thinking.

Her ideas are relevant here beCause they speak to me about the

feminist task of restoring the deleted world of caring work.

Like Stacey, Star

pleads for the reseacher to stay awake to the mechanisms of power that shape
the deletion they are investigating to perform caring work.
of Invisibility.
reqUired.

Star's last methodological rule of thumb is The Rule

In order to bury an area of work, the assertion of power is

The more successful the suppression of knowledge about the work

that is done,
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in my case, the subordination of women

(so that it is not just hidden but unthought), the more violent
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the force that opposed it.

As we have seen, the volwne of caring work is

growing with the gathering effects of socia-economic and demographic change.
Yet caring

work

still

remains

obscured.

Why?

Because of

the cumulative

suppressions of 'women's work' by biological, cultural, political and structural
imperatives in a
demonstrating

male dominated praxis?
caring

work

-

In which case, the impact of men

shoved out

of

sight

by

the

transhistorical

weight of so much white male authority - is a scathing irony.

Emotion Work
In Chapter Five, I sought to show that the commitment to care is a weave of
values, feelings,

beliefs and acts that change over time.

The biographies

depict different levels of feeling that the person who is caring for another
negotiates as a matter of course.

It is their moral feelings that underpin the

commitment to care and hold them to, the daily task of caring.

In contrast,

this section is about the routine work of emotional performance in order to
care for someone.

First Hochschild's theory of emotional labour is discussed

in the context of caring work.

Extracts from the second interviews reveal the

daily job of emotion work that people accomplish to care for others.

The

findings are compared with previous writing on emotion work and caring.

Hochschild invented the concept of 'emotional labour' in her famous study at
the invisible work of emotion management of air travellers by American airline
cabin crew, called 'The Managed Heart

(1983).

The ellolional style of offering the service is part of the service itself, , .
seeraing to love the job becomes part of the job itself (1979 : 5-6) . , , The
terll emotional labour lI'Ieans the management of feeling to create a publicly
observable facial and bodily display; ellotional labour is sold for a "age and
therefore has exchange value, I use the synonomous terms emotIon ~ork or e~otlon
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~anage~ent

to refer to these same acts done in a private context where they have
use value (1979: 7)

Hochschild
between
heart"

implicitly

accepts

the public and
into

labour

the

private.

<ie

paid)

dualism

in

male

dominated

social

theory

She splits the function of "managing the
and

work

(ie

unpaid)

and

focuses

on

the

commercial exploitation of people's ability to control their feelings as paid
labour.

Emotional labour is defined by three criteria: face to face or voice to

voice contact with the publici work involving the production of an emotional
state in anotheri an employer controlling the emotional labour of employees by
training

and

supervision.

Hachschild's

research

explores

how

everyday

"tiligreed patterns of feeling and their management" are insinuated into the
working world

(2).

Capi talism invades the world of feeling.

to mould their eJllployees'

feelings

to sell their service in a

Feelings are instrumental in executing the business.

uniform way.

Hochschild suggests that,

"surface and deep acting in a commercial setting

make one's face and

one's feelings take on the the properties of a resource.
be used to make money" <1979: 55).

Employers seek

It is a resource to

This kind at standardised emotional labour

makes it possible for total strangers to have amiable exchanges in everyday
business transactions (Flam 1990, Fineman 1993).

Hochschild theorised about the gendered division of feelings, arguing that the
'doctrine of feelings' is underwritten by the more fundamental relationship at
gender and power.
Wo~en ~ike

a resource out of feellng and offer It to
the "ore lIaterial resources they lack (1983: 163),

-----
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She suggests women's structured dependency puts them in a position where they
learn to manage feelings unthinkingly and are channelled into utilising their
skills with emotion management on the job market or in the home.

Hochschild

found that the men cabin crew were also skilled at emotional labour but were
more likely to be referred the aggressive customers whose feelings the women
could not diffuse themselves.

They achieved this by exerting an authority even

the senior women perceived they lacked and tended to

defer to.

Hochschild

suggests this was a way for the men to signal their sexual identity.
other hand she suggests that men who do emotional

On the

labour make themselves

different from other men, regardless of how they play the role.

For a man the prinCIpal taSK is to raaintain his identity as a raan In a woraan's
occupation (1'383: 171)
~en ~ho

do this (emotion] \lork well have slightly less in (OmMn
than lIoraen who do it lIell have lIith other lIoraen (1'383: 20)

~ith

other men

Managing emotions in caring work does not fit neatly with Hochschild's theory.
Smith (1992) looked for evidence of managerial control of emotional labour by
student nurses during their education, because she supposed that nurses trained
to deliver an emotional style of nursing care would affect the patient's view
of the quality of care received (an important thought given the new 'customer
knows best' approach in the NHS).

However, she showed that nurse training is

medically oriented and that the emotion work, although implicit in the nurses'
conversations, is deleted frOID official spaces (Kitson 1985, Pembrey 1989).

Strauss

(l 985)

medical

work

suggests different types of emotion
but

reIDain

hidden

by

it.

He names

work in hospital underpin
them

'comfort work' and

sentimental work' and offers a model of each type of activity.
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trajectory is ordered in medical terminology so that discomfort or stress is
invisible

because

it has no space for

expression unless

it

becomes acute.

Thus the work by nurses and carers to humanise inhuman medical treatments and
make

someone

people

do

feel

anyway'

better goes
(usually

unnoticed.

women,

but

It

is naturalised as

Strauss contains

sexual division of health care work) and made invisible.

himself

'something
about

the

Yet should it fail to

be done, it creates difficulties for the total trajectory of illness management,
with misunderstandings, fraught eXChanges and grave emotional infringements in fact, reasons that recur in most hospital complaints.

Invisible emotion work can only be seen when it goes wrong and therefore, the
only handle the public have on it is in the negative.

Emotion workers, caring

in the workplace and in the home, feel under pressure to succeed in silence,
for losing control of their emotions or injuring those of a dependent would
result in public embarrassment and private humiliation.

Public surveillance of

their performance makes the actors feel that a lapse from the norm would be
interpreted to mean that they are unable to fulfill their obligations over time
<Graham 1984, James 1989).

Regulating emotional performance for caring work in the workplace does not
appear to be determined by profit so much as individual judgements of context
and power, as in the home.

Importantly, James (1989) extends the definition of

emotional labour to cope with this anomaly:
I define emotional labour as the labour involved in dealing with other people's

feelIngs, a core component of

170

~hich

is the regulation of

e~otions

(1989: 15)
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Her

strategy

ameliorates

the

commercial

motive

explicit

in

the

marxist

dualisms of exchange/use value of emotion labour/work that Hochshild proposes,
(although James does not lose sight of the capital gain by deleting emotion
work in caring).

In her later study, James

between the emotional

(1993) explores the interface

labour of patients and health service professionals,

whose actors seek to regulate their emotions according to their context, judged
by how equal and/or different they think they are to each other.

In this

sense, emotional management in caring work is contextual and ideosyncratic and
unlike the deterministic slant of the commercialisation of feeling.

Unlike Hochschild's airlines, pricing the emotional premium for staying in one
Trust and not another has not yet occured.

The texts suggest that nurses and

carers work in a 'grey' zone, adjusting their daily emotion work by their sense
of predominant cultural values, institutional or household etiquette and the
feelings

of

themselves

and

others.

Since

emotion

work

is

'deleted',

it

commands no price in the hospital or the home unless the ethics that animate
the emotional performance break down for one reason or other.

Furthermore,

emotion work is believed to be the province of women and is associated with
low

status dependent roles.

When

men

perform caring roles that require

emotion work, they may take steps to assert themselves in the role in order to
preserve the authority of their sexual identity.

The following extracts picture the everyday work of emotional management by
men and women nurses and carers.

They describe their emotional perfonnance

with remarkable insight and explain how they learned to manage their emotions,
what it feels like to act the part and why they do it.
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Black

{Tall::ing about looking lIke he's copIng no lIatter IIhatJ
- before I left work,
alright?

I Wt3S frightened to ask for help,

As soon t3S I'd turned them allay I'd think,

could have done with tht3t '.

Used to say 1
'You fool.

I

I thought they 1I0uld think I couldn't do the job and

jliSn't looking after thell proper,
jlas me,

If they asked "as 1

I'd /JJt3ke out I could do the job,

I'd alliays St3y yes,

could cope lovely,

RRt fust I f'as very s!Jv

Of course they don't,

It's only bect3use it

The only trouble is, when someone cOlles t3nd you tell 'eQ you're coping,

they don't come again,

I'll in t3 right bloody state here,
point with pe"'"'Ple.

'N", I'IA not,

So if anyone asks Ne all I coping? I say,
Come and give us a hand',

I really get t", the

If you don't tell thell wht3t '5 the Natter, hof' one earth do

you expect them to resp,,1nd?

They think,

'Oh he '5 alright,

Ve'll go and see

someone else jlho needs us Ilore',

{Talking about everyday probleQs of Caring}
sleep,

I t".,,,.,k the ht3nd set upstairs from the phone so if mum f'anted lie she 1I0uid

page the handset,
hear t3

So when you're lying in bed trying to sleep, you JllJaglne you

voice shouting,

cOMpletely starkers,
idiot "

IIfirstl.y it fias trying to get s,,'lIe

'Steven',

You iump,

You open the door,

Out

of bed,

And it '5 Quiet,

rush dOllnstairs

You think,

'You stupid

Every nIght I'd hear sOAJething, COIle dOllnstairs and it fit3S all peaceful.

On tenterhooks,

"The other frustration lias the morning,
He couldn I t help it,
dress hilH,
IIi5

It {las hell,

Ife dt3d lias so demanding.

He {lt3nted to get dressed before his breakfast so 1 had to

Then I'd tell /JJM to

S1

trying frt3nt.Jct3llv to do that,

t. on the bed so I could get. hIS breakfast,
Then Ite 111.111 would flt3nt some ttn ng,

1

T/Je bhlllJ

~----------------------~--~--~-~--~
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/Vas boiling.

j Just wanted t.o shout.,

'Get int.o bed and STAY THERE."

t.o come round and 1 used to shout. at thell.
saYI

People used
~nd lid

They'd t.ell me calli dOlin,

'I've got to take me frust.ration out on someone, I can't take It out on them

pair'.

I'd say,

'Coile round so I can shout at you and j'll feel better then'.

One fella caNe round,

He says,

ceiling ~i th a bi t of string,

'I/hat you need is a bucket hanging froll the

So when you get frustrat.ed.

You can k uk it'.

"Vhen you've got brealdasts, you had to sort the tablets out.
had to tike before breakfast.

There was tilles,

You've got to take your tablets "

/'11 H(JNGRY',

And I pour

'NO!

Some tablets t.hey

You can't eat. that yet.

'eA) a cup of tea.

'Oh cOile on.

'Just. t.ake your tablets, , and then you can have your breaA'fast'.

fJnd then you hear something fall in here, Yt.1U rush in, and see mother trying t.t.1
get , , IJnd you say,

'If you {Iant s/..,,,et.hing,

SHOUT tt.1 Ife',

And she says,

'f

daren't shout because yt.1u'll tell lie off' . , .

[Talk ing about h/.w teel ings on the inside differ to the outside ones1
of anger I showed me mum lVas t.he very hairs /..,f an iceberg.

ellotion to him,

Only on the last but one day.

drIfted away that "lJrh he didn't realise,

strong.
lie.
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1 dldn' t give any
He'd

/ would rather go IJPstaus and have a

1 tlas t.hin/ung if j'm strong,

That's lIfe isn't it..

You

it's an act of

I showed my feelings then.

The last ti.e he tlent into hospItal he kne~,

J can't say it,

The poor old dog

You've got to keep on.

/fe dad kneli he was dying,

cry t.han be upset. in front of hilA,

/ used

After a lihileyou don't get. so lIad,

realise it's not their fault they're ill.
caring {to hide my feef ings1.

The bi ts

~ne realised.

to go outslde and virtually chell a cigarette with frustration,
calle out. and / was snapping at it,

II

he'JJ be

There lVere thIngs he tL1/d

Ve've got to keep on Sill ling.
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NI've been accused of being callous,
to draw a lJne somelihere,
a mountain climber,

You're the head one,

. Not just emotions,

Same with emotions,

You've got to be tough.

You've got to show strength,

Once one starts, the IIhole
If you fail apart, liel}

In canng, you've got to have a

It doesn't !latter hotl tired you are, how
If you {Iallt a cry,

things are g01ng, or your ellotions, you've got to be strong,
go upstairs,

But ,rou've got to show the peopie you are ieading you are strong,

I think anye/ne can do it,
gOil7g and g01 ng.

They've got to be strong in wiiJ,

FeeJ great afterliards,

at my parents.
delirious,
Then

there

yourself."

·1 hare erupted someth1ng chrom( at

Because you've relieved ali the pressure.

IIhen it first started, and I was think1ng,

and I
was

You've g,-,t to keep

Yi."lu' ve got to believe in wha t you're dOl ng.

(TaiJ:Jng about l~'sJng tontro) of the act}
tilles,

it's like

But you've got to hold that rope to

you're the head one so everything fails too,
leader,

But you've got

You've got to be strong f'-"lr the other one,

stop the other one from falling,
lot,

it's okay sholiing emotions,

"lIhy Ole?"

Never

lie Alum lias

was trring to get her in one pOSJ tion and she too/.;' another.
tioles

when

But never ever,

you

feU

iil(e

it.

Giving her

I'd rather tldl/( ,-1ut of the

1'01.111

a s}ap..

'BEHAVE

and let thell fallon

the floor fust.

Penny
IIlf I
house,

Sha .....

tlasn't seen to be coping by all these people COiling in and out of the

1 tlas /rorried they liould say..

","lve mum out '.

'S'he '5 not COPJng anymore and we need to

I kept Ny feelings to /lyse} f about mother's (ondJ tJon.

//Iant ft., auept the Idea she tlas dying,

which tlas ver'! upsettIng.

discussed 1t and be calle t2fiotJonally upset,
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I dIdn't

I knell If J

they would Jnterpret that as 'She's
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not coping "

Everyone flould have been pushing lie into having respite care flhuh

/ didn't want,

I wanted lto sort things 1.1ut in IIY otln time],

carers (older than AJe) tell Ole they've done it,

I've had other

They're so liorried that the

professionals will think they can't cope,

H

Inside / lias feeling am{ious for the future,

because I lias ~orrying so rAuch,

Because of the tlay I thought my mother

I wanted people to realise she lias dying, her needs lIere

changing and I lIasn' t being fussy,
Is it just lie?

I was dJ sorganJ sed

I was thinking I was going to have to ask all

these services to change their routines,
should be cared for,

fr ightened,

The Nurse said,

:."'he'l1 get OLlt I.,f this one,

I wasn't sure my Mother lias dying,
'This isn't gI.11.,d',

The Daughter saJd,

1'm over-reactil7g because I'» tired',

carers caDle, I said everything lias hunky dory,

Is she?

It's very diffIcult

So
~hen

'Oh no,
~hen

the

you are

caring for someone at home, not to be affected by the way the suppport services
judge you,

III have hidden alot [from the family],
don't want to upset theN,
poorly today',

It

IS

So I say,

I playa role IIi th theil, protect theil,
'Everything is fine,

a load of nonsense,

I

11135

/'fUll

clouded because my father

IS

Just died,

~EN

Alot of that
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Plus

I don 't want to spoJi

So I act out a bit - /'. not perforlling on a dailv basis.

don't think I could cope tlith the stress of it,
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I don 't lIant to put lIore on them,

it's coming up to Christllas and they 've got young tids,
things ior them,

is feeling a bit

up all night with her,

these things gOing through /IX head that she really isn't lieU,

1

1
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"I thInk it's an act of carIng to mask your feelIngs If yL.1U are trVIng tl,.1 relIeve
someone's sufferIng.

I don't tell my brot.hers and sis ters when / .ill under a

great deal of stress bec.iuse / know t.hey will feeJ incredibly guilty.
not. close enough [geographically] to do anything about that.
them from the guil t.

can't

tejj

them that because I

break ing down.

better.

saId,

t/J breal: dt.1wn.

This big fear of

So I cut thelJ off short.

The other day I had Just been SIttIng

crying, saying this IS the end.

and asked ht.1w she was,

I am worried about somethIng and

you are genuinely concerned and you want to flake things

If you can't, you feel impotent.

~I th my friend,

If

am going

And I don't /!Iant to do tha t,

"If you love S(lflleOne,

I want tt.1 prL,t.ect.

So I AJas~' my feelings and say everyt.hing is fIne than~·s.

"'hen I do cover up, I aAJ short with people.
I

They are

So I saId.

'Ht.1w can you sa;, that?'

And somebody popped In the house

'Oh fine than~'s',

AutolJatiL"aily,

It's because I couldn't accept it.

the sallJe thing as tht.1se tlno ask {lho don't tlant to knotl.

tty {riend

I almost dId

You can feel people

feel ing uncoflJfortable IIInen they ask [because they don't want to kno{l the truth}.
Vou get your cues /Jff the person you are relating to.

{lnconsL"Jously perhaps,

Vou react and show as /Jucn as you think that person WIll take.
their feelIngs.
feelIng.
sure

1t

I've a couple of lIy friends who don't.

They are difficult to cope with,
is because /..1f that,

to do it,

fino say what they are

They don't have any friends,

I'N

To live together and to relate /!11th pe,,1ple you have

Or lIIe'd Just be bOMbarded {lith emotions.

as each other at

ttost pe/Jple hide

the same tille,

Not everyone is as receptIve

If everyone saId what

they felt

,

,

,

lie

lIIouldn't surVive very ltIell,

.-.-------~--
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"People protect eich other,
- mother is dying,
PI aying games,

The nurses protect lIIe,

But no one hdd lIentioned it,

I can reid it in their fices
In i rounddbout ~iy,

I hive,

'Holl is she?' 'She's really bad toddy , , , the infec tion '.

one talks dbout the eventu.l i ty of dedth,

Says,

No

'Holl do you feel dbout thd t

then?' /faybe I dm sending out signals thdt I don It fidnt theh to beciuse it hurts.
If grief could be accepted,
burst into tears,

It nobody fidS going to think IIorse of you if you

It ~ould Make so lIuch difference. . ,

"There ire times ~hen you feel so tired and desperite.
I'll tired,

Beciuse J '/I under stress.

/1y life is totdJJy t.dken over ~ith this role,

It might be sosething

silly I ike taking too long ~ith her lunch because she doesn't open her Mouth t.Jhen
I feed her.
to bed.

Or I all hurrying because the hOlle help is coming soon to get her up

And I feel resentful.

'Sodding hell "

J might swear or something,

And I sho~ lIy anger,

Sut I check that quickly,

Then I feel guilt.y,

Hite myself afidre of it,

I have done,

Siid,

It. 's not her fault.

Tall to AJYself dbout it,

Becduse if it grol1s, 1 Cdn understand tlhy there is violence,

If that is bottled

up and not expressed,

III g"t lIy father to dccept she couldn't help fihat she was deJing.

trying to talk her out of it

, , , b"l7e fidnted to go out at night - thdt IS one of

the classics . , , And it t/dS di tficul t,

You have te.' be one step ahead,

the subject ind get her e.1n something else,

And yes it gets tiring,

~here

You're not going out,

you say,

anger then,

'I don It Cire lihit you do,

No understanding
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Insteid of

Change

To the point
Sod it '.

Pure

, .
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IJ fell tiNes {I've got to breaking point},

"Yes,

during the day,

Phone lAy friend and get her to cOile round then I /1111 ht3ve a

good cry with her,
all that on my Olin,
stress,

Then I'll do what. 's netessary

I don't knOll f¥ht3t I'd do lIithout her,

I'd ht3ve to cLipe WIth

Just the times f¥hen - for no reason - y",u feel so lOll,

You keep hold ot it,

It's

hold of it and t.hen tor no ret3son - It's nl.'t.

reaction, depression - it's ,Just 'Oh God, I all tired',

IJ few gIn t3nd t.onus and

a good cry and I feel much bett.er the next day,

Junior

Staff

Nurse

Colley

I t3sked it nurses put on t3n t3Ct. In upsetting situt3tions . such t3S t3 t.ragu deat.h
on the ward,

"I think yes,

You Pllt on a brave face,

really need to keep YOllrself together,
and of course, you are upset t3S tiel I,

It's

17t.i

, for the relatIves,

good ft311ing apart. t3b"iut It

But for the relt3tives, tor t.he respect of

the pa tient, t3nd the other pa tients too.. you need to be cool,
the office and hive a crr WIth the relatives if you want,
need to be professional,

Y~'u

You can come Intt.i
But on the ward you

Not uncaring t.ir hard about. it.,

N{Talking about if IIht3t he feels Inside is different. t.o IIhat he shows pet.iple)
res,

Host. ot the dt3Y,

It lIould be unt.rlle to say that YOll don't. get fed up,

SOlletimes you teel angry about the ct3re of the patient,
difficult,

In tht3t Cise you cover the anger,

Or mt3ybe t.hey t3re beIng

I am not st3ying you're AJt3d, t.hat

you've got hl.'rns gft.,"ing out Lif vou , , But you t.ry and be normal, pol 1 t.e, keep
that cool,

At other ti/les you Ct3n be tlit.h someone IIho is desperately III t3nd IS

cheerful and the,' ht3ve a poor prognosIs t3nd you think,
don't let that ShOll,

You trv and keep a bNve fice fl.'r theil,

froll patient. to pt3tient all day
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'Oh pol.'r soul' , , ButvlJU
That ct3n happen

You develop it fro. the stt3rt , , It's
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I.portant that you need to understand other people and their attitudes, and to
understand why they are like tha('

and to have an insIght Inti."! your eM~'tIons and

hot; you feel and hOti you can organise your emotions,
insight,

it's not going to work really,

, If vou don't have that

unless you try very hard

It'S

something you learn from the beginning of your trainIng,

1/( Talk ing about his reasons for covering up his {eelingsJ

fair to do that to the patient,

to be upset or angry,

shoti certain amounts of emotion ,
right

thing

,

to do'

/'11 not saying you don 't

You do shot; vou Ire disappointed,

I That 's not

the

acceptable ,

, Out of respect for the patients,

,

.

you try and shoti thelll

something IIron9, that IS why they are in hospital,
yourself as tiel 1,

It. ,s because It's not

you can 't be having these ,

They are ill,

or that

that's not
Or there IS

That's I.'ne prl.,blem , , But for
, It.'s much easier to have a

protection and ride it ou(, rather than have a head to head each time tilth your
ellotions.

1 Rlean each tille to let yourself go and think,

or 'He's getting on Ify nerves I
day.

'Isn't that terrible?'

You tiould just feel drained at the end of the

You would have had that lIany ellotional collisIons,

. And it 's easier to

get the job done if you Ire in control,

I/(Talking about the consequences if nurses let their feelings shotlJ . . I don't
think it would be a good idea.
about the tlorkers.
like that.

It 's a caring profession but tie don 't really care

There is that problem, . IIhen nurses get fed up and things

On the liard level, lIith your skills ~lJth the patient, It's i.portant

to keep ",'ntrl.'l,

But you should have sOlleone to talk to . . 1 don 't thInk there

IS enough opp~'rtunity for ah,t of people - y~'u hear people need counselling,
needing to g1.7 and taU. . ,
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But on t.hIS tlard you can do t.hat. , . take SOMeone aSIde

17Y
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and say,

'J'm really fed up today' and have a chat about Jt

get a good level and not let yourself get angry or upset,
you, go and talk to someone about it,
couldn't go,

it's Jmpc.1rtant to
Or If it has got t,1

In alot of places you can 't,

You feel y,1U

J've got frIends who are very fed up and who can't talk about It at

work but manage to talk to friends about it, ,

J asked him if he would still put on an act if confronted IiIth a pOSSIbly vlL11ent
drug addict ,

,

"Yes J WOUld,

It 's the idea it conjures up , , when you t 171 nA' of drug

Just to star t with,
addicts,

J liould probably be frightened of hllH anYtlay,

, or the fact he may be vioJent,

be a little bit back,

J tlouldn't be as apprc.'achable,

I'd

In that sort of situation, 1 liouJd feel that It I tlas as

open or as Involved with hill as tlitfl tfle older chaps it would be easy {or hUI t,1
manIpulate bJe,

J/ou flould need to be a bit I(ary,

would not care,

That I 1V0uldn't do IIY lob,

But tnen it tlould not IJlean I

I 1V0uld lust be a little bIt off,

I sa.v tna t i t sounds like tnere are degrees of involveNent tnat get acted out,
NThere are certain sItuations lihere it tlould be harder for you to be In (ontrol,
Hnd then you would perhaps go lor 'a total protection act',
that would be it,

Rather than be invc.1Jved,

Play tfle nurse, and

It's a different aspect of caring,

You are carJng all the tille - but it depends on what level you want to go Into,
The Job

1 tself

means you need to care,

And YOIl can alflays stay at the level of

nurse, doing the Job, doing tneir physicaJ needs, the rOlltine liork
it at that,
certain

5J

But at other times YOIl can become involved,

, , and leave

SIt and chat , , in

tua tI(.'ns then, you liouJd not drali baci: ait(.'gether, but use tne un; {(.7Tn)

and stay as a nurse,

[rhat '5 what you do WIth the drug addut) JnJtully and

then afterlVards, it's dependIng [on the situatIon},
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{Nurses act a part on the liard} as a IIhole , , ·You realise you are acting out of
'a different personality',
people,

IlJ'A} talking to relatives .. I'JJ allare of how I look - not phYSICally -

but the image",
people,

I am alVare "hen I'll at lIork (."If lIy appearance to other

1 asked him if he forgets when he is getting more Involved /!II th

III don't knolV,

You are probably Just yourself,

have a self il1age,' you as 'a nurse "

/Jnd,

At I;orl you need to

, during the day,

it's up to you

"hether you tlant to let it drop, or lIhen you lIant to use it and to lIhat exent , ,

Sist.er

Trent.

{/J vialent drug addict was adAJitted to the liard ane lIinter lIeekend,

It snolled s,-'

heavi Jy the hospital tlas snalled in and the nursing shifts stopped,

Sister Trent

and a skeleton staff stayed on the liard for the weekend and didn't leave,
ane lIornil79,

Earlv

SIster Trent lIent dl.'"n tl.' the canteen tl.' get her breakfast but

returned une.';.pectedly,

The drug addict had threatened her Staff Nurse at knIfe

point in an effort to gain acess to the drugs cupboard,
hand open and an being surprised by Sister Trent,

He has already cut her

is runnIng to hide

In

the

ba throo,,},

"I wanted to shout at hIm and I tlanted to shake hilA,
to talk to him in a rational lIanner,

But 1 dIdn't,

That sounds silly.'

1 just tned

Probably 1 lias actIng a

part then because II I showed HJY true ellotions 1 lIould have stood and screalled at
hill,

8ut knowing everyone else was upset around me , ,

,

the elderly peopJe

especially (because he didn't make any bones about it - he'd told every,-me he /!las
a drug addIct),

lf I'd started ba,;/ing and shouting at him, It "ould have upset

thell even lIore,

No [1 wasn't afraid ol hill],

qUIte honest,

1 could ha~'e l1urdered hIIII tel be

/falnlv because there ~.3s ."ery little staff and 1 thQught,
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thIng to happen on a Satllrday ",orning with avarybody snowad in',
with hIm,

That he cOllld slash a nursa,

upset all tha staff as lIe11,

And totally dISrupt a tlhole ward and

To my mind he wastad 2 hours ot /ly tille that 1

should hava devoted to the other 25 patients on the ward,
even Imow existed!

I

I /liaS tUrJ,iUS

He used /lords 1 dJdn It

felt. angry about it , , , But 1 didn't show Ity teliper,

Vhich funnily enough, I lIou1d have expec ted beJ ng qllicK tempered,

Alth(.1ugh

I know he needed, , , He eventually did cOile Ollt of the bathroolJ),

And /IIent and

sa t wi th a nurse in the dayroom and went to sleep , , , I did try and talk t(.1 him
, Really and truly lIhen he tlas in a gOIJd /lood he lias a very likeabla chap,

It was illst when he was playing liP,

"/ suppose you are (acting a part),
used to thin).',
normal,

that we were angels,

Because everybl.idy seems to thIn~", I.ir they
lie are only human beIngs,

I knew I should have been on the stage,

all working,

Carr.'! on as

I'm not conscious ot it when 1

, , I suppose it's what people e);pect ot us {sanior nurses1 really,

They expect us to have a stiff upper lip and not let any emotions affect you,
suppose realJy people expect you to be a bit cold,

1

117 cases of death or linere

soltebody's very i1l, I am not afraJd to show my feelIngs but pel.'ple don't expect
us nurse] to then,
1I0re senIor you get,
JunIors ,

,

,

Everybody is looking up to you,

They don't e);pect you,

they don't expect you to have any feelings at all,

the

these

They don't expect you to read as any other hllilan beIng tlould,

They expec t you to be pl ac id and jus t 1(h'/" ing and not saying anything , , ,

"No I don't think [we all sho/ll I.'ur feelIngs),
theJ/' leelings,

Nursas don't either,

I

I don't thInk patients always sho/ll

think they bottle things up,

certainly bl.,tt1e things up because they never tell Yl.1U wha t they /lean,
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The v
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tlon't

tell you whether they're fright.ened or not,

they fIrst star t,
are qual: ing in
espeCIall y not

The general students,

when

outwardly they look e;v:treOiel y confident, but underne" th they
theIr shoes,

They are "iJ acting ,

long "fter star ting,

they get

Therounger ones.

terr ibJ y emotiL.'n"l if anylhI ng

untorlard happens on the ward, . ,

/I

(When 1 Iral ned in I J6JJ it. was not the done thing to shorl any kInd of feelIng

at all,

YOll

iust didn't,

You didn't cry.

(Ie used t.o go home and cry,

(Ie never {fled at ~ork,

Yes 1 have cried,

[speCIally in ct3ses L.,f

[speCially if you've had them for a long time,

ObViously In a fAedu"l

contain our feelings AJOre,

It JlISt wasn't the done thing,
death,
tlard,

1 t.hink we [our generatIon) can

"

they are In fL.'r fAonths sometimes,

I have cried wlth relatl ves and I don't

feel any shaflJe at shOAling my emotions li/...··e that,
say the usut3l things and St3y how sorry they are,
have a cry,

they have a cry in prh'ate.

have a cry /lith the reiatives,

IUot L.,f people WQuld probably
Then if they lIant to go and

tlell 1 always feel it's quite nue to

Vhen they're in here for a whIle,

,

the relt3tJves

and patients, they are like friends,

/I

,

,

,

But yL."IU Can't like everybody,

lIask yQlIr feelings tOAlt3rds that persL.1n
theil.

And to

a certain e.'I,'tent .. you've got. to
You knQw ,Vou' ve got to wQrk til th

IJndyou hide your feelings for t.he sake of the wL.,rlung envlronment.

like that tiith patients as lieiJ,

it's

You've got to put a lIas1' on reai iy,

All I seek to do here is to indicate some reasons for the day to day emotion
work

01

caring.

These people describe cultural values, institutional norms and
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personal feelings as reasons for its accomplishment.
other participants and the texts.
their narratives.

Their logic echoes the

Moral feelings of caring are woven into

They make it clear that taking daily care of other people's

feelings by managing their own is necessary to the rest of the work.

Like

their commitment to care, emotion work is necessary to the caring role.
emotion work is not acknowledged unless it goes wrong.
pressure to control

Yet

This puts them under

their feelings and manage others as a prerequisite for

achieving the rest of the work and avoiding criticism of their conduct and/or
capacity to cope.

In other words, they are always working at working

doing a job behind the job (Strauss 1985, Graham 1984, James 1989).

The nurses and carers valued emotion work for the following reasons.

It is

for the sake of the feelings of the person they are caring for, to protect them
from harm or to make them feel better.

Penny Shaw was also trying to protect

her family and friends from her feelings because she judged that sharing her
suffering with them would not improve the situation.

All the carers identified

with shielding family and friends from a painful reality and how lonely a job
it is.

Sister Trent points out that the junior staff take their emotional lead

from the person in authority, who stands alone.
difficul t
the

The problem is that it is

for the individual to change tack in emotion work (for example, for

carer

to

admit

to

family

how

they

feel>

without

compromising

their

conscience and their reputation.

Losing control of feelings upsets time-tables and
routines

and

feelings

-
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can

affect

the

schedules

of people around them.

and

interferes with the dail v

workload

and

therefore

the

Staff Nurse Colley stresses that patients
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and colleagues depend on him to stay calm so that everyone's work gets done.
Sister Trent makes the same point when she discusses her response to the drug
addict.

Both Penny and Ian talk about losing emotional control when they are

rushing the care and making more work for themselves.

They both said they

fight for emotional control for their own well being if -

tomorrow -

still have to cope with the same thing that is upsetting them today.
Nurse Hugill, Mr Bibby and Kr White said much the same thing.

they
Staff

Kr Badger

broke down under the strain of trying to keep to all his time-tables and stay
in control.

All are afraid
outsiders.

that their day to day performance is under surveillance by

The carers feel they have to live up to norms for emotion work set

by professionals and family.
well.

They feel obliged to act as if they are coping

Ian Black and Penny Shaw did nat want the statutory services to think

they could nat look after their parents and so for a time, pretended there
Penny Shaw

were no problems.

was reluctant to express her grief to the

community nurses because she didn't want to compromise her appearance as the
competent carer.

Mr Badger and Amy, Kr Gales and Rose are used to 'keeping up

appearances'

their

for

Changed dramatically.

family

and

friends

even

though

life

for

then

has

Kr Bibby, Kr Rice and Kr \vhi te, whose wives are ill, are

also aware of working to meet other's expectations that they can cape.

Nursing's emotion work seems to be imbued with concepts of authority.

Staff

Nurse Colley admits ather nurses put up a front on duty that they only let
down in private when they feel that to talk about negative feelings would not
threaten

their

job.

All
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the

nurses

think

that

losing

control

ot

their

Caring Work

feelings

would

compromise their

presentation

of themselves as professional

people, jeopardising their authority to play that role to others.

Sister Trent

points out that emotion work in nursing is different now from thirty years
ago.

Then the 'stiff upper lip' act of the nurse was a sign of having command

of oneself and was encouraged.

Nowadays there is more freedom for emotional

expression, although as we saw in the last chapter, the men are ambivalent
about showing emotion.

All

these accounts emphasise that emotion work protects people from

being

bombarded by emotion and is part of caring for oneself.

This small exploratory study does not show that emotion work is governed by
deterministic rules

(Hochschild 1983).

Rather patterns of emotion work seem

to be delicately inlaid by personal feelings, cultural norms and values.
the accounts,
and

From

emotion work in health settings appears to be more contextual

idiosyncratic than

the application of

'rules'

(James

1993).

Individual

acts of emotion work are an expression of personal commitment, emotions, the
equality of the relationship and the context of relating among other things.

The evidence is that both men and women nurses and carers understand emotion
work and share similar reasons for using the skills.

It suggests that emotion

work

is

is

accessible

to

both

sexes,

even

if

access

not equally

shared.

Nevertheless, there is still reason for thinking that emotion work is gendered
and which partly supports Hochschild's thesis that the doctrine of feelings is
underwritten by gender and power.
their views
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on how

In Chapter Five, the men and women describe

feelings relate to sexual identity and show how women

I
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feelings and caring are still locked together in public belief while men are
meant to hide their emotion in case it undermines their sexual status.

This

suggests the men's experience of emotion work is affected by their status as
men, because it is one way of judging their performance and how others see it.
\ihen men are seen to do emotion work in women's world, their role is not
different from women's but they may choose to play it with an authority born
of their sexual status in order to maintain the same.

Dirty Work
This

section

looks

at

the

literature

on

dirty

work

in

health

settings.

Following this the men nurses and carers talk about dirty work in caring
women referred to it but not in such unsolicited detail).

(the

The interviews draw

attention to the contrary image of men in caring roles tackling dirty work and
their presentation of themselves in relation to dirty work.

Hughes

(1971)

Hughes'

idea

suggested
in

a

the

review

concept

of

of

dirty

sociological

Organisation of Medical Wqrk (1985).

Strauss

work.

theories

of

work

in

investigates
The

Social

He cites Hughes, suggesting that

"work

become dirty when 'it in some way goes counter to the more heroic of our moral
conceptions III
'physically

<1985:

246).

disgusting'

Pollner

(1976)

refer

despite

their

active

application of

and
to

Hughes

that

'something

'shit

work'

opposition.

'dirty work'

distinguishes
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work

someth ing

Strauss

suggests

is

done

that

that

Emerson

dignity'.

where

the

to a

is
and

person

context

of

is occupational and moral and consequently, all

work has the potential to become 'dirty'.

THE

wounds

between

It may be physically or symbolically
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dirty.

It is not necessarily constant or a regular part of

worker

re-constructs

the

satisfying, as Hart's study

meaning
(1987)

of

the

work

because

the job.

some

aspects

of hospital domestics shows.

The
are

Dirty work

can involve deep emotion work because the patient needs to be shielded from
shaJIle and guilt at having required the work.

Again Strauss refrains from

commenting on the gendered division of dirty work in caring labour.

Ungerson (1985), however, suggests that cultural taboos about dirty work order
the sexual division of labour.

She refers to early studies of the allocation

of jobs in families caring for handicapped children and points out that the
majority of men did not change nappies, toilet their children or dress them
and neither parent thought things should change.

-Women are expected to be

able to cope with body excrement and dirt because the job of disposing of
human waste is naturalised as part of motherhood in British culture.

Crucial aspects of the l~age of ~othering are translated into tendlng handicapped
adults; dealing with incontinence and other human excreta is doubtless another of
these aspects, The fact that ~omen have a virtual monopoly in dealing with these
aspects of tending can be most easily ascribed to a syste~ of taboo in
contellporary soc iety about the management of human exc reta,
I use the word
'taboo' rather than 'norln' in order to convey the idea that the transgressing of
the systell is pollutIng and dangerous, (1983: 73)
Hart's

fascinating

account

of

the

invisible

work

of

NBS

women

hospital

domestics (1987) shows how cleaning jobs in hospital are ordered by the sort
of waste that is removed.
floors.

"Bottoms" clean the "dirty dirt" in lavatories and

"Tops" clean the "clean dirt" round the beds and cupboards,

domestics are sensitive about their low status work.

The women

Hart suggests that they

seek ways of transposing the stigma of pollution by seeking status trom their
own high standards :tor cleaning, that even transcend the hospital's 'scienti!ic
solutions' for hygiene (3).
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Below the men nurses and carers talk about dirty work.

Mr

Bibby

/lIn the early daYs,

the nurses came,

I liaS bushed,

Lost I suppose,

Trying t,,1

That I lias going to lose her,

I accepted th~

District Nurses coming in, sorting Connie alit, and clearing off,

Then I start~d

colte to teras tlith everything,

think ing,

'I/ha t

1311

overloaded with lIork,
the morning,
to foot,
hersel f,
it,

I

doing,

lIai ting

for

then.'1'

The nurses say

they ar~

I know after thirty odd years just hOIl Connie perforlled in

She used to go in the bathroolll, disrobe, and lIash herself froll head

every morning,

I decided to l,,'ok after her the lIay she h'oked after

IIhich is liha t the nurses tleren' t doing,

Nobody has shL.7ltln Ne hL.'tI to do

NL.,body has sholln lie how to fit t.he incontinence pads,

District Nurses were shown by the people tlho make them,
ready to Pdd her up they sling me the pad,

I d", it NY tlaV,

But tlhen the nurses

They say I do it better,

The
ar~

I think I'm

more in practice than they are,

He describes conversations lIith the nurses about expectations of cleanliness.
One slung a tOllel over the radiator to dry and he tOL.,k it to lIash it,

:."'he "as

slJrpr ised because she expec ted him to use it next time but he tlas horrified by
the idea,

Other nurses had also commented on the hoist because in other homes it

is black lIith e;'('crelJlent, blJt he tlashed it tlhen it lias dirty,

He talks about

'clean' tOllels and 'dirty' tOtleis for bed bathing,

ROne nurse used to come , ,Jane,
faced,

I'd get terribly embarrassed, absolutely red

:."'he 'd st.rip ConnJe dOlln and wash everything,

an",ther body,

She

IS

Ih,t just another body to me,
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To a nurse. Con

15

Just

Jane knoc{ed alot oi that out

l~

,

Caring lIark

~;'he Jifted Connie's bret1sts,

of lie,

'Look' she St1ys,

'They're going red',

Not

having t1 bra IIhich keeps them off the body, you need to put cream underneath to
stop perspiration making her sore,
to keep her cJean,

(le11 I tlent to ~ash her one day downstairs .. and blil1ey,

flas just bubbling creall,
flapped and thought,
terrible odour,
her,

She played round dOtlnstairs and sho(Ved lie hot.!

It (Vas one big blob,

Not just a little dribble,

'(lhat the hell is it.?'

She
I

I /!lashed her and there flas th1s

I all still embarrassed by this sort of thing,

I flashed inside

There,

Vhen Jane came, she lIIas in a mess again,

'Oh', she Sild,

got thrush',

lind sho~ed file hOIl to clean her properJy,

She's never hid thrush

since,

Vel J this is a dark area isn't it?

Last lIIeek I

'She's

lias lIashing ConnIe

betfleen the legs, and I got a hot sensa tion and she lias tiddl ing in lIy handi

Ian

Black

• fU first tlhen lie NUN and dad WiS took ill,
People said"
feel sick,
thought,

Ifainly my

'You shouldn't have to do that "

first,

Incontinent,

I detested the job,

The first few days and gradually started to get used to it,
'/lgh,

I shouldn't be doing this',

because I'~'e 1I0rked on the far.,

I did it,

I used to Jamb,

Peopie cOOJe do lin - they wouldn't even retch.

flas two cattle and I ,;as just mucking out,
fe,; days it got nituril,
never thought,

It made me
I al~ays

I think #IIhat helped Ife 1S
lUi the dirty filthy tlorA',

they'd just keel over,

the dirtiest jobs 'f'OU Cin imagine on the farm.
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I've dime

lihat I thought lias Me MUlA and dad

It got me through,

lifter the first

It lias just the1r bodies couldn't function right.

'I/ell I'll not #IIorried,

They

Ian rliJJ clear it up "
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Mr

Gales

• You don't. hi ve to be a disabled person [talking about nurses doing the dirt.y
work} , "

You can be a person just. c(J/JIe out of an operation and is all "ired

up and II/hat. not.,
Can It t.ouch it,

'Herels your t.ea, Ifr Green I,
/Jnd t.hey walk away,

He can't reach the bloody t.hing,

Salle A'ith his dinner,

wife and daught.er to COAle and spoon feed him,

They lIait for hIS

Told you, about them leaVing her

in bed and she wanted t.o go to the toilet,

It. 's 5

they left her,

1 had to tale her h(.'me in her lIet

She tlas coming Ollt that day,

nightie and put her in the bath.
I did,
toilet.

But they didn It bother' 1,

That '5 disgusting,

0

Iclock in the morning and

{Rose says,

'/ SMelt rotten

four of thelJ t(., take her ind Pllt her on the

Vhen I come hOlle I have to take her on lilY o{In ,

1 'IJ not Supero/an,

11m

only an ordinary bloke.

Student

Nurse

Evans

• / regret training as a general nurse , , because all you do all day is carry out
rituals - task oriented,

the lot,

Vhat a nurse does is clean up other people's

IJess.

If 1 had a daughter I wouldn It tlint t.hem becoming a nurse,

people,

dress t.hell,

t.ake theN t(., the toilet.

feed thell ..

You wash

assist liit.h Nobility,

IJake sure they Ire tlarll, give them their medicines, do their observations, make
sure their drips are running to tiNe .. elJpty their cat.heters,
t.heir naso gast.ric tubes,
ail rit.ualised,

It. IS very very practical,

their drains, drain

IIhat gets me IS that it. IS

IU,Jt (.,f people have lost the essence of "hat it. 's all about -

nllrsing is not about. doing things to people,

If it calle to a point. where / lIent

to work, and all it lias lias liashing people, and emptYing t.his and dJspensJng that
,

, I'd give it up,

h, lie the job satisfaction,

, is tlhat you get . . the

Inter-rei a t.ions with the other person. , "hile vou Ire dQI ng these thIngs
-------------
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Charge

Nurse

[Charge Nurse Tooley}

Tooley
related the time ",hen he's been down the pub

Wl

th his dad

and all his workmates and they had been talking about IIor/.:, but held been silent
IJfterwards his dad had challenged him abou'

this,

but he had replied ,

,

npeople wouldn't appreciate what 1 do - 1 don't. t.hink they'd be interested
knowing that 1 spent the day tlith DIY fingers up someone else IS arse "
made the mistake of telling then so 1 do know,

,
In

I've

If you Ire not in the profession,

they don't appreciate it.

The men talk about doing dirty work, tending other people's bodies.
explain that it is physically disgusting.
at

handling

human

excreta

passes

different attitudes to dirty work.

They

Their revulsion and embarrassment

quickly.

The

carers

and

nurses

have

The carers tend to paint themselves in

heroic terms for accomplishing this sort of work.

For example, Mr Black says

that he coped with the job of clearing away his parent's waste by reminding
himself that he done similar work as a farm labourer and that it was, after
all, just a job like any other.

However, by pointing out that onlookers used to

faint at the sight of the mess of birth at lambing time, he draws attention to
the specialness of coping with dirty work.

Mr Bibby, nursing his wife who was

comatose and fading away before him, acknowledges that he is breaking a taboo
by discussing how he deals with her incontinence and vaginal thrush with a
stranger, but continues nevertheless to break with convention, perhaps for the
sake of making the point that caring taught him that he could.

Kr Bibby said

that when he was younger, he would rather have run a mile than change the
babies nappies (see Chapter Twa),

In his caring career, Mr Rice had cared tor

his wife's dreadful skin ulcers. spoon feeding her liquidised food and managing
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her incontinence, but said he was squeamish about treating the pressure sore
which she contracted in hospital.

These stories show how the men seem to perceive their status as heroic rather
than stigmatised because they are doing dirty work in a caring role.
are possible two explanations for this in the literature.

There

Hart's work shows

how the definition of dirty work is re-constructed so the person in the Job
feels justified in doing it.

Strauss points out that deep emotion work that

may accompany dirty work in order to protect the person requiring the work
from humiliation.

J(r White discusses this same situation (see Chapter Five).

In other words, the carers present the accomplishment of dirty work as proot
of their commitment and a reason for satisfaction.

If they rejected. dirty jobs

before because they didn It fit IDen's sex role, but accept them now because they
are abiding by a moral priority, this is treated as further proof of the depth
of their caring feelings (Ungerson 1983).

The nurses on the other hand, seldom mentioned dirty work except to note
public image of nursing and peoplels reactions.

the

Student Nurse Evans finds

nothing noble in doing the dirty work because it feels like that is all he
does.

He complains that there is not enough space in the daily work routine

to get close enough to people to make them feel better.
and TOOley refer to jabs in nursing that people
and cleaning away human excrement.

Charge Nurses Tanner

find repulsive - extracting

Charge Nurse Tooley observes that people

who know nothing 01' health work feel uncomfortable if he talks about jobs he
has done that are deemed Idirty'.
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cannot be re-conceptualised as proof of the nurse's commitment to care because
the profession treats it as taboo (Strauss 1985).

Kr Bibby continually compares his standards of cleanliness with

the nurses

who function as his bench mark by which to measure the quality of his work _
washing

towels,

infection.

removing

stains,

keeping

Connie's

body

clean

He was not alone in priding himself on his work.

and

free

of

Kr Gales. Mr

Badger and Mr Rice all gave examples of nursing standards for dirty work that
they believed they could improve on.

Conclusion
Keeping up appearances is something we all do; our act may get uneven and lost
al together if we are stressed.

Here the participants agree that more emotion

work is required when they are under pressure and their commitment to care is
tested.

Nr Black uses the metaphor of a climbing expedition, where covering

up emotion
safety.

is crucial

The Staff

in moments of danger

Nurse

suggests

that

in

in order to lead everyone to
tricky

situations, emotion work

increases at the same time that he is pulling himself back.
discuss

emotion

work,

their

authority for their role.

sexual

status

both

Again, when some of the

confirms

for

and

rehearses

men talk about performing

dirty jobs, it seems as if they are proud of their achievement.
unusual

When the men

Because it is

men to do dirty work, their acceptance of the jobs emphasises

their commitment to care.

From

this

initial shOWing, it seems that men's

sexual status is confirmed by caring work as well as diminished.
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On the one hand, it seems men are misfits for learning skills that conflict
with their sexual and social identity.

The

compartmentalisation of public and

private worlds by the ruling forces is a male dominated device.

Men do not

usually work in spheres where the logic of what is done cannot be measured by
today's economic criteria.

We believe that the stereotypical male does not

participate in emotional management at home or in the workplace.

After all,

the conventional gaps between home, work, sports and friends are preserved in
a way that re-inforces male sexual and social identity.

When men take caring

roles that emphasise the connectedness and intimacy associated with women's
relating, they look like misfits.
is usually

In British culture in particular, dirty work

low status paid work or deleted work in the home.

avoid this domain.

M.en usually

Men are excused from clearing up the human waste of others

and cleaning bodies of excrement, because these jobs have been naturalised as
women's work.

It is taboo for men to engage in cross sex dirty work, whereas

women are permitted.

Men who trespass the boundaries of taboo are in danger

of compromising their sexual status in the eyes of others, as well as defying
the feelings of those they care for.

On the other hand, it may be that beliefs about authority naturally attributed
to men are so powerful, the value of caring work appears enhanced by the sex
of

the

emotion

person
work,

performing
the

false

it.

The

logic for

realise that emotion work

paradox

is

its deletion

that
is

when

men

challenged.

speak about
A few

men

is important to maintain the quality of life for

themselves and others in the workplace and in the home.

Ylhen they discuss

their emotions in as much detail as women, they give them the added weight ot
their male authority.

Also, when the men carers speak about the dirty work,
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they dump the superstitions that prescribe sex work roles and low status and
that nurses avoid.

Dirty work is one way of tending vulnerable human beings

who depend on someone else's commitment to care for them when they are unable
to keep themselves clean.

By going against convention and by breaking the

taboos, these men afford themselves special status by proving their commitment
to care matters more to them than social prescriptions for nen's identity.

Footnotes
(1 )
Econo~ists

may be said to have made their insight into sOciety ~ore
available than other social scientists, But by concentrating their
attention on one sector of soc iety, the lIIarket econollY and
developing a coherent conceptual 'kitl to analyse the creation of
value exclusively within the sector, their insight is ii~ited, They
are not interested in the creation of values that are, in their view
of the l'Iatter, non econoa'lic (Wadel 1979: 379)
I

(2 )

To manage private love and hates is to partiCipate in an intricate
prlvate emotional systell.
Yhen eleMents of that systerA are taken
into the marketplace and sold as hu~an labour, they becolle stretched
into standardised social forlls (1979: 13)
(3)
Having witnessed 'scientific' rules of cleanliness in theatres,
the one upmanship of domestics is perfectly comprehensible.
Vie
used to have 'clean' passages and 'dirty' passages in theatres. The
clean passages were for theatre staff in clogs or overshoes and
theatre trolleys but somehow parents and surgeons in 'dirty shoes
and ward trolleys
managed to get up and down them without being
struck dead by Sil v, the theatre sister.
Theatre porters meekly
scrubbed the same floors at night that surgeons walked across in
their 'dirty shoes' like Jesus on the water and they too never sank
from sight.
I
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8

THE CONTEXT OF CARING

I n this chapter, the social context of care is explored using data compiled
from

official

statistics,

social policy and

the

literature

on

demographic.

the views of the carers and nurses.

1991/92. before the fourth

socio-economic and
It was written in

victory of the Conservative party in the General

Election, before the implications of the National Health Service and Community
Care Act 1990 were fully realised in practice or the budget of November 1993
and its pruning of social security benefits was a remote possibility.

The text

is updated in the light of these events.

Caring is in the public eye: social surveys show health and welfare is a major
public concern

in the early nineties

(1);

the Royal College of Nursing and

British Medical Association make the news when they comment on today's care;
local Carers Groups have become a matter of course.
this rising interest?

What are the reasons for

I have already suggested that the feminisation of is

linked to the growth of the mainly female caring workforce this century.
what is the context of these shifting images of meaning?

But

What are the main

current structural forces that interreact with the feminised culture of care?

-----------------
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Typically demographic and socio-economic trends are discussed by commentators
on social policy who either point out the growing need for care (for example,
Parker 1985, Green 1986)

(2)

or discuss the impact of structural forces on

family responsibilties to provide care in view of the increasing need for care
(such as Wicks 1986, Finch 1989)
from three sides.
medical
making

(3),

Here the context of care is explored

First it is suggested that demographic changes and bio-

technology are creating a
more caring

work.

biological revolution with the effect of

Not only

is

there an absolute increase

in

the

numbers of elderly requiring care, but the remit of care work is expanding too
so that

more

is

possible.

Second, there is already a

re-configuration of

socio-economic relationships between the sexes and different generations that
is going to influence who will do the caring and who must pay for it.

Third,

the welfare infrastructure for care has changed and probably diminished, in
keeping

with

modern

political

rhetoric

of

saving

the

public

purse

and

encouraging the individual to look after themselves and their families (4).

Oemographic

Changes

There is a substantial literature about the impact of an ageing population on
society

(5)

(6).

There are complex arguments about why it has happened and

its likely social implications.

In this section I seek to explain the factors

involved and show why they are so important to the context of caring.

Two factors create an absolute increase in elderly population - past numbers
of births and the phenomenon of ageing (other things being equal>.
population
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is

a

relative

matter.

It

means

a

sequence

of
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proportions of

young to old.

reduced

fertility

occuring

reduced

mortality

at

the

c:

Caring

These are more to do with cumulative forces of
at

top

the

bottom

(Hendriks

and

of

the

population

Hendriks

pyramid,

1977).

An

not

ageing

population is a historical phenomenon that has been building over centuries
and it is not simply the effect of modern medicine in extending longevity
(Halsey 1988).

Figure One <page 200) shows the changes in the age structure

of the population over 125 years.

It is plain to see that fertility rates in

the last century dropped before mortality rates improved in this one.

There

has

population.

been

a

large

historical

swing

from

a

youthful

to

an

ageing

The age structure still shows fluctuatations over time, because

each cohort carries the imprint of events in its life-time, whether it is the
introduction of vaccines or the ravages of war, as described in Figure Two
(page 200).

Therefore, although there are oscillations in the ratio between

age groups, the people of the UK

(and elsewhere in the Western world) are

seeing absolute increases in population for each cohort over 60+ for the first
time in the biological history of the species.

Furthermore, there is a

unique shift in the balance between the numbers of

elderly and their progeny.

Wicks (1986) notes the change in ratios of elderly

people to women a generation younger.
person over 85.
and Ermisch

By the year 2001 the ratio will reduce to 3:1.

(1990)

fertility rates

In 1901 there were 24 women to every

discuss the reasons for the historical decline of total

<TFRs) (7).

factor than the Pill.

Halsey (1988)

Halsey argues that marriage has more status as a

Previous generations also show a sudden decline in TFRs.
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Ei ther

marriage

stayed single.

was

postponed

until

it

was

economically

methods

people

He points out that other factors, such as sexually transmitted

diseases, tend to result in the increased use of condoms.
new

viable or

of contraception

(for

example,

The

Pill)

Ermisch argues that
generated the

recent

reduction in TFRs and created secondary social effects that help to perpetuate
the cycle.

In 1964 the UK TFR was 2.9 childrenj in 1988 it was 1.8.

He coins

the terms Baby Boomers and Baby Busters to represent the TFRs of previous
generations.

For instance, people retiring in 1990 are Baby Busters, born in

the Great Depression.
will retire

in

Children born in the mid sixties are Baby Boomers, who

the second decade of next century -

the

biggest pensioner

population in British history, supported by a shrinking workforce (8).

Kedicine is popularly believed to have produced today's elderly population by
reducing mortality rates.

This is not the whole story.

I have argued that the

significant factor was a steadily decreasing fertility rate.

Yes we associate

death with old age whereas previous generations had no such illusions about
the

lives of

their children

or older

diseases and TB were prevalent.
than for our forefathers

relatives,

time when infectious

Death is a more predictable affair for us

(Hagestad 1986).

life mortality in particular.

at a

Bio-medical advances affect late-

Technological medicine acts like a repair and

maintenance service for a growing elderly population.

More people live with

diseases like heart disease that would have been fatal

before.

Indeed the

strategy in "Health of the Nation" (1992) is that today's health work prevents
common diseases among tomorrow's elderly.

Strauss, the American sociologist,

says we are witnessing a biological revolution in the history of the species
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(1985).

Society is saving and perpetuating the lives of more chronically ill

people than ever before.

What are the implications of this unique human state?

There is a strong correlation between age and disability.
function

of need

(and does not imply its satisfaction)

Disabili ty is a
(9).

differential growth in age groups over 60 in Figure Three

Look at the

(see below) that

shows the growing numbers of the 80+ population compared to the rest.
'8ed
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If the greatest volume of need for care is among the oldest, that area of need
is growing exponentially.

Hagestad writes graphically about ageing society in

the United States,

Since 1988 there has been a 30% reduction in ~ortality in the United
States. These recent changes have ~ade the very old - those 8S and
over
the fastest gro~ing segBent of the population
If
~ortality stays at its current level, general life expectancy in the
year 2025 will be 80, and 22% of the population 111111 be aged 65 or
over. HOlJever, if we see the salle rate of illprovement bet",een now
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and then as the one observed since 1968, life expectancy 1'111 be
100, and 33% of the population will be 65+ (Siegal and Tauber,
1986), It can certainly be argued that we see~ to have a levelling
off in ijortality decline which ~akes it doubtful the next two
decades will repeat the patterns since 1968 (1986: 3),
Hagestad also notes women will shape the world of the very old.
women marry older men who will die before them.
marry than women.

Typi-:allv

Men are more likely to re-

Women have a greater life expectancy than men.

Kiernan

and Yicks (1990) compare households between all those over 65 and women over
80.

For the age group as a whole, 45% are married, 36% live alone, and the

rest

live

in

mixed

households.

But

for

elderly

women

different: 61% live alone and 27% live with relatives.

things

The two main

are

very

prospects

for future society are the sheer numbers of elderly women living alone with
increasing physical frailty and an invisible minority of elderly widowers cut
off

from

the

world

because

their

wives

did

all

the

"relating".

Most

importantly, anyone thinking about the new demographic order should be alert
to the constructs with which the debate is conceived:

1.

Age is sometimes used as a determinant of

correlation
instance.
it anyway.
their

with

disability

but

does

not

health 'need' because of its

necessarily

match

the

individual

Not everyone who is old requires help and some people would refuse
Ageism is implicit in

'needs'.

statistical portraits of 'the elderly' and

When employing age as an indicator of health 'need'

I

we are

simply using a conventional shorthand to describe consistent ideas about the
typical

"distance

from

birth".

It

is merely a

trigger point for 'need' for caring work.

reasonable predictor

01

the

Life expectancy is increasing and it

should be remembered that age is a flexible marker not a fixed one (10).

------
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2.

Professional labels like 'health need' or 'social need' are also normative:

definitions of a person's condition depend on author, time and place <11>'
is todays' NHS policy to audit

It

professional judgements of 'need' to calculate

the costs of caring in terms of human and material resources.
a rough and ready map of current conventions of 'need'.

This device is

It is not the compass

as well, unless one intends to go round in more efficient circles (12).

3.

Elderly people are stereotyped as dependent

Walker,

1989).

Dependency

expresses

ideas

distorted by cultural beliefs about old age.

(Walker, 1982.

about

Qureshi and

relationships

that

are

In Britain, the elderly lose their

status because they give up their economic role in society and are perceived
as

the

economically

dependent

and

subordinate

group.

Researchers

have

challenged negative thinking about the elderly in the discourse - the problem
centred approach of social policy.

Their work shows the elderly as givers as

well as takers of care who build reCiprocal relationships with family and/or
friends to their meet instrumental and emotional needs.

Like anyone else, they

prefer to cope for themselves, they don't want others running their lives and
they feel better with their own things around them (13).

4.

Present politics romanticise past 'family' ways of caring - the belief is

that 'family' always took care of kin.

,

Laslett (1977) paints out how little we

know or could know about the history or culture of kin relationships, as well
as

its

lack

of relevance

to the uniqueness of current English demography.

However, historical accounts of the sexual and economic

division of labour in

the home and workplace are faSCinating for insights into popular constructs of
caring for dependents
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Our society is in a unique phase in the transition of the human species.

The

population structure has shifted from young to old over many generations, as
the

fertility

rate

decreased.

Medicine's

technological

capacity

fertility and to prolong life has supplemented this development.
condition

for

human

kind is the result.

A more caring

to

stop

A new social

society is not an

inevi ta ble response to the predicted increased need of more of its members.
In

the

next

sections,

I

shall

examine

the socio-economic context and

the

political milieu that inscribe social attitudes towards caring.

Socio-Economic Conditions
It is predicted that an ageing society will cost more in material and human
resources.

The Swedish Secretariat for

Future Studies sponsored a seminal

work in 1984 that analyses the cost of caring.
into two areas of health and welfare.
for the elderly, sick, and disabled.
the form of social security.

Lagergren divides the costs

On the one hand there is organised care
On the other there is collective care in

Using this framework, I shall explore the socio-

economic consequences of resource transfers between generations for the State
and the household.

1 should stress that comparative longitudinal data on health, personal services

and

social

securi ty

benefits for

England

and

Wales,

Scotland and

Northern

Ireland, is virtually unobtainable because of the number of policy changes on
what, how, where and when things should be measured in the last decade.

The

collection, classification and ownership of the government's statistical data
a1 ters from year to year.
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despaired

of finding comparable categories of information with any meaningful

status and as a

last resort, turned to the bland findings of the Guardian's

publications.

Bradshaw

(1985) defends the record of social security.

It is a vast demand

led enterprise with a budget three times the size of the combined expenditure
for health and personal social services and education and involving more than
twenty main benefits.
supplementary,

The cost of funding the four most important benefits -

invalidity,

family

and

retirement

pension

has

escalated

anyway because of the recession and the so-called "double whammy" effect of
more claims on the system and fewer people paying taxes to fund it.
government

spending

on

social

security

in

1993

was

£79.2

Total

billion

an

estimated 29.5% of government expenditure and 13.2% of GDP (compared to 1978,
when DSS payments were 22.7% of government spending and 10% of GDP).

In

1982, Bradshaw figures that 75% of all household units received part of their
net income in the form of a benefit in 1982 and that some groups are more
reliant on social security than others income.

Even

in

1993,

after

much

benefits make 70% of pensioner net

"trimming"

of points

of access to

the

system, DSS written answers showed. that more than 10 million people - one in
six of the population - were living on income support (14).

There will be inevitable pressure on future welfare costs in Britain.
the year 2000, a

/,14

By the

billion rise in social security benefits is predicted

(even if unemployment should fall by 25~) -

one third of that rise is feared

in sickness and unemployment benefits (HMSO 1993).

Bradshaw notes the cost

implications of the state earnings related. pension scheme will not be fully
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realised until 2020 when it reaches full maturity and the generation of Sixties
Baby Boomers are drawing their pensions altogether.

According to Ermisch this

will be at a point when the ratio of workers to pensioners is projected to
drop 35% between 2000 and 2030.

Or to put it another way:

The number of those over 75, who are costliest to the welfare state ,
which in 1991 "as 3,6 million, was put at 6,1 rrlillion by 2031, 1St
above the previous forecast, The nu~ber of younger people available
to support them would fall, so that by 2031, there would be 79
dependents for every 100 people of working agel,
(Guardian
Political Alrlanac 1993: 120)
Ermisch suggests

ways round the projected socio-economic problem: smaller

pension, higher taxes, a longer working life, or perhaps an immigrant labour
force

or

some

other

un predicted

way

support the expected demand on welfare

of

increasing

economic

(see Thompson 1987).

growth

could

Bradshaw says

that cutting the costs of social security is not a viable political option.
Contributory benefits are not hand-outs but a right guaranteed by the pay-asyou- go condition.

Maybe the state was reluctant to slash social security but

"prune" it certainly has, as I shall seek to show in the next section.

In Britain, spending on health increased in real terms by 55% since 1987, to
t34.6 billion in 1993: an estimated 12.9% of government expenditure and 5.8% of

GDP (compared to 1978 figures of 10.4% and 4.6%)

(14),

Lagergren's study of

the implications for health care predicts the cost of funding organised care
in Sweden will expand by 50% by the year 2000.
attributed to population change.

Only 1/10 of that increase is

In fact, he argues that if population was the

only determinant of health costs, over-spending would not be the inevitable
result!

Lagergren's argument is complex but useful.

SOCia-economic

forces

on
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costs in organised care?

Lagergren says this is because

inputs for each patient episode increase.

the caring workload

Two main forces shape the effect.

To begin, health care work is not demand-led.

Kedical definitions of health

needs outstrip the level of individual demand.

There will always be more that

is technologically possible for each patient to make them IIbetterli.

Public

'demand' for care is shaped in the image of previous monopoly supply.

Public

opinion is not driving the market forward.

Rather, expectations of receiving

existing levels of care maintain the status quo.

The drive to reduce expenditure generates new costs.

Rationalisation 01' the

di vision

of caring labour invokes new costs such as computerised planning

systems

for

patient

information

and

more

administration.

Technological

medicine and rationalisation of work is meant to cut costs by reducing the
Of course, this increases capacity to care

time people stay in hospital (15).

for more patients with the effect that total costs increase because the system
is more efficient.
labour

intensive

hospital budget.

Time spent on basic hands-on care is irreducible.
work.

Caring

is

the most expensive

item

There are more reasons for expanding this workforce.

are more patient episodes.
sick.

labour

It is
on

the

There

A larger proportion of patients are the chronic

They require more care for a longer pericxi of time because it takes

longer for

them to recover.

relation to acute care.

Inevitably the chronic care workload rises in

This puts more pressure on planners to make more beds

available by increasing throughput.

Capital costs for beds and equipment are

rising at a faster rate than inflation.

The wage bill is forced upwards by

affording an expanding part-time workforce in terms of wages, administration
costs, training and liaison work, and by pay awards.
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to avoid a financial crisis in Swedish health care: community oriented care,
eredi ting

the user of care with responsi bil i ty to sanction it on their own

account and breaking the supply-driven circle of medical technology.

Ermisch

describes

how

the

socio-economic consequences

of reduced

fertility

affect everyday lives and form additional pressures to reduce the birth rate.
It also produces changes in patterns of caring in the household.
marriage is taking place later in people's life-time.
usual.

Consequently,

female staff in the tertiary sector and
quickly with pay-offs for both parties.
rights

or conditions for

for

others.

Each

The trend for part-time

public services has developed very
Employers have cheap skilled labour

work and women feel a sense of greater

economic independence outside the home.
care

Cohabitation is more

women as a group have more time to gain more labour

skills and their work experience is more marketable.

with few

Typically,

commitment

It also means women have less time to
to

care

by

the

woman

has

a

higher

opportunity cost in terms of losing more income and for any household, the
potential direct costs for bringing up a child are sobering (16).

Ermisch argues that the economics of divorce is less of a constraint if both
parties are earning.

The divorce rate has gone up and there are more lone

parents.

A couple may have fewer children because the chances of divorce are

greater.

Their elders are also

Other circumstances should

casual ties if the caring network breaks up.

support all these trends,

such as

the laws for

abortion and equal opportunities, by enhancing the career prospects for women.
A so-called consumer society
child-rearing.

In

conclusion,

prefers
there

leisure to
is

a

the risks and stresses 01

troubling conjunction

between

an

-~--.-----------~-----------
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ageing

population

and

socio-economic

trends.

Baby

Boom

elders

and

their

progeny will be negotiating the business of care when kin networks are very
small, members are dispersed over great distances, and fenale members -

the

intrinsic domestic resource for previous generations - have other commitments.

Typical carers today are women in the 45-64 age group, locked into what has
become known as the caring cycle (17) or being 'women in the middle
1981), looking after

I

G3rod y

children, their elders, older husbands, and neighbours.

The 1985 GHS survey of Informal Carers (Green 1988) predicted that 1 woman in
7 was

helping someone sick, disabled or elderly, and that 2/3 were over 40.

Kost of them would be caring for their parents and most would be married.
\i1ll

this

generation

of

female

(Rimmer 1983, Ungerson 1987)?

domestic

carers

be

replaced

by

the

next

Ermisch suggests the unpredictable difference

is that the up and coming female generation are more likely to be life-long
income earners

with economic commitments who are unable to fulfill

obligations as

well.

Feminists argue that women always find

juggling their commitments

caring

some way of

<ego Land & Rose 1985, Parker 1985, Balbo 1987).

They resort to reciprocal care arrangements, paid substitute help and partti:me work,

because the structural and

ideological forces that prescribe the

caring role are stronger than socio-economic reasons to escape it.

Changes in the composition of the population are occuring simultaneously with
changing socia-economic trends that crucially affect the future provision of
care.

Just when there is a projected increase in demand for social security

and organised care, there will be fewer women of working age to do the care or
people to pay for it.

Indeed, there may be other unseen considerations that
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will affect the future provision of care, such as the influence of
family care, future EBC policy or population migration.

~
01- C:J.r:..ng

poverty on

~hat has been done by

the state to manage this new condition of society?

The Political

Context

Demographic and socio-economic factors should combine to make the management
of care for others a political priority.
fails to address the issue.

Yet recent health and social policy

The White Paper,

Care in the Next Decade and Beyond

Caring for People: Community

(1989) does not mention the cimeograph1c

motor of elderly need and caring labour until page 62 of a 100 page report.
What is the context of thinking about health and social policy planning?

In

the eighties, populist right-wing rhetoric ran thus 'on yer bike, stand on yer
own

two

Perhaps

feet,

look

after

yerself

reducing state expenditure

and

yer

own

and

on welfare was

individual's resolve to help themselves?

Finch

no

hoped

nanny

state'.

to strengthen the

(1990) argues this thesis is

too simplistic to explain for example, the reasons for
care.

more

policy on community

This idea cannot be explained just as a naive expression of political

ideology or a macho economic conspiracy to cut welfare costs, send the men out
to work and keep women at home as unpaid carers.

Rather, Finch argues, it is

the result of the desire to be seen to spend the public's money responsibly, to
target need among a growing elderly population, it is the appropriation of a
left-wing agenda for responsible ci tizenshlp. a desire to restore traditional
community and
about

the

family

situation

values and finally
for

carers,

I

a response to feminist publicity

particularly

women

refused

Invalid

Care

Allowance until a ruling by the European Court of Justice in 1986 (20).
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Nevertheless there have been cuts and charges in welfare which have had the
effect of re-locating both the material and human cost of care with the family
or the individual.

The nurses and carers talked about the impact of the re-

distribution of caring resources on their lives and my experience as a nurse
and

carer

matches

theirs.

The

interviewees

volunteered

unsolicited

information about the impact of cuts and charges on care because they were
concerned.

Their stories and mine are spliced with

the statistical data

below, in an attempt to show how policy translates in the lives of people who
are its recipients.

Five Social Security Acts in eight years from 1980-88 prescribed many ad hoc
cuts in social security provision: ego the uprating of benefits was altered,
some benefits became eligible for tax, maternity grant was stopped and so on.
Up to 1985, the total saving was less than 5% of the budget and Bradshaw
concludes spending was
50%

in

real

terms

trimmed not slashed.

from

1982-92.

Anyway spending grew more than

Bradshaw argues

that

it

is

poli ticall y

inappropriate to cut social security benefits because 3/4 of all households in
the country count the payments as part of their net income.

tax incentives to take out a private pension

there have been changes eg.
(wi th consequent

loss

women was fixed at 65

Nevertheless

of state pension from 2008) i the retirement age for
in 1992, to be phased in over 15 years from 2000,

saving the revenue about £3 billion.

The recent increase in spending on Social

Security gave the Treasury further reason for introducing particular changes
in the 1993 budget including
targeting

benefit

payments

National Insurance and income tax increases and
(at

the expense of others already surviving on

benefits) .
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An Insti tute for Fiscal Studies Survey for the Guardian suggested
that the overall effect of the 1993 budget ~ould be to disadvantage
th~ poorest families by slightly under the average, But an analysis
uSing the LSE/CalTlbridge University tax and benefit lIodel concluded
that the poorest 1/10 of the population lIight be hit twice as hard
as the richest 1/10 (Guardian Almanac 1993: 122)

Health

and

personal

Community Care Act
was

meant

to

social

services

have

been

cut

about.

The

party

break

Commons

underfunded

to

the

and

(1990) introduced the 'free market ethic' to the NBS that
up

the

medical

supply

driven

economy,

renovate

doctor/patient relationship and cost acute health care in detail.
all

BBS

Select
tune

Commi ttee

of

£200

concluded

million

since

that

the

1981,

the

In 1992, an

NBS

Carrtawn

had

been

District

Hospital had its share of staff shortages, ward closures and bed crises as the
interviews

All

show.

but two

of the nurses alluded to sporadiC staffing

problems, one showed me a closed dawn ward and two were in the middle of
coping with a bed shortage when they were interviewed.
agency

nursing

in

my

spare

time

in

another

city

In 1988, I was doing
and

was

appalled

by

conditions for patients and staff in local hospitals which were worse than
anything I had seen or heard about in Farmshire or Carrtown:

Went to staff on (X] tAard for cOlll'lunicable diseases.
Couldn't
believe it. One sister handed over to tle from the lorning shift just her and an auxilliary on duty.
I was the entire afternoon
shift and had never set foot in the place before, On a 28 bed ~ard
with the dead, the dying and the poorly. The nursing officer was
frantic and the sister didn't go hOlle until they lIlanaged to find
another agency nurse and borro~ed an auxilliary, It tAas like ~orld
war three.
There ~as no equiprlent - not even simple things liKe
l'Iouth and eye care kits to swab out the orifices of the dying. The
sister just shrugged and wrote her kardexes, We abandoned barrier
nursing if the things tAeren't there to use.
In the end, \Ie were
just rushing in and out of the rooms trying to sort out whoever and
whatever we found, One chap had been virtually dead all day but no
one had been in to see hil'l because there was no one, I~agine dying
alone in your o~n shit.
In the UK. In this day and age, Never
agaln,
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New arrangements for community care Callle into force in 1993 and the first
year of funding was calculated at £539 million - £200 to 300 million short of
what

was

required,

according

to

the

Opposition's

arithmetic

(18),

Local

Authorities are responsible for funding community care assessment, technical
services,

domiciliary

care

and

nursing/residential

placements

from

their

budgets ie. revenue from the problematic Community Charge and the alledgedly
depleted government grant.

Underfunding

for Local Authorities is nothing new

but it might be the proverbial straw for community care, when one considers
its existing pressures.

From 1980-92, the number of daily available NRS beds <England only) fell by
31% (19).
of

In this time, the nursing workforce increased by 13%; the numbers

medical

and

dental

staff went up

18%; the number

of patient episodes

increased by 23%; and lengths of stay fell by nearly 30%.

The chronic care

workload was effectively displaced from hospitals to the home and community
care services.

This chapter was already drafted before my family found out

how the new NHS market, hospital discharge policy and community care scheme
work in practice.

In Autumn 1993 my dad, who lived alone, had a stroke one evening
when I was chatting to him on the phone 150 mi les a~ay, He was
hospitalised,
In a bizarre series of lOanoevres by the consultant
(who wanted his bed), dad (who hates hospitals) and the staff (who
wrote in the notes that discharging him lias unsafe), dad lias sent
horne after a few days, Innocent of the situation, ~y brother drove
dad to his ho~e for so~e rest, Within days dad had a second stro~e
and started to fit, wrecking both his newly replaced knee joints and
causing such pain he was banging his head against the bedroom wall,
inc ensed,
My brother's GP, a fundho Ider (who did not want to be
saddled with care of a terlporary patient) caused the family to drive
dad 200 miles back to the local hospital,
After the second admission, dad was confused and unsteady on his
feet, SOrle fuily are overseas, After they flet; in for a fatlily
conference, 'convalescence' for dad seerled the best option (that is,
The COllflun it Y
re~edial care until his prognOSIS was clearer),
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Assess~ent

and sent

Nurse rejected these plans because dad wanted to go
without consulting his children.

ho~e

hi~ ho~e

I was desIgnated the main carer, living 1~ hours away, lIorking In
another town and by then, in hospital myself. A ho~e help popped in
every day to see hi~. Dad - in sole charge of 84 tablets a lIeek gradually overdosed on the new drug for his fits because he lias so
unsteady he couldn't hal ve a tablet less than ~ cm ~ide. 110re
confused and distressed by the day, he lived off bread and jail as
his hands no longer gripped things properly. This was how I found
hi 1'1. The hOl'le he Ips were not undu I y cone erned bec ause they'd seen
worse.
The story underlines the impact of factors that are discussed in this chapter
on decision making processes in managing care and the regional differences in
standards

of

care.

The

physician's

aim

was

to

keep

beds

open

for

new

admissions which was achieved by cutting the number of bed days for each
patient episode.

His multi-disciplinary team

aimed to discharge the patients

least at risk in their professional judgement and if there was a risk, covered
themselves by writing in the notes.

The GP practice did not want to work for

a patient they were not paid for or take over a situation that they blamed on
the physician.
home.

The Community Nurse supported the wishes of the patient to go

The family was excluded from a process, steered overtly by the patient's

wishes and covertly by the need to ration public resources and that forced a
situation no one in the family could take on.
for my father's welfare.

Social services were responsible

However, the Community Assessment Team had no policy

to standardise decision-making about the allocation of

resources, no criteria

tor judging when a patient required more support (for example, if the patient
is confused, doubly incontinent, requires assistance with medication
no scale for measuring a deteriorating situation.

etc) and

It suggests that in some

districts, the frail elderly living alone and at risk have no one to turn to
other than existing informal networks to raise the alarm.
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The carers' interviews were conducted before the watershed act of 1990 had
taken hold.

At that time, they were more concerned with what it means to have

no caring resources and no client-oriented services when they have volunteered
to do the caring for free that the state would have had to pay for.

Penny

Shaw, Xr Gales and Rose, and Mr Badger thought that formal care was organised
to suit the needs of the staff and not the clients.
[As a nurse] I worked in the coraRlunity so I was used to supporting
people at hOlle, , I didn't understand what support was until I
needed it myself as a carer, The services are good, The quality 1S
excellent, But the quantity is not enough, It is provided for the
service provider not the client,
If I am going to get support, I
get Monday to Friday, 9 to 4, At night ~hen I am at the end of IIY
tether, if I've been up all night, trying to stop mother going out
of the house or she's been very distressed, there's no help, , If I
want nurses to help put mother to bed, they can cOllie any til'le
between 7 and II,
I can't plan my routine round that, (Penny
eventually patcrled togethel' support frore social services, the local
voluntary services and the district nurses], (Penny Sha~)

All the carers had had some regular help to care, including district nurses,
community nurses, remedial therapists, home helps, volunteers, substitute help
and

respite care.

However,

the

mix,

range

and

level

of

support services

offered to carers in similar situations was very different and seemed to be
something of a
Black paint out

Both Penny Shaw and Ian

lottery, reflecting my experience.
that often carers take over in a

crisis, don't know what

support to expect from the state and have no time to find out.

All the carers

I spoke to were thrown in at the deep end and had to teach themselves how to
manage the situation as they went along.

There is no point of contact of

national repute where people who face this situation can go for information
and advice (20).
[On channels of corrllilunication ~ith statutory services) D1sgusting,
There should be more help and the Government should real1se that,
What I went through to find the bits of inforrtation is stup1d,
EspeClally the DSS,
When you've got pack up your Job,
IJhen you
keep wrIting and they don't acknowledge the~, You should kno~ which
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road to take. There should
to give advice . . . If
problems to, no one knows.
about the Carers Club. (Ian

be a nunber to call with sOleone trained
carers have got no one to tell their
I was stuck in a fog. I never even knew
Black)

I couldnlt get any physical help like sitters.

We got hale help,
Funny thing was, they stopped the home help ~hen I left ~ork to look
after them. Because they're thinking, IWell hels at home all the
tille l . Itls a stupid attitude. Really they should have given lie
lore support instead of drifting a~ay. They was coning once a week,
Well if they could come three times a ~eek - even if it WiS only for
an hour, They could be here whi Ie I could get off, Help ne to go
for a bit of shopping. Just a bit of space, Even if it lias only
over the other side of the road like, Space froll work.
(Things he didnlt know about) The bed linen service because they
were both incontinent, . And a proper hospital bed . , , fleeces 50
they wouldnlt get bed sores .. , (After Ian got in touch with the
Carers, services inprovedJ. The nurses got involved but they lIIere
overstretched, They cOle once a month to bath Ie lUll,
One of the longest serving carers, Nr Rice, had realised the importance of
keeping an address book with the names and numbers of people running all the
services to which he and Edna were entitled in 1988 (although he had not been
wholly successful in negotiating for them).

The Engineers <stair lift breakdown on call service); Technical
Off ice r s ( for a1te rat ion s sue has ramp s for s t epset c , ) ; Me di caI
Aids Centre (loan of equipment such as ripple beds); local Health
Authority (incontinence aids); Connunity Services (disposal of
incontinence ~aste); the hospital; the health centre; the nurses
(separate day and night service nunbers); the GP; the GP Elergency
Service; the social workers; Meals on Yheels; DSS (separate sections
for pensions, aHendence and mobility allowances); Town Hall (rent
rebate section): Age Concern.
From

1979

to

1987,

material

resources

for

care

like

personal

aids

and

adaptions to property have increased by 89"' and 130% respectively, but meals
on wheels and holidays have decreased.

Staffing levels in day centres and tbe

home help service have increased by 65% and 28% respectively from 1978 to
1988.

Parker (1985) argues that any percentage increase in service provision

must be seen in terms of how little there was before the growing numbers of
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elderly and the

increasing

levels of need,

in order to see the inequity in

services now.

Talking about copIng, what bothers ~e is the lack of equipment to do
the job,
Ye're forever being cut back,
Connie has to have
incontinence pads, Well they're cutting back, Sponges on sticks to
clean teeth with, I get those when I'. lucky, I have to roake do,
Blue rolls, lJe use alot of but they are sOrietil'Aes in short supply,
Last lJeek I was using kitchen rolls but they are not suitable
because they are more soluble, Wipes, they've gone, I 've ~ashed
the bloody things rather than throlJ them a~ay, until they fall
apart, But you shouldn't have to do this, The sort of stuff Connie
thro'IJs out, you should throw it out not \rIilsh it,
When the nurses cOile to sort Connie's bowels out, they need rubber
gloves,
I had io get ihe doctor to give me a prescription for
plastic disposable ones, It took the local chellisi 6 weeks to get
roe those,
In the meantirne, the nurses had one pair of gloves
bet'IJeen them, Hel'e's me using plastic bags froll Sainsburys on rty
hands,
Suction , , , I was talking to the lady who organises the glv1ng
sets, 1 Just happened to say about the toot operated suction Dump,
She was horrified [and ordered an electric one), 1 don't know 1f it
will cOile 1n time or if I'll get it at all, Before the suction PUrtp
[which came out of the back of a cupboard in the hospi tal) I used
baby suction tubes and washed them out (Mr Bibby),

Apart from the cuts, there are direct charges for personal social services and
health care.

People have to 'choose' whether to payor do without - nursing

care, the home help or new g lasses etc.
125% since 1979.

Prescri ption charges increased by

86% of dental charges are paid by the patient and in some

areas there are no NHS dentists.
daily care start to

Under the new 1993 Act, people requiring

incur contributory costs for assets over £3000; family

legacies including property sales are used to pay for the cost of care.

The

task of negotiating an 'individual care package' for grandma falls to whoever
controls

her

money.

Unfortunately

my

father

was

caught up

in

these

new

regulations and more tragedy followed.

Dad did go to 'convalesence' in a local nurSing hOle eventually.
COllllunlty Care still lade weekly assessments (even though they were
not paY1ng),
W1 th all the ViSi ts, dad imagined people liere at ter
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his money and ~as horrified at spending his life savings on living
his time out, He became so distressed he wanted out by fair Ileans
or foul, Staff found hir. lJIaking tea in his suitcase one day in a
~retched bid for freedom (he thought inappropriate behaviour .,ould
result in his discharge), Persuaded to stay in the nursing hOlle to
get better, against all the odds he recovered just in time to find
that his house had been put on the ~arket to pay for his future care
wi th the assumption that he would never go home. He had another
stroke that fulfilled the expectation,

Under the new scheme, frail elderly people lase mast of their life-savings for
care at the end of their lives that they thought they had already paid for.

Charnley

(1990)

compares the income of UK OAPs with those in the rest of

Europe and argues that our elderly are economically disadvantaged and present
strategy will only increase the inequities.

Pensions are price indexed while

wage rises outstrip price increases thus widening the gap between pensioners
and wage earners.

In the future. there will be proportionately mare OAPs who

depend on the State pension alone.

Will the result be an underclass of poor

elderly Sick who queue for hospital treatments, cannot afford the prescribed
services and refuse to pay for care to die in peace?

Increasingly the cost of care for the elderly and sick is displaced from the
state to the household.

This was plainly the intention in the Government

\ihite Paper

I

I

Growing Older

although probably the implications for people in

real life were not imagined by the authors:

Whatever level of public expenditure proves practicable, and however
it is distributed, the prillary sources of support and care for
elderly people are informal and voluntary, These spring frora the
personal ties of kinship, friendship and neighbourhood, It is the
role of public authorities to sustain and ~here necessary, develop but never to displace - such support and care.
Care in the
(oll~unity Ilust increaSingly ~ean care by the COMllunity.
(1981).

Abrams did paint aut the consequences:
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From a public point of view the provision of expert services is of
course very costly and the provision of neighbourliness very cheap,
But froll the point of view of the individual, the situation is
reversed: the costs of [om~unity care are exorbitant, those of the
~elfare state are low - or at least unavoidable,
(1977:127)
Wicks estimates what the tax payer saves at the expense of other tax payers:

There is no doubt that the 'value' of the care provided by Britain's
carers is considerable, There are different ways of derlOnstrating
this, but we have calculated that an estill'lated 1,3 raillion carers
could be providing care each year valued at £5,1 to 7,3 billion,
Moreover if just 10% of Britain's carers lIere not able to provide
such care, and instead those that were being looked after had to
enter residential accomlllodation, the public cost of providing this
would be some £1,1 billions, (1986: 17),
To put this

in perspective, capital expenditure on health for 1986-87 was

£1.60 billions.

Fiscal costs should not be the only costs for accounting.

What about the lost opportunity costs for carers?
done with their lives <Parker 1985)7
had incurred.

What else might they have

The carers described the

losses they

Six had given up full time jobs to become carers.

taken early retirement.

Three had

One of the carers had suffered a nervous breakdown

from the acute stress of his situation.

Another carer ripped all the ligaments

in his hand while lifting his wife and became clinically depressed because of
his incapacity.

This gentleman has a heart condition as does one of the other

carers.

Five carers had problems in the family to do with asking for help or

getting

it.

friendships

All
or

of

them

holidays

and

noted
the

confidence that caring can bring.

the

loss

increasing

of

freedom

social

to

pursue

isolation

and

hobbies,
loss

of

Two carers knew how much their efforts

saved for the state.

The GP says that having Connie at horae I am saving the NHS £400-500
a ~eek, That doesn't bother me, But for God's sake glve us the
bi ts and pieces to do the ruddy job, Talk about coping, I reckon
we can cope so long as we not only have the back up but the leans to
do the job decently,
It gets lIIe down,
Really upsets Ie,
You
shouldn't be in that position, , , (Mr Bibby)
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The consequences on ~y life? Nu~ber one, Financially, (Penny left
her well paid job abroad to come horae to help the family and has
spent her savlngsJ, It's also the job, , Not uSlng the old brain
cells anymore, You lose alot when you pack up a Job you are well
into, It ~as a 15 year career , , , the longer you care for so~eone
at home [the more it puts your career prospects at risk], Socially
I don't have the f reedoll anymore , , ,
tha t has tota 11 y changed,
you can lose your self confidence both professionally and
personally, Not as socially adept as we used to be - very isolated,
And to be honest, it's bor i ng, If you go out and they say, 'What '5
your day been like?' Well ~hat can you say? 'This ~orning I got up,
evacuated my reother '5 bo~els and gave her lunch', It becoraes very
bar i ng,
I read alot,
One day is rauch I ike another
1t
under~ines your confidence, (Penny Sha~)
I

Ungerson

(1990) and Kiernan and Wicks

community

care

policy

that

•

I

(1990) explore the slack language of

accommodates

the

blurring

responsibili ty between public and private caring.

of

boundaries

of

The state can diminish

its public role to care but private replacements may not exist.

Perhaps there

is no close tamily, no sense of commitment to care or no intention of spending
the family fortune to pay for grandma?

What happens to those in need of care

who have no social support ?

In

a culture that turns structural inequalities into the responsibility of the

individual

to overcome,

the

upshot

The self-righteous

is victim blaming.

belief in unequal access to care for those already deprived of health is the
unhappy result, for the powerless and vulnerable members of society must in
some way deserve what they get because they didn't sort themselves out before.
Believing

this,

the

moral

majority

miserable lives and suffering.
control,

news

of

beggars

crippled

poor

in

court

waiting years

a

collective blind eye to others

I

Despised for situations beyond their personal

living

for

turns

in

cardboard

non-payment

of

boxes

the

hated

on

the pavements,

Poll

Tax,

the

pensioners

in pain for an operation they have a right to expect, people
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found in their homes long after they died or starved. no longer shocks because
it is routine.

The MInIster has inherited a policy ~hlCh has condemned the
psychotic to wander the streets in numbers unseen SInce the 18th
century
(Prof Robin Murray, July 7 93, In GuardIan PolltHal
Alilanac 1993; 114)
I

I

The free market ethos exhorts people to fend for themselves.

The point at

which the state intervenes to care for the elderly. sick and vulnerable has
been lowered.

The state has abdicated responsibility for clarifying who most

needs what care today to 'market forces' at a time when demographic and socioeconomic

pressures

survival -

make

a

humane

strategy

an elemental sign of moral order.

for

care

not

a

market

for

Uncaring is a normal part of

today's society and caring is highlighted at the level of individual acts tor
others that are outside the tissue of caring values for family or profession.
Good citizenship by the few will not alter structural inequities worn by the
many.

As Dalley observes,

The ~anner in ~hich individuals care for each other is not sImply a
lI'Iatter of personal and practical responses to partIcular needs, It
is permeated by the ideological attitudes upon wrlich other sooal
relations are based (1988: 138).

Footnotes
(1)
The 1980s have seen a strengthening of public endorsement of
centralised tax-financed state welfare (Taylor Goodby. in Jowell et
al British Social Attitudes: the 8th Report 1991: 41)
(2) Both texts begin with summaries of population changes as a way
of determining the prevalence of the need for care. with caveats
about the social construction of need or the meaningfulness of the
statistical data.
(3)
Vicks and Finch acknowledge the structural settings for care
of demography. economy. the law. and politics.
Both assume the
social practice of caring is embedded in structures but not ruled by
them, ~icks discusses the potential capacity of the family to care.
Finch focuses on family dynamiCS of the obligation to care in
response to need.
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(4)
Dalley explains caring in the context of the dialectics of
collectivism and individualism.
Both are described as ideologies
and
structural
principles.
Collectivism
relates
the
social
organisation of work to the social good whereas individualism turns
on the separation of public work from private family life and the
atomisation of beneficence in individual acts.
(5)
The measure for an ageing population is taken to be a rising
median age.
In 1977 this was 34 years and by 2010 it could be 40
years (Thompson 1987).
(6) ego texts from FPCS, OPCS and British Society of Gerontology.
(7)
The total fertility rate (TFR) is the rate of child bearing
among all ages of women, measured as the sum of all women's
fertility, calculated by summing the age specification rates.
(8) Crude ratios of dependent to working populations are misleading
by themselves and should be seen in terms of the values of the
society that inspired the categories.
(9)
Walker (1982) and Qureshi and Walker (1989) address the
elision of constructs of dependency and disability.
Disability is
the function of instrumental or affective need (usually calculated in
terms of one's capacity to care for oneself). Dependency describes
the loss of power in personal and social relations : its use in the
discourse about the elderly and disabled merely rehearses the
inequalities of power between generations.
By extension of the
language, dependency also means the amount of work someone's
disability (ie physical or psychological dependency) makes for
another ego dependency ratios are measures of nursing workload.
(10)
Hagestad writes that the predictor of decline in individual
functioning
is approaching death itself - be it in patterns of
social interaction or the functioning of the immune system.
It is
is not age (ie distance from birth) but distance from death that is
significant (1986: 2).
(11)
Bradshaw (1972) produced the formative model of social need :
normative, felt or subjective, expressed (or unmet demand), and
comparative need.
Isaacs and Newton (1976) divide potential Ineed I
from actual 'need' as it is defined by the service giver.
(12)
Depts of Public Health in Health Authorities work from
available epidemiological data and data for hospital events to
calculate
'need'
in
terms
of
predicted
specified
clinical
interventions for local popUlations.
(13)
Sixsmith (1986) describes how Newcastle pensioners value
their
independence, highlighting the negative connotations of
dependency. Wenger's study of Welsh rural life found that people do
look out for each other in a network of kith and kin.
(14) Source: McKie, D. ed. 1993 The Guardian Political Almanac
(15)
For example, women who have undergone hysterectomies
generally stay in hospital for ten bed days.
Since the advent of
'Hospital at Home' and other similar schemes ("a nurse in the home"),
bed days were reduced to five.
The introduction of laser surgery
may reduce bed days for hysterectomy patients to three.
Surgical
wards should diminish with the trend for day surgery.
(16)
See Parker (1985), Joshi (985) Halsey (988) re debate on
personal financial costs of caring.
(17) The term was coined by Rimmer (1983).
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(18) Source: McKie, D. ed. The Guardian Political Almanac 1993: 122.
(19) Written answer to Dawn Primarolo MP, 20.04.93 BcD col 77.
(20)
In 1990, Carrtown's Community Care Liaison Officer was
sensitive to the issues raised here and was attempting to address
the situation. However, this was before the advent of the Community
Health Trusts, before the new joint planning committees for
community care had taken off and before the 1993 HHS Act was
implemented.
(21)
Parker (1986) quotes estimates of 78,000 women eligible for
ICA in 1983 at a cost of 85 million. After the EEC ruling from July
1986 married women were entitled to claim.
During 1986-87 almost
129,000 claims were received from married women of which some
117,000 were cleared.
(22)
Problems wi th community assessment are not uncommon eg. an
old lady living alone who could not dress, wash or feed herself is
turned down for nursing care CNDHA: December 93)
(23)
Dalley writes, The unner in IIhich individuals care for each other is not

a natter of personal and practical responses to particular needs, It is perleated by
the ideological attitudes upon which other social relations are based (1988: 138)

si~ply
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This chapter seeks to bring the thesis to a close by revisiting the results of
the inquiry and the main arguments, and to suggest what policy changes, if
any, are indicated.

Feminist research strategy seeks to uncover the different forms of power that
secure the subordination of women; with this aim in mind, the thesis seeks to
expose and challenge the values and beliefs that hold women to caring.

Seven

years ago, when I began this study, there were three objectives: to attack the
convention that caring is women's work, to explore beliefs about sex roles and
heal th

work,

and

to convince

people

question of who does society's caring.

of

the

importance

of considering

the

Researching the views and experiences

of men and women caring offered a way of tackling these objectives, by showing
that caring

is motivated

by a

commitment

to care, regardless of sex:

highlighting the mess of essentialist assumptions that brand women as
and

inscribe

the

unequal

status

of

women's

worth:

and

by

by

carers

considering

the

current demographic, socia-economic and political context of caring that should
force re-thinking on sex roles and health work.
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The paradox of men caring makes its impact because of the history and culture
of women caring.

The force of the image is as great as the contrast which

makes it: men look like misfits in the caring role because women have been
typecast for it.

It is the manifold pressures forcing the sexual identity of

caring work that are explored in the thesis in order to explicate the paradox.

First, the thesis argues that fixed sex characteristics to decide which body is
which are

the conceptual equations of an absolutist archaic biology.

The

collapse of sex and gender characteristics into fixed biological identities had
the effect of prescribing inequalities of sex and race as if they were written
on tablets of stone.

This kind of specious thinking pigeon-holes "biological"

chararacteristics such as sex, race and age into hierarchical ranking order,
forcing the idea of a descending series of subordinated groups who are not
It is born of the same imperialist strategy that subordinates

white male.

feelings and bodies to the supremacy of the mind.
are

locked

together

in

unthinking

assumptions

Feelings, bodies and women
that

have

shaped

the

feminisation of care in western history and culture.

How do these assumptions about sex roles and caring seep through our lives?

I

have proposed the phenomenon of the feminisation of caring to explain what
has happened.

Even the words we use for caring picture the suppression of

women's worth.

The English language of caring symbolises feeling and not the

work it entails.

Caring has been extended metaphorically in the public domain

and in the nursing discourse as feeling - nurses want to

own caring as a way

of expressing the nurse's moral endeavour on behalf of vulnerable people.

Even

so, in the nursing discourse there is the repeated unthinking application
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care as

a

prefix

and

suffix

for

work.

The poverty

of words

encapsulates the worth that our culture ascribes to the task.

for

carin;:

There are no

words to describe what we do not choose to see or value however lar~e tr'le
enterprise.

Caring language is feminised as feeling which signals a moral act

that is meant to be beyond value, not without value because it is women's work.

Not just caring words but caring images are feminised.
sexual
wake.

inequalities

ploughed

through

nursing

with

Nursing images are made in the cultural image

the biological arguments of men.

a

The male regime of

conspicuous

historical

of women that rehearses

Women doing the invisible, unpaid or low

status work that nursing involves is not unusual.

Men performing the same

tasks jeopardise their sexual identity in a role that is assumed to be women's
prerogative.

When men choose nursing. they may have to endure various :torms

of sexual discrimination as well as ridicule.

When nurses are women, thev are

measured by an invisible system that marks off sexual and social deviations
from

perfect

as

a

means
image

of
of

testing
women

difference
nurses

is

which
sweet.

can

be converted to

inequality.

The

selfless,

subservient.

When nurses are men, the biological measuring stick does not

apply and compensating forces take over to justify their role.

brave

and

Ken nurses are

seen as physically strong, authoritative and technically knowledgeable.
nurses can gain kudos from their special status in women's world and end

~en
UP

being promoted above their female counterparts.

Understanding the difference between shared values of caring and beliets abOlI~
sex work roles is crucial to seeing how the paradox of men caring takes shape.
[he female sex is consigned to caring work by false beliefs about biolCJ;:ica~
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parts that secure women's advantage to care, whereas the male sex is free to
choose to honour caring values in keeping with their culturally constructed
authoritative status.
another

The right to choose to care is a male privilege and yet

female injustice.

Caring values re-construct and reflect the moral

feelings of men who choose to care.

The men in the study justify their caring

careers in terms of their moral feeling, values and codes of conduct,

\Vomen

whose sex is credited with caring feelings can also be also prisoners of them
if they have no sense of choice
dependency.
of

in the matter because of their structured

They live their lives in the 'compassion trap'.

women's choice

to

care is

invaded

by

the false

The moral domain

belief that 1t

is

the

biological prerogative of their sex to do so - a belief that the men and women
~1th

in this research acknowledge exists even if they do not believe it.
cultural

assumptions

shaping

our

lives,

caring

is

more

these

likely to be men's

choice and women's destiny.

Ken, whose sex invests in a conceptual regime that buries feelings alongSide
women, help to maintain the authority of their sex by hiding their feelings.
The men in this research describe a commitment to care that can be viewed as
a changing weave of moral feelings and values and informs their day to day
act.

They also discuss the most important aspect of caring as a feeling ot

being in relation to others.
close

relationships,

Here they are on territory assigned to women, 01

emotional

confidences

and

connectedness,

The

results

suggest the sexes share caring values and feelings and the experiences of men
and women caring are not wholly
suggested.
that

unrelated as some gender relations theor'y'

Because today's concept of care is feminised, it is unsur-pr1sin~

bath sexes associate care with

feelings.

However, the men and women
-------
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interviewees acknowledge the false belief that men should hide their feelings.
\fhen

men

work

to

hide

their

feelings,

among

other reasons,

they are also

projecting their sexual status as authoritative by staying in control of their
strongest emotions.

The feminisation

of

caring

has

various aspects of caring work.

resulted

in the diminution and deletion of

The moral feeling that informs the act of

caring and is reputedly beyond worth is also without worth because the work
is usually carried out by women.

The complex knot of unthinking assumptions

ties in ideas such as 'caring work comes naturally to women I and women learn
to be more skilled at

these jobs than men over the course of a lifetime.

\fomen dependents who work for free in the home may do caring work outside the
home

which

is

voluntary

or

poorly

paid

and

women

who

are

economically

independent probably use other women to substitute their labour in the home.
When men say they do emotion work and dirty work they draw attention to areas
of

work

that

have

been

deleted

because

women's work in a male-dominated praxis.

of

the

successful

suppression

of

While the men nurses followed the

convention that dirty work is taboo and did not discuss it, some of the men
carers were able to make moral capital out of doing the dirty work.

It can be

presented as proof of their commitment to care if they have chosen to overcome
their revulsion to cleaning human waste and to risk their authority as men by
doing work that is assumed to be below them.

Ken nurses and carers can gain

more prestige from accomplishing emotion work than women.

Since women are

more skilled at emotion work and more women than men are good at the work.
men who are caring for other people's feelings stand out as special.

The men

and women in the research appear to share the same reasons for doing emotion
---------"

-------------------------------------
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work.

However, it seems men act to hide their strongest enotions in order t~

bolster their authority as men.

This act helps men to assert their sexual

identity in a traditionally female sex role and it may take priority over or
interfere with the display of caring feelings that would be expected of women
in the role.

The strategic aim of this thesis is to expose the forms of power that promote
inequalities

for

women

in

caring

roles.

The

outline above suggests

that

biological, structural and cultural forces help crystallise people's unthinking
beliefs about women and

ensure the continued suppression of caring.

should and could be done to improve matters?
about

the

best

way

to

achieve

women's

Iw'hat

There are historic disagreements

equality.

from

the

liberal

feminist

incrementalism of successive waves of legislation to radical feminist root and
branch politics that put the issues on the public agenda. such as '\rlages tor
Housework'.
disagreement

In

the

about

British

the

best

feminist
way

discourse

on

caring,

there

to bring about emancipation for

has

been

women in

caring roles while protecting the interests of the vulnerable. frail and sick
for whom they care; for example, legislation for equal pay for caring at home
and at work

(Ungerson 1990) or reducing dependence on the family to do the

caring by stressing the need for independence of the cared for and increasing
the role of formal care (Finch 1990)?
decision by the state and allow

The successful campaign to reverse the

Invalidity Care Allowance for women carers

illustrates both what can be done and the strength of resistance to chan,><;in~
conventional ideas about sex roles and health work.
tor this resistance
done

to

involve

is key to making some suggestions about what cou id be

more

men

in

caring

----------------
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caring roles they do not choose.

The ideas put forward are meant to invite

discussion and broaden debate about caring in the new millenium.

1.

The

nursing

discourse

should

pay

more

attention

extension of caring as work rather than feeling
image of fe1llinised nursing care.

to

the

metaphorical

in order to help blur the

Nurses should research the duration. scope.

intensity and complexity of the nursing workload. particularly at the borders
with lay care (Robinson 1989).
'sharing

the care'

between

The moral, economic and legal issues raised by

lay and

professional carers should be addressed

honestly and openly in partnership with lay agencies.

2.

Lay care agencies (eg.

Age Concern)

of care as sentiment rather than work.

should also challenge the extension
It may help to publish more widely the

costs of mixed care economies so that more people can judge for themselves the
question of who cares and who should pay for it: eg.
money

distributed

by

the

state

against

direct

and

potential costs to public
indirect

costs

to

the

individual carer, the cared for and any other householders or family members.
It may also help to raise the debate about dirty work, and to address the
issues such as social taboos, cross sex care, the disposal of human waste from
the home and the role and responsibilities of formal care.

3.

Any inequalities inherent in the advertisement, recruitment, training and

qualification of men and women nurses and their subsequent careers should be
avoided at all stages of employment. by demonstrating that all heal th stat r
know, understand and apply the law and procedure against sex d1scrirnin3tion.

---- -------

--------------
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4.

Education,

potential

for

employment and
integrating

social

policies

security

for

planning should examine

pregnancy,

maternity

and

the

paterni tv

leave, child care benefits and compassionate leave with the aim of promoting
the independence and well-being of all vulnerable kin

(to the benefit of the

state and the taxpayer).

5.

The

market

for

lay

care

should

be

properly

costed,

at

a

rate

that

recognises the training andlor experience of the carer, that takes into account
the length, scope, intensity and complexity of care and is commensurate with
the pay for substitute carers in nursing and social services.

6.

There

should

protecting the

be

national

body

for

caring

agencies

with

the

aim

of

independence and well- being of those people needing care at

home through the development of local lay and formal care networks.

7.

There should

be more discussion

in the classroom on the function and

purpose of beliefs on sex work roles, such as assumptions that men should not
show their feelings or women are nature's carers.

8.

The British feminist debate on caring should continue to challenge and

publicise inequalities of power in the caring relationship between different
groups and individuals including women.

9.

The

sociological

discourse

should

re-think

its

prioritisation

of

the

sociology of feelings, particularly the ethical issues opened up by qualitative
research among people who may be vulnerable to harm.
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10.

At the personal level, any man anywhere who wants to be di!Ierent ar.::l

equal by doing his fair share of the caring should be given every opportuni tv
and encouragement by any women who are involved.

The responsibilities of care, back in the lap of the community, have not been
articulated at national

level.

There has been more debate about the single

European currency than who will pay for all the country's potential grannies
and who w ill care for

them next century.

The de ba te has not cOIlle a bout

because the state defused the 'demographic time- bom b' by retreating from the
problem of caring for granny and pushing it onto the family, so that even if
she slides

off

the proverbial car roof rack, the question of elderly abuse

would not arise.

What happens to all the elderly whose kin networks have gone

and who have no support?

Anyone

who saw the bleak films of Vietnam war

veterans in inner city army hospitals, being hosed down once a week like cars
on a car lot, can imagine the human problem that is going to present itsel! to
this country

in

the next two decades.

We have managed to ignore so much

human misery in the way of the homeless, the destitute and the mentally ill.
~ill we ignore the sick, the elderly and the handicapped too?

to

live

in

a

SOCiety

where

human

suffering

is

mostly

Are we prepared

hidden,

the obvious

sanitised and commonplace?

Apart tram the moral questions about caring that may touch people in their dav
to day lives, economic questions are raised for the state.
the

male

crippled

dominated
by

the

biologically

biologically

-~-~------------
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construe ted

constructed
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chronically

be
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handicapped, if the new socio-economic woman (and fewer of her) simply canno:
manage all the caring that will be required.

\iill conventional beliefs about sex roles and health work and modern values
for caring support a humane way of life in the twenty first century?
feminisat10n

of

caring

was

a

messy

historical

and

cultural

process

The
that

swallowed women, feelings and bodies into a conceptual vacuum that was not
worth thinking about by those with the power not to be affected by it and that
was a mute experience for their subordinates.

Perhaps the time has come where

hearts and minds can be persuaded that we have to re-think sex roles and
health work for moral and economic reasons.

What is reqUired is the political

will to generate a shift in our moral order so that caring is a shared value
that everyone has both access to understanding and equal opportunity to act
out in order to safeguard the independence and well-being of vulnerable kith
and kin.
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APPENDIX ONE

Recruitment Figures for Nurse Training by Sex in Carrtown DR! <1987 9Q)

YEAR

MONTH/INTAKE

NO/FEMALE StNs

NO/HALES StNs

1987
1'388

Nov
Feb
July
Nov

38
36
35
38

0
2
3
0

105

05

35
36
38

.,3
.,

109

05

36
36
66

2

1989

1990

Mar
July
Oct

Feb
July
Oct

72/66i

L
L

.,

L

4
4/4

*

During the autumn of 1990 the College amalg~ated and recruIt~ent
procedures changed to cover two DIstrIcts

My grateful thanks to the AdmiSSIons OfflCer for the College for proVIdIng

me WIth this data
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APPENDIX TWO
EDployment Figures for lux-sing by Sex in Carrtown DHA <1988 91)

GENERAL NURSING

Town Unit

1989

1988

1990

Men/Women Men/Women Men/Women

Assistants tA/Bl

2

96

2

98

SEN (C/O)

91

2

1991

Men/Women

86

79

100

2 105

2(2%)

107

2 144

3<2%)

136

RGN CO/E/F)

I..

148

3

154

SR/CN l G)

3

2S

3

26

3

27

3(12%)

'I')
1..1..

Sr Nurse tH/l)

o

10

o

9

o

10

o

10

~I

Director

*

Figures 1n brackets are the percentages of ~en in that grade (1990)

--------~
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Car Unlt:

1988

1989

Hen/Women

1990

Men/Wo~en

Asslstants (A/B)

8

254

9

252

SEN (C/O)

4

238

3

247

RGN (O/E/F)

22 445

SR/CN (G)

2

Sr Nurse

85

19 459

3

Hen/WoMen Men/Women

7

271

261

236

1(0,4%)

224

20

438

16(4%)

397

4

79

21

22

lHIl)

83

1991

74

21

-----------------------------

Sr Nrse Manager

1(5%)

18

1(20%)

4

DIrector

COMMUNITY NURSING

Comm. Unit

1988

1989

1990

1991

Men/Women Men/Women Men/WoMen Men/Women

Sr/eN

Sr Nurse

lH/!.l

126

125

114

31

31

31

1(0.9%) 110

I (3%)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----THE PARADOX OF MEN WHO DO THE CARING
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~ENIAL

HEALTH

Carrtown Unit

1989

1988

1990

1991

Men/Women Men/Women Men/Women Men/Women

Assistants (A/B)

6

110

6

110

7

107

SEN (C/O)

5

33

6

33

8

32

10<24%)

31

RGN (O/E/F)

28

67

31

71

26

60

28~33%)

57

SR/CN (G)

19

20

19

21

21

18

15(50%)

15

Sr Nurse t HII)

7

5

7

4

6

3

5(71%)

2

Sr Nrse Manager

-----------------------------

107

1(50%)

DHector

-----------------
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APPENDIX THREE

THEORIES OF FEELING

This section expands on the arguments begun in Chapter Three on the defence
feelings in social research.

01

It reviews some of the sociological literature on

feelings, drawn from social policy and social theory fields and describes some
of the theories of feeling that give different approaches for exploring caring
feelings in everyday life.

In general, there are two philosophical views in

the discourse on feeling ; individuals are autonomous and have the capacity to
reason

about

their

feelings

and

act

on

transmi ttors of cultural constructs of feeling.
believe

the

person

necessarily
But

individualistically.

the

examples of conforming and
Three,

I

responses.

describe

Heller's

Below

I

conforms

people

I

or

reason

or
talked

they

are

Social theory would have us
on

the

to

in

other
the

hand,

explore

some

of

feelings
of

the

which

other

behaves

interviews

individualistic reasons for caring.
theory

passive

allows

approaches

gave

In Chapter

for
to

both human
theorising

feelings.

Flam

(1990) suggests the model of rational/normative man should also include

emotional man because without this additional explanatory mechanism. altruistk
acts

are inexplicable.

Flam's model

explains altruism as the

unintended

effect of people caring on their own initiative, or as the result of social coercion or

legal compulsion to give to others

-------------_._-
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Flam

1987) .

distinguished
emotional
covers

Theories of Feeling

researched
three

groups

etiquette

similar

reasons
of

for

people's

reasons

to

do

conduct

with

in

b usiness

and

personal

feelings,

the

of the social group and organisational rules.

ground

in

his

book

The

Cunning

of

Reason

Hollis

(1987).

He

criticises the tenets for Hobbesian rationality and Humean sensibilities, and
settles for a Kantian version of reasonableness of people's actions, based on
an understanding of their motivating desires and beliefs.
the

combined

efforts

of

unintended circumstances

heroic

for

individual

society -

action

Hollis argues that

result

in

unforeseen

hence the cunning of reason.

Like

Hochschild, he proposes the metaphorical device of actors and role play for
researchers to access understanding of people's reasons.

In what he terms a

messy framework, legitimate reasons for action are separated from real ones.
For example, people care for convention's sake, and can articulate legitimating
They may also identify their real reasons

reasons for doing what they do.

for caring, because they have feelings and want to help, perhaps beyond the
call of duty.

Hochschild's

famous

book,

-The

Managed

Heart

(1983)

put

feelings

in

the

sociological frame by arguing that they are a hidden forn of social control

Certain events in economic history cannot be fully understood unless
we pay attention to the filagreed patterns of feeling and their
Dlanagellent (1983: 11)
Her thinking is opposed to Hollis' sense of a person controlling their role.
Hers is a functionalist drama of people reacting to messages and behaving in
socially acceptable ways.
of the

emotion

stewardesses

'::40

work

justify

Hochschild borrows from drama theory to make sense

accomplished
their

by

air

emotiona I

stewardesses;
di sp 1ay

with

in deep
reaso ns

acting
drawn

t.he
from
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commercial norms of good behaviour.
superior emotional labour.

Airlines make money out of delivering

Thus, Hochschild proposes a new social theory of

emotion : she distinguishes someone's inner feelings from enotions to do their
job and

what she calls the

example,

'feeling rules'

nurses

are

gUided

by

that

limits

how

much

behaviour

for their emotional work.

professional
they

may

protocol
reveal

of

for

their

their

true

For

emotional
feelings.

Hochschild speculates that feeling rules are felt by people at home as moral
injunctions to do the done thing.

She suggests that enotional management is

as much a part of life in the family as it is at work.

Heller's epic work, A Theory of Feelings (1979), draws on phenomenological and
marxist schools of thought, to explore the feeling side of human relations.
She raises
feeling.

questions

about

the significance of

the

social

organisation

of

Heller argues that there is a direct relationship between changes in

the structure of work and family and what people feel.

New types of feeling

go hand in hand with new types of re/productive relationships.
changes,

the

values

that

prescribe

the

old

order

prescriptions for new orders of feeling emerge: ego

become

\Then society
redundant,

and

the British welfare state

grew up with one order of feelings and its threatened demise is accompanied by
They are concretised in work.

Feelings go with the task in hand.

another.

graded by the socially prescribed value for the task and fixed in a hierarchy.
For

example,

nurses

(Gamarnikow

feeling.
the

Dunkirk

PARADOX

are

expected

1978) .

Every

to
age

manage
has

their
its

feelings

dominant

differently

to

configurations

0:

SOCiety mobilises for the task with normative theories of feeling

arguments

THE

doctors

spirit,

appear

the

age

of

determinist.
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chivalry,
Her

the

theory

caring
of

nineties.
feeling

Heller's

proposes

the
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1nternalisation of commonly

held

values, and

links the person

cultural group, and their everyday feelings with social change.

with

their

Feelings are

historic events meant to ensure the survival of the group by securing the work
to be done.

Caring could be explained as a mcxiern feeling,

generated for

society to adapt to the increasing social tensions of caring for others.

Dalley's

book,

feelings.
about

Ideologies

of

Caring

(1988),

is

about

caring

rather

than

However, she refers to caring as a new ideology, <based on beliefs

the

family

and

the

theorising about feeling.

individual),

which

reveals

another

approach

to

Dalley argues that whereas collectivism connects the

organisation of re/productive work with the social good, the current strategy
of individualism ties it up with personal profit, with the result that

Society dispenses ~ith its responsibility to care for those who are
~eak and dependent, directing its efforts instead to support those
~ho will be potentially greater value to society in the long terra
(Dalley (1988), ch one)
Caring is

invested with "feeling" that Dalley dismisses as the prenise for

doing the work.

Like Reverby

(1987), she argues that SOCiety capitalises on

women's 'conviction to care', that is really the internalisation of dogma about
their status at work.
are

concealed:

caring.

people

The regime is powerful precisely because its mechanisms
sincerely

believe

women

are

biologically

suited

for

False beliefs about sex roles generate a false premise among women

for doing caring work.

Dalley links the everyday concerns of people caring

with their political context.

She implies the power to generate social values

rests with the consensus of the ruling groups.

She blows away the puffball of

community care politics to reveal ideological seeds to muster people's efrort
to care for their kith and kin.
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I have tried to argue that the intiroate business of canng for
chronically dependent people is dlrectly linked to the ~ider
responsIbility which society, as a "hole, rlas for all its merrlbers'
trle laiero concerns of individuals in the canng sphere 10rra ~Clit at'
the macro concerns of society at large. Thus the manner In \Jrlicr,
individuals care for each other is not sillply a laatter of personal
and practical responses to particular needs. It is per~ealed by the
Ideological altItudes upon which other social relailons are Dased.
(Dalley (1988) ch seven: p,138)

Finch

(1989)

also writes about caring.

softens the conspiratorial
Yes

she

suggests

that

She does not deny Dalley but she

blows of determinism by allowing for free will.

the

caring

relationship

is

shaped

economic, legal and political structures that surround it.

by

demographic,

However, she thinks

that individual belief systems for caring give rise to expected behaviours not
cast iron certainties.

Generalising how caring should be is not the same as

specifying the particulars for each situation.
caring relationship:

kinship ties. bonding. the history of recirocal g1 ving,

independence of the carer and
argues

that

people

idiosyncratic ways.
viewpoin ts.

There are parameters lor each

are

cared

sovereign

for,

and

stages

negotiate

in

the life cycle.

the

matter

of

Finch

caring

in

Her theory is many sided and softer than earlier feminist

Free will is placed in the context of local norms. ideologies and

social structures, all of which may influence someone's choice but do not make
it compulsory.

This section shows a spectrum of thinking about feelings in sociology.
up, Hochschild views feeling as a form of social control.

To sum

Heller alloWS tor

indi vidualistic acts, when people act against the tide of prescribed feelln."'s.
'
If o 11 is

an d

individual

Fl am
acts

argue
10r

th a t

the

a ltruism

good.

l'S

Dalley

really

the

argues

that
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controlled by wrong beliefs about sex roles for work not feelings.
caring

as

a

conglomerate

of

feelings

and

beliefs

that

the

fincD sees

innividual

has

ultimate control over.

Apparently , the

term

"caring"

can

be approached

f rom

di!'f eren t

onto 1ogical

viewpoints using the conceptual instruments of rules, values, feelings, norms
and beliefs to theorise
known troublesome

about sex roles and health work.

constructs in sociological theory and unsurprisingly, they

have become confused in the discourse on caring.
spoke

of

whether

many,
it's

These are well

different

because

they

and
are

varying
married

reasons
to

them,

The men nurses and carers
for
they

responsible for them or they are women and born to it.

caring
love

for

someone

them,

they

-

are

The fieldwork showed

me that people's reasoning changed over time and was not static or certain.
tried to discover the web of reasons that sustain people in their caring

I

role~

and how the weight of reason shifts with time according to the di!licul ties
people face and how they feel about them.

In Chapters Six and Seven t I try to

show that caring is underpinned by a constellation of reasons about feelings
and values, beliefs and norms, concerned with caring work and caring feelings
for another person.
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APPENDIX FOUR:

EXECUTIVE

This

interview

INTERVIEW

with an executive member at Carrtown District Hospital was

taken down in notes which were written up immediately afterwards.
less than half an hour.

It lasted

The time was granted so that I could ask permission

to conduct the second stage of interviews.

On hearin~

Permission was given.

that the nurses were to be asked if the most important part of caring was
feeling or work, the manager thought it prudent to explain to me some ot the
ramifications of the new NHS for the nurses.

The re-organisation at Carrtown District Hospital has been on a large scale
because

of

government

policy

and

regional

initiatives.

The

three

most

important innovations are the Financial Information Package or FIPP, which was
developed by Region; the Hospital Information Support Services or HISS. from
the

Resource

contracting

Management

services

in

Project
line

introduced

with

by

government,

government policy

and

the

new

(for example, the

new

Medical Management Team, consisting of a consultant, senior nurse and manager,
is

responsible

follows a

for

overseeing

all

contracts

for

350

medical

beds.

This

trend set by Griffiths to devolve economic management to sma l1er

teams 'at the coal-face' .

. ---~~--~~~-
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FIPP has been on the go as a research project since 197':! •...tth documents in
circulation since

1984.

Basically

it

is a

software package that turns

financial breakdowns on the utilisation of hospital facilities.
by Chel tenham

Health Authority to develop a

analysis

tool, so that

hitherto

invisible

it would

component

KONITOR and CRITERIA FOR CARE.

of

UP

It was adopted

complementary nursing acti vi ty

be possible to extract information on the
nursing

labour

It

costs.

is

similar

to

The point is that since this tool has been in

the workplace, nurses are more conscious of being accountable and responsible
for the way in they worked because their actions were audited.

Some nurses do

not think about the relationship between what they are paid to do and actual
activity.

For example, this manager stood at the door of the renal unit the entire day
monitoring nursing traffic and stopped all journeys out of the unit that were
not strictly nursing business; ego no trips to the laboratory to take bloods
because the

porter

is too busy, no nipping down to pass messages for

the

doctors etc.

Finally the gesture was made permanent by introduing a rule tor

changing out

of

uniform

for every

journey off the unit.

This stopped all

unnecessary journeys and was a concrete reminder for the nurses of how they
use their time and the money they cost.

A second story is about a subsequent power struggle between a group of nurses
and

a

consultant

.
1 b
to control the deployment of nurSIng a our.

l'he nurses

started to question the jobs they were asked to do once they believed they
were accountable for how they spent their time.

They saw no good reason tor

regularlY monitoring the vital signs of elderly ladies who were

waitin~

tor

~ ----~--------
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Part Three accommodation and where no one there would take their temperat'..;re,
pulse

and

blood

pressure

every

four

hours

in

case

they

were

consul tant saw this as a Challenge to his authority by a group
believed were employed to help him.

0

11i.

The

f nurses he

The officer thought that the introduction

of F IPP and its philosophy had two effects on nursing attitudes: nurses were
thinking more about what they do rather than how they were supposed to act
and were more insecure having discovered what they did do.

1 asked about the nurses' view that national underfunding caused difficulties

at local level.

It was pointed out that that the new market removed the onus

from government to manage the allocation of resources and put responsi bili ty
on the purchasers of health services to budget effectively to pay tor what
they need.

It was suggested there are two levels of care by providers; the

specialities and bread and butter work.
had offered the
region.

Base

facilities

funding

for

for

Formerly the big district haspi tals

speciality work to smaller hospitals in the

the chronic case

load was paid

for

by the sub

regional specialities but if those were now to be contracted separately, there
was a risk that general medical and surgical beds could close if they could
not be made to pay.

Besides big hospitals were rated by their assets and

stood. to receive fewer dispensations from government than smaller units, even
though such assets are depreciating.

The problem was how to balance the costs

of escalating chronic care against one off specialisms.

The Resource Management Programme is still in its infancy at Carrtown al-::bou,02, b
it had been plugged into hospitals without testing.

It is a way of r1rc'y'idirl.:

data

fulfilling

to

know

if

the

hospital
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competitively, in terms of throughput of patients, number of beds and manpower
costs.

Carrtown adopted nursing models

pragmatically and favoured Or em and Roper.

Although such models are meant to be a means to an end, the officer thought
some nurses saw them as the end by which the means were achieved.

The wards

still used team nursing rather than primary nursing because the latter had not
been successful in ward trials.

This meant that while there was a drift to

individualised patient care, there was also a parallel tendency to work to a
routine and 'get all the baths done by twelve'. There was also the matter

01

idealising the written records to fit the nursing model rather than recording
the

work

workload.

for

the

patient.

There

should

be

contractual

declarations

at

Money for pay increases had to be found from the budget and had

resul ted in cuts in service.

So it was only right for staff to know where

they stand in terms of what they do, who does what and how much they cost.

I asked about the division of caring labour and the difficulties of managing
separate budgets for different occupations for work done in one geographical
area.

The rigid division of work between different groups is very difficult to

overcome.

For example, ward administrators are responsible for doing work

that was formerly part of the permanent staffing role because it had to be
done.

It is a continuous function that can only be accomplished by someone on

the scene and continual prompting was required before nurses would relinquish
the work.

With one ward budget, senior sisters have autonomy to divide labour

and pay for it as they see tit so long as it was justifiable in terms 01 value

-

-- - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - -
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for money.

---------

In the long term this could be the prime indicator 01 the

q'J3.~ity

of service in the area and not the work of the ward staff.

Finally we touched on the fragmented nature of caring services.
much internal re-organisation, external links have been lost,

Because of so

I suggested that

since groups of caring workers speak different professional 'languages' any ""C\'i .
there could

be

without having

more

pitfalls

when

people

have changed the

way

they

work

had time to catch up with how they talk about it to other

professional groups.

This met with the suggestion that all the changes in

community care for different groups of recipients as well as acute services
may be a potential recipe for breakdown in communication between services.

------

---

---------------
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